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Our Price

"Dinosaur PVC 7"" assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD as a Display of 36)"

Bring the Jurassic era into the toy room with this collection of PVC dinosaurs. Assorted 
species for imaginative play.

Animals Guns/Swords $15.00 $11.60

Australian Animals 4pc Set Australian Animals 4pc Set Animals $21.00 $16.20
Farm Animals 6pc Animals $23.80 $18.30

"Crocodiles PVC 14"" ( ONLY 
SOLD as a Display of 12)"

"An extra pet for the toy room menagerie. PVC 16"" crocodile." Animals Guns/Swords $29.80 $22.90

"Ocean Animals 3""-5"" 8pcs 
PVC"

Playtime ocean animal set - 8 pieces Animals Guns/Swords $32.50 $25.00

"Crocodiles PVC 9"" 7pc PBH & 
Playmat"

Plastic play crocodiles with play mat Animals Guns/Swords $55.50 $42.70

Dinosaur Animal Set 9pcs PVC & 
Playmat

Playtime dinosaur set - 9 pieces Animals Guns/Swords $57.40 $44.10

"Dinosaur PVC 13""-14"" 3 
Assorted ( ONLY SOLD as a 
Display of 6)"

Assorted large PVC dinosaurs perfect for recreating the Jurassic era in the safety of your 
own toy room. Animals Guns/Swords $90.00 $69.30

Funtime Paint Pots Green Spill-proof paint pots with paint pot lids that can be closed to keep paint fresher and 
longer.

Art & Craft $28.30 $20.20

Creativity For Kids Day At The 
Spa Deluxe Gift Set

Pamper yourself from your head to your toes with this ultimate spa-experience gift set. 
Everything you and your friends need to create amazing manicures and perfect 
pedicures is included!, 30+ piece set includes inflatable pedicure pool, battery operated

Art & Craft $265.50 $189.60

My Studio Girl Make Sew Your 
Own Rescue Pets Dalmation

Sew a sweet pet who needs a loving home! You can adopt your own rescue pet with 
these adorable creative kits. Each kit includes a special Adoption certificate and name 
tag collar, so you can give your pet a special name. Age 8+

Art & Craft $77.10 $55.10

Qixels S1 Theme Refill Pack 
Assorted

Build your design one Qixel at a time Qixels are the cubes that fuse with a blast of 
water. Create your own pixel world with the Deep Sea Theme Refill Pack Choose from 
six cool themes such as Martial Arts Skeleton Army and more

Art & Craft Qixels $85.10 $60.80

Qixels Fuse Blaster
Build your design one Qixel at a time! Qixels are the cubes that fuse! Build your Qixel 
design, blast it with water from the Fuse Blaster, let it dry and then create your own 
pixel world of monsters, warriors, ninjas and more! WHAT'S INSIDE 1 x Fuse Bl

Art & Craft Qixels $137.30 $98.10

Qixels Design Creator
Create and colour your own design templates and build your design one Qixel at a time! 
This pack comes with 7 silhouetted templates and a blank template with grids so you 
can place your cubes and create your own unique character. Qixels are the cubes that

Art & Craft Qixels $137.30 $98.10

Qixels Turbo Dryer
Create and colour your own design templates and build your design one Qixel at a time! 
Qixels are the cubes that fuse with water! Build your Qixel design, blast it with water, 
let it dry and then keep creating your own pixel world of monsters, warriors, n

Art & Craft Qixels $204.50 $146.10



Playdoh Cake Party

Making stacks and stacks of super-colorful Play-Doh cakes is easy and fun with this 
bakeshop set! Shape tiered crazy cakes in the oven, or flatten some Play-Doh 
compound and use the cutters to create more fun shapes. Try stacking lots of shapes 
into a pre

Art & Craft Playdoh $173.50 $123.90

Beados Series 4 - 4 Colour Pen
What kid doesn't love colours and beads? With the Beados 4 Colour Pen, your little one 
can make super bright Beados creations. After loading the pen with neon beads, choose 
the colour, use the template and join them with water to come up with colourful cr

Art & Craft Beados $116.20 $83.00

Beados Crystal Theme Pack 
Assorted

"Join the fun with Beados! Make amazing creations that you can play with or wear! 
Choose a template, add your crystal beads and spray them with water! WOW – You’ve 
just made some cool Beados™ Crystals Creations! No heat, no glue, no mess! Come on! 
Join

Art & Craft Beados $70.00 $50.00

I Can Make It! Series 1 Assorted 
(Can be sold as a display of 9)

"""I CAN Make It! is craft in a can that’s ready to play. The coolest craft toys around 
packed inside a can! Open it up and you'll find everything you need to create and 
amuse children for hours! Every parent will be a fan of these cans! I CAN Make It!

Art & Craft $63.20 $45.10

Qixels Series 2 Theme Pack 
Assorted

"Build your design one Qixel at a time! Qixels are the cubes that fuse with a blast of 
water. Create your own pixel world with the Theme Refill Packs and choose from three 
awesome new themes! ""500 x Cubes1 x Design Tray 4 x Design Templates 1 x Display

Art & Craft Qixels $89.90 $64.20

Qixels Series 2 Glow In The Dark 
Design Creator

"Create your own design templates and build your design one Qixel at a time! This pack 
comes with glow in the dark cubes, so you can create amazing glowing creations! Wtih 
7 silhouetted templates and a blank template with grids, you can place your cubes a

Art & Craft Qixels $137.20 $98.00

Qixels Series 2 Mega Refill Pack
"The possibilities are endless with the Qixels Mega Refill Pack! With bulk cubes, stands 
and bases, you can create your own totally unique designs! With a variety of colors to 
choose and so many cubes to fuse, you can create massive Qixelised worlds with

Art & Craft Qixels $137.20 $98.00

Ty Beanie Boos Collectors A2 
Poster

Ty Beanie Boos Collectors A2 Poster Art & Craft Chalkie $2.80 $2.00

Ty Beanie Boos CDU - Fits 24pcs 
of regular Beanie Boos

Ty Beanie Boos CDU - Fits 24pcs of regular Beanie Boos Art & Craft Chalkie $2.80 $2.00

Ty Beanie Boos 4 Tier Small 
Wooden Stand

Ty Beanie Boos 4 Tier Small Wooden Stand Art & Craft Chalkie $2.80 $2.00

Qixels Series 3 Kingdom Theme 
Pack Asst

"Make your Qixels design, then add to the included parts to create one mega Qixels 
creation! With enough cubes included to complete 4 designs, the stage is set for the 
greatest battle that Qixels Kingdom has ever seen! This pack even comes with metallic c

Art & Craft Qixels $123.60 $88.30

Qixels Series 3 Kingdom 
Weapons Workshop Playset

"Prepare for Battle! Qixels Kingdom is at risk of total destruction! Savage trolls have 
attacked King Qixels' castle and are trying to take control of the land! Help defend your 
castle by creating powerful pixel weapons for the King's army. Make, spray an

Art & Craft Qixels $204.50 $146.10

Qixels Series 3 Kingdom Castle 
Attack Playset

"Prepare for Battle! Qixels Kingdom is at risk of total destruction! Savage trolls have 
attacked King Qixels' castle and are trying to take control of the land! Help King Qixels 
build up his forces to defeat the trolls and regain power. The stage is set f

Art & Craft Qixels $271.70 $194.10

Poppit Season 1 Theme Refill 
Pack Assorted

"""Create with clay the Poppit way! Make a miniature world that looks so real with 
Poppit! Load the Popper with clay, pop out your piece and make cute mini creations! It’
s the fun easy way to create with clay! Create mini cakes, cool accessories, cute pup

Art & Craft Poppit $89.90 $64.20



Poppit Season 1 Pop N' Display 
Bakery

"""Create with clay the Poppit way! Make a miniature world that looks so real with 
Poppit! Load the Popper with clay, pop out your piece and make cute mini creations! It’
s the fun easy way to create with clay! Create mini cakes, cool accessories, cute pup

Art & Craft Poppit $238.10 $170.10

Bling It On - Single Pack 
Assorted

"""THE ULTIMATE CRAFTING PUTTY! No messy glues, air drying and sticks to most 
porous surfaces. Transform everyday things into DAZZLING BLING THINGS! 6 asstd 
individual colours"" Age 6+"

Art & Craft $105.20 $75.10

Bling It On - 3pk Assorted
"""THE ULTIMATE CRAFTING PUTTY! No messy glues, air drying and sticks to most 
porous surfaces. Transform everyday things into DAZZLING BLING THINGS! 2 packs 6 
asstd colours"" Age 6+"

Art & Craft $194.50 $138.90

Bling It On - 5pk Mini Assorted
"""THE ULTIMATE CRAFTING PUTTY! 5 asstd coloured mini's. No messy glues, air drying 
and sticks to most porous surfaces. Transform everyday things into DAZZLING BLING 
THINGS!"" Age 6+"

Art & Craft $105.20 $75.10

Crayola Chalk Sticks (White) 
12Pk

Crayola Art Chalks come in white and can be used on paper and surfaces other than 
chalkboards. Age 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $10.30 $7.90

Crayola Chalk Sticks Coloured 
12pk

Coloured chalk for creative inspiration Art & Craft Crayola $11.40 $8.80

Playdoh Single Can assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD in display of 24)

Play-Doh classic single tub, in a range of bright colours. Exercise your motor skills 
rolling, squishing and kneading Playdoh. What can you create today? Ages 2+

Art & Craft Playdoh $15.30 $11.80

Crayola 24 Regular Crayons Easy to hold and hard to break; Regular crayons are 8mm x 92mm. Pack of 24 assorted 
colours.

Art & Craft Crayola $19.00 $14.60

Crayola 10ct Ultra-Clean 
Fineline Markers

Ultra washable. Colour max - our brightest truest colours yet. Strong reinforced nibs. 
Ventilated cap to prevent asphyxiation. Envirnomentally friendly packaging. 10 different 
colours. AGE 5+

Art & Craft Crayola $24.60 $18.90

Crayola Modelling Clay 8 Neon 
Colour assortment

Crayola Modelling Clay enables children to create in three dimensions. Non hardening 
for hours of creative Play. 8 assorted neon colours. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $22.70 $17.40

Crayola Modelling Clay 8 Classic 
Colour assortment

Crayola Modelling Clay enables children to create in three dimensions. Non hardening 
for hours of creative Play. 8 assorted Classic colours. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $22.70 $17.40

Crayola Half Size Coloured 
Pencils 12pk

* 3.3mm think, strong leads - less breakage * Bright, intense colours * High quality, 
reforested wood * Entire length of lead is glued into the barrel for extra strength * 
Smooth laydown, great for colour mixing

Art & Craft Crayola $17.70 $13.60

Crayola Funny Faces Animals
Packed full of activities and fun pictures to colour and sticker. These books are perfect 
for home and travel. Funny Face Animals Includes: 24 pages of colouring activities plus 
double page spread of stickers.

Art & Craft Crayola $30.80 $23.70

Crayola Chalk 3D Glitter Pack
Create a splash of colour on your sidewalk or driveway! Create eye-popping 3D art and 
watch your creations float in mid air. Includes: 3D Glasses, 5 Glitter Sticks of sidewalk 
chalk

Art & Craft Crayola $42.10 $32.40

Crayola Special Effects Sidewalk 
Chalk- Color Core

Crayola Color Core Chalk features a colorful center wrapped inside a white chalk stick. 
Add cool double-color effects to all your sidewalk art projects in five washable, anti-roll 
Color Core Chalk Sticks. Includes 5 Chalk Sticks with Blue, Yellow, Orange,

Art & Craft Crayola $29.50 $22.70



Crayola My First 8 Jumbo 
Hexagonal half size coloured 
pencils

The My First Crayola range provides children 12 months+ the tools to unleash their 
creativity and make their mark. Coloured pencils with jumbo hexagonal barrel makes it 
easy for small hands to grip. AGE 24 months+

Art & Craft Crayola $29.90 $23.00

Crayola 8 Mini Twistables 
Crayons

Brilliant Colours. 6mm thick, strong leads protected in plastic barrel. No sharpening or 
peeling required - less mess. New environmentally friendly packaging.

Art & Craft Crayola $32.80 $25.20

Crayola 12 full size Triangular 
Coloured Pencils

3.3mm thick, strong leads - less breakage. Bright intense colours. High quality forested 
wood. Entire length of lead is glued into the barrel for extra strength. Smooth laydown , 
great for colour mixing. Triangular pencils give better control and performa

Art & Craft Crayola $29.50 $22.70

Plaster Powder 750grm Box Quick drying plaster which is suitable for all plaster moulding. Instructions and handy 
hints provided on the back of the packaging. Ages 5+

Art & Craft $41.30 $31.70

Crayola Pip-Squeaks Markers 
8Pk

Washable markers - pack of 8 bright inspiring colours Art & Craft Crayola $33.20 $25.60

Crayola Beginning Alphabet & 
Numbers Pad

30 pages of heavyweight drawing paper and ruled paper ABC/123 tablet Easy to sketch 
anywhere

Art & Craft Crayola $34.40 $26.40

Crayola 5 Glitter Glues Add sparkle to your art! Crayola Glitter glues are washable and acid free - available in 
convenient hangsell pack. Pack includes 5 glitter glues: Red, Green, Blue, Silver & Gold.

Art & Craft Crayola $37.40 $28.80

Chalkie 4pce Fun Chalk writer
Each set comes with 4 medium tipped, fun design chalks in assorted pastel colours. 
Each chalk is wrapped in paper to look like a highlighter pen and helps keep little hands 
clean. Suitable for drawing on blackboard or sidewalk. Fully washable & safe.

Art & Craft Chalkie $32.50 $25.00

Crayola 10 Colour Clicks 
Washable Markers

ColorClicks Marker caps connect for cool side-by-side line drawings, and feature a 
versatile tip that draws both thick or thin lines. The unique cap design also keeps 
markers attached for easy storage. When compared with other Markers ours are 
longer-last

Art & Craft Crayola $37.90 $29.20

Crayola 8 Fabric Crayons 
(regular size)

Crayola 8 Fabric Crayons (regular size) Art & Craft Crayola $40.00 $30.70

Crayola My First Easy Grip 
Coloured Pencils

The My First Crayola range provides children 12 months+ the tools to unleash their 
creativity and make their mark. The trinagular shape guides little fingers to a proper 
writing grip. AGE 36 months+

Art & Craft Crayola $36.30 $27.90

Crayola Chalk n Duster Durable felt duster suitable for both chalk and white boards. Includes: 1 Felt duster, 1 
pack each of 12 white chalk and 12 coloured chalk. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $37.40 $28.80

Paint by Numbers Assorted Each title contains 24 magical pictures with numbers that children can colour in using 
the 7 paint colours and brush that accompany the book.

Art & Craft $28.80 $22.20

Sticker Funny Faces Assorted
Imaginative play with hilarious results! Children will love to mix and match the sticker 
features to create funny faces time and time again! With over 50 reusable stickers, 
there are hundreds of combinations to discover.

Art & Craft $28.80 $22.20

Dough Worx Wooden Rolling Pin Essential accessory for playing with dough! Made from quality plantation timber and it 
is the perfect size for small hands.

Art & Craft $41.30 $31.70

Crayola 5 Art & Craft Brushes 5 high quality paint brushes. Assorted shapes and handle colors.100% synthetic hair. 
AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $39.40 $30.30



Crayola Full Size Coloured 
Pencils 12Pk

12 pack of classic coloured pencils - teacher's choice Art & Craft Crayola $39.20 $30.20

Crayola 12pk Twistables 
Coloured Pencils

Lead twists up through the clear barrel. No sharpening required - less mess. Brilliant 
colours. Great value - use the entire pencil lead. Environmentally friendly packaging. 
AGE 5+

Art & Craft Crayola $45.60 $35.10

Chalkie Chalk powder marker 
assorted

It's liquid sidewalk chalk art! Giant chalk marker works with most liquid chalk powders. 
Just mix chalk powder and water in the cavity of giant chalk marker, shake up and start 
drawing your masterpieces. Set includes 1 colourful chalk marker with no-drip

Art & Craft Chalkie $41.70 $32.10

Crayola My First 8 Washable 
Triangular Crayons

The My First Crayola range provides children 12 months+ the tools to unleash their 
creativity and make their mark. The triangular shape guides little fingers to a proper 
writing grip. 24 months+

Art & Craft Crayola $43.00 $33.10

Crayola My First 3ct Safety 
Scissors

Preschoolers can enjoy “ouch-free” paper cutting with these 3 colorful Safety Scissors! 
Designed to only cut paper and card stock—not fingers or hair. Rounded tips and plastic 
blades are safe for little hands. 3 different cutting patterns—straight, wavy a

Art & Craft Crayola $38.40 $29.50

Crayola My First Egg Shaped 
Crayons

Egg Shaped Crayons provide a unique palm grip design for you childs first artistic 
expressions. Age 12 mths+

Art & Craft Crayola $65.00 $50.00

Crayola Washable Tri Colour 
Markers

* Bold rich colour * Strong reinforced nibs * Can be rejuvenated by dipping in warm 
water * Ventilated cap to prevent asphyxiation Contains: 5 Washable Tri-colour 
Markers 3 Vibrant colours in each marker Ager 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $63.10 $48.50

Dough Worx Shape Maker Set All your essential dough tools in the one pack! Reusable bag for convenient storage. Art & Craft $52.30 $40.20
Chalkie Chalk pencil with 
sharpener & 3pce chalk ( Can be 
sold as a display of 16)

Realistic pencil looking chalk holder. Foam meterial eraser at the top of the pencil just 
like a real pencil. Insert the chalk into pencil tip and have fun in creating your sidewalk 
masterpiece. 3pcs of chalk & 1 sharpener included.

Art & Craft Chalkie $48.20 $37.00

Crayola 10 Ultra-Clean Bold 
Broadline Markers

Ultra washable. Colour max - our brightest truest colours yet. Strong reinforced nibs. 
Ventilated cap to prevent asphyxiation. Envirnomentally friendly packaging. 10 different 
colours. AGE 5+

Art & Craft Crayola $54.30 $41.80

Crayola 10 Ultra-Clean Bright 
Broadline Markers

Ultra-Clean Washable Broad Line Markers Bright Colors are specially formulated with 
ColorMax technology to have the brightest, vivid colors and overall great quality you 
expect from Crayola products. The Markers feature a versatile tip that draws both thi

Art & Craft Crayola $54.30 $41.80

Crayola 20 Colour Clicks 
Washable Markers

Art & Craft Crayola $62.40 $48.00

Crayola Giant Colouring Pages - 
Disney Frozen

Enjoy hours of coloring adventures with Giant Coloring Pages Disney Frozen. Filled with 
18 giant coloring pages (32cm x 49cm), children will love filling in every action-packed 
page with markers, crayons, colored pencils or paint then hang completed pages

Art & Craft Crayola $59.50 $45.80

Rainbow Crayons: Colour Mania
Get creative with Rainbow crayons: Colour Mania! The first in this new and exciting 
series, Rainbow Crayons features incredible colourful crayons that change colour as you 
move them accross the page! Each page of the 48-page book has whacky and wonderfu

Art & Craft $44.00 $33.90

Adult Colouring Book -The 
Mindfulness Contemplate and 
Unwind

"""With a stunning selection of intricate images to colour, this mindfulness colouring 
book help creatively keep you in the moment, with complete, joyful attention to what 
you’re doing."""

Art & Craft $39.00 $30.00



Chalkie Chalk Powder refill pack 
assorted

Each pack consists of 6 sachets of assorted colour chalk powder. 30gms per pack. Art & Craft Chalkie $41.70 $32.10

Crayola Giant Colouring & 
Activity Pads - Disney Princess

Large format colouring themed around most popular characters, appealing to both boys 
& girls. Pages configured in loose leaf 'blotter' style for easy removal and display. Ideal 
for sharing amongst a group. Each page is huge 32cm x 49cm. AGE 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $59.50 $45.80

Crayola Giant Colouring & 
Activity Pads - Paw Patrol

Large format colouring themed around most popular characters, appealing to both boys 
& girls. Pages configured in loose leaf 'blotter' style for easy removal and display. Ideal 
for sharing amongst a group. Each page is huge 32cm x 49cm. AGE 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $59.50 $45.80

Beados B Sweet Theme Pack 
assorted

"""Beados theme packs are sweeter than ever! Join the fun with Beados! Make amazing 
creations that you can play with. Choose a template, add your beads and spray them 
with water! WOW – You’ve just made some cool Beados™ Creations! No heat, no glue, 
no me

Art & Craft Beados $65.00 $50.00

Doodle Roll - My Perfectly Pretty This 5 meter long colouring in poster just keeps going! Kit contains 4 coloured pencils. Art & Craft $37.10 $28.60

Playdoh Party Bag
"""Share the fun and share the creativity with this Party Bag full of 15 cans of PLAY-DOH 
modeling compound. Featuring gift tags on the top of each one, these brightly coloured 
cans are perfect for passing out to your friends at your next party. You can e

Art & Craft Playdoh $61.10 $47.00

Crayola Colouring & Activity 
Pads with markers - DORA

Kids colour and learn with their favourite Dora characters! Includes 32 pages of 
colouring and fun activities such as mazes, hidden pictures, matching games and more! 
Great for travel, with a built-in Marker storage tray! Ages: 3 Years and up.

Art & Craft Crayola $58.80 $45.30

Fairylites Secret Diary & Bracelet
Fairylites is a cute and friendly range of craft product to encourage creativity and 
imagination. Personalise your secret diary with your favourate fairies! Attach the diary 
key onto the bracelet Contains 1 lockable diary with lock and key, beads and ela

Art & Craft $70.00 $53.80

Plasticine Fun TUBulous Over 100 years old and more popular than ever! A fun and easy way to use modelling 
compound that never dries out. 7 Colours, 750g 4 Moulds Ages 3+

Art & Craft $65.40 $50.30

Crayola 10 Fabric Markers Fine 
Line

Create vivid colourful designs on fabrics. Features fine line tip for detailed work. 10 
different colours. AGE 5+

Art & Craft Crayola $61.60 $47.40

Crayola 12 Twistables Crayons
Brilliant Colours. 6mm thick, strong leads protected in plastic barrel. No sharpening or 
peeling required - less mess. New environmentally friendly packaging. 12 different 
colours.

Art & Craft Crayola $59.90 $46.10

Crayola 18 Kids washable poster 
paints with brush

Colours, colours and more colours. Featuring a unique range of washable paints in 
bright neon, dazzling glitter and brilliant metallic colours , to unleash your bidding 
artist's imagination. AGE 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $73.60 $56.60

Crayola 5 Washable Paint Brush 
Pens - Classic Colours

Paint brush pens for serious young artists - five classic colours Art & Craft Crayola $71.60 $55.10

Fairylites Magical Suncatcher Kit 
Assorted

Watch the sun shine through the fairy scene. Contains 2 sun catchers and transparent 
window stickers! Ages 4-10

Art & Craft $75.40 $58.00

Zap Activity Books 501 Speed 
Sketches

501 Speed Sketches: Step-by-step instructions for the basics or drawing and cartooning. Art & Craft $62.40 $48.00

Crayola Paint Maker Refill Pack Extends play options for Paint Maker. Create even more customised paint colours Art & Craft Crayola $96.70 $74.40



Fun Packs - How to Draw
A Hands on activity kit for the tween craft crazes that is sweeping the globe! Keep them 
entertained with different styles accessory and activity projects, with detailed 
instructions and everything you need to get started!

Art & Craft $57.40 $44.10

Zentangle Drawing Method

Aimed at beginners, this book shows how beautiful images can be created from 
repeating patterns. Accredited Zentangle teacher Jane Marbaix demonstrates a range 
of patterns one step at a time and offers a sourcebook of her own designs to inspire 
tanglers t

Art & Craft $55.50 $42.70

Crayola 20pk Super Tips 
Markers

Ultra washable. Colour max - our brightest truest colours yet. strong reinforced nibs. 
Ventilated cap to prevent asphyxiation. Environmentally friendly packaging. 20 different 
colours. AGE 5+

Art & Craft Crayola $70.60 $54.30

Crayola Neon 3D Sidewalk Chalk
Create eye-popping 3D art and watch your creations float in mid-air. Draw fine lines or 
broad strokes with unique shaped chalk. Includes: 3D Glasses, 6 neon sticks of sidewalk 
chalk. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $70.90 $54.50

Incredible Dot to Dot
Packed with more than 120 intriguing pictures for you to reveal, this book promises 
hours of enjoyment. A minimum of 300 dots per image means that you will never be 
absolutely sure what will unfold before your eyes.

Art & Craft $55.50 $42.70

Megabits Value Activity Pack Hours of fun activities! Over 200 pieces of fun craft to create your own fantasy world. 
Ages 4-12

Art & Craft $75.00 $57.70

Sands Alive - Starter Pack
Consisting of all natural ingredients, the sensation of Sands Alive! Is similar to cookie 
dough, yet it is totally dry to the touch. Pack it hard to make roads, then lift it up and 
watch it flow. Mold it into hard, durable shapes, and with a soft touch, i

Art & Craft $85.50 $65.80

Crayola 10 Powerlines Project 
markers

Draw thick or thin with these washable, scented markers. Vibrant colour laydown. 10 
different colours. AGE 5+

Art & Craft Crayola $82.70 $63.60

Adult Colouring Book - 
Maginificent Creatures

Take a second to escape from your busy world and clear your mind with these beautiful 
colouring books that will delight and inspire even the most reluctant adult colourer. 
Contains stunning illustrations to help you relax and de-stress. Let your imaginati

Art & Craft $57.40 $44.10

Adult Colouring Book - 
Spectacular Patterns

Take a second to escape from your busy world and clear your mind with these beautiful 
colouring books that will delight and inspire even the most reluctant adult colourer. 
Contains stunning illustrations to help you relax and de-stress. Let your imaginati

Art & Craft $57.40 $44.10

Adult Art Therapy Colouring 
Book - Mandala

Take a second to escape from your busy world and clear your mind with these beautiful 
colouring books that will delight and inspire even the most reluctant adult colourer. 
Book contains stunning illustrations that are not simply blank - unlike other couri

Art & Craft $57.40 $44.10

Crayola Full Size Coloured 
Pencils 24pk

Crayola Colored Pencils are made with thick, soft leads, which won't break easily under 
pressure. The bright colors are perfect for color mixing and blending, as well as 
practicing more detailed techniques. Includes 24 colors. Age 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $78.70 $60.60

Giant Family-Fun Pads - Seek 
and Find

There's hours of fun to be had for the whole family in these limited edition Giant Family 
Fun Pads. They provide a fun way for children to develop spelling and vocabulary skills. 
Each pad contains a Magnifying Glass, perfect for those with an eye for de

Art & Craft $71.60 $55.10

Face Paint Girls Deluxe Kit
The essential kit to transform into a Fairy Princess Includes: 1 Silver and 5 bright paint 
colours, rhinestone, sponge, a fine detail crayon & application brush Safety Tested - All 
Face Paint is non toxic, and complies with Australian and international te

Art & Craft $105.90 $81.40



Crayola 24 Watercolors 24 different colors Complete ready to use set. Great for preschool art! Made in America 
Paint brush included!

Art & Craft Crayola $94.20 $72.40

Crayola Washable Glitter Paint 6 
Pack

Colours, colours and more colours! Featuring a unique range of washable paints in 
dazzling glitter to unleash you budding artist's imagination. Contains - 6 x 59ml bottles 
of glitter paint Age 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $83.90 $64.50

Crayola Marker Maker Refill 
Pack

* Extends the Marker Maker play - make 12 more customised markers * Same brilliantly 
washable Crayola marker ink formula Includes: 12 sets of marker parts , 3 ink bottles 
(29ml each), 2 blank marker storage boxes, mixing chart

Art & Craft Crayola $92.30 $71.00

Crayola Colour Wonder - Disney 
Frozen

Magically mess-free coloring adventures with Disney Frozen! Color Wonder products 
are non-toxic and won’t color on skin, furniture or carpets! The special ink in Color 
Wonder Markers is clear on most surfaces, yet each marker 'magically' shows up a 
differ

Art & Craft Crayola $97.20 $74.80

Bunchems Creation Pack 
assorted

What would happen if you were to take construction play… and combine it with craft 
play? Bunchems easily cling together, allowing kids to create vibrant 3-D models. They 
are even flexible, so kids can move and pose their creations. Choose to build 2 am

Art & Craft $98.10 $75.50

Crayola 6 Washable Metallic 
Paint

Colours, colours and more colours. Featuring a unique range of washable paints in 
bright neon, dazzling glitter and brilliant metallic colours , to unleash your bidding 
artist's imagination. 6 bottles washable kids paint - metallic colours. AGE 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $83.90 $64.50

Beados B Sweet Activity Pack 
assorted

"How do you make the sweetest looking creations? With Beados B Sweet! Tasty looking 
treats, colorful candies and fab foods! Join the fun with Beados! Simply choose a 
template, add your beads and spray them with water! WOW – You’ve just made some 
cool Be

Art & Craft Beados $108.00 $83.10

Colouring Poster Box: The Deep 
Sea

With 2 awesomely long posters, one for practice and one for your final masterpiece, 
and a set of coloured markers, it has never been easier and more fun for children to 
decorate their room and demonstrate their artistic skills

Art & Craft $78.50 $60.40

Colouring Poster Box: Cityscape
With 2 awesomely long posters, one for practice and one for your final masterpiece, 
and a set of coloured markers, it has never been easier and more fun for children to 
decorate their room and demonstrate their artistic skills

Art & Craft $78.50 $60.40

Doodle-Gami Model Kit
Combine your doodling skills with origami paper to make unique models with Doodle 
Gami. Kit contains 50 specially designed paper, 5 fine tip makers, and 64 page book with 
detailed step by step instructions and photographs.

Art & Craft $83.10 $64.00

Crayola Modelling Clay Jumbo 
Colour assortment

Crayola Modelling Clay enables children to create in three dimensions. Non hardening 
for hours of creative Play.8 assorted bold colours. Total 907gm. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $90.40 $69.50

Crayola Twistables Slick Stix 
12Pk

Super smooth crayons which lay down intense, creamy colours. Suitable for use on 
paper, board, foil, foam and more. Includes metallic gold and silver colours. AGE 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $109.90 $84.60

Face Paint Kit Deluxe Can paint up to 50 faces! Includes 6 colours, 1 black crayon for finer details, a brush and 
a sponge. Ages 3+

Art & Craft $105.90 $81.40

Crayola Washable Finger Paints Bringing artistic inspiration to their fingertips Art & Craft Crayola $103.90 $80.00



Crayola 1.13kg Air Dry Clay - 
White

Resealable plastic bucket of Air-Dry Clay. This fine, natural white earth clay dries to a 
hardsolid. No kiln or oven is necessary! Easy to use with traditional modeling 
techniques, it’s also a snap to clean up.Air-Dry Clay is smoother, finer and less stic

Art & Craft Crayola $96.70 $74.40

Crayola 1.13kg Air Dry Clay - 
Terracotta

Resealable plastic bucket of Air-Dry Clay. This fine, terracotta clay dries to a hardsolid. 
No kiln or oven is necessary! Easy to use with traditional modeling techniques, it’s also a 
snap to clean up.Air-Dry Clay is smoother, finer and less sticky than t

Art & Craft Crayola $96.70 $74.40

Crayola Mini Twistables Crayons 
& Paper Set

* Brilliant Colours *6mm think, strog leads proteted in a plastic barrel *No sharpening 
or peeling required - for less mess Includes: 25 Mini Twistables Crayons 40 Blank Paper 
Sheets Durable Storage Case

Art & Craft Crayola $132.40 $101.80

Crayola Washable Neon Paint 10 
Pack

Colours, colours and more colours! Featuring a unique range of washable paints in 
bright neon to unleash you budding artist's imagination. Contains - 10 x 59ml of Neon 
colours washable paint Age 3+

Art & Craft Crayola $104.70 $80.50

Crayola Neon Color Explosion 
Disney Monster High

Bring pre-painted Monster High scenes to life with Colour Explosion Neon with super 
bright colours! Includes: 18 double-sided sheets of pre-printed Monster High scenes on 
Colour Explosion Neon paper and 8 Colour Explosion Neon Makers. Age 6+

Art & Craft Crayola $103.30 $79.50

Style Me Up Foil Nail Art 
Assorted

Easily transform your nails from simple plain nails into stunning ones in no time! 
Contains 2 bottles of nail polish, 5 colours of foil paper, transfer tool, plastic tester 
wheel and colour instructions. Age 8+

Art & Craft $100.20 $77.00

Crayola Marker Maker Refill - 
Tropi-Cool Pastel Colors

Reload your Marker Maker with more custom markers in Tropi-cool Pastel Colors with 
this convenient Marker Maker Refill Pack! It includes everything you need to mix, 
measure and click together 12 more custom markers! Includes 3 Bottles of Ink (Pastel 
Red,

Art & Craft Crayola $96.70 $74.40

Crayola 48 Triangular Coloured 
Pencil Deskpack 12 colours

Deskpack of 48 Triangular Colored Pencils in 12 bright colors comes stored in a sturdy 
handy plastic tub. Triangular Pencils give young hands better, control and performance 
and encourages them in the development of proper pencil grip, and assists in hand

Art & Craft Crayola $105.10 $80.90

Zap! Extra Pretty Origami 
Decorations

Zap Extra features awesome things to make and create! In this kit, discover how to do 
amazing designs with origami paper. Kit contains 50 sheets of paper, 10 metres of paper 
twine to hang your creations, pegs, and a 48 page book

Art & Craft $94.20 $72.40

Zap! Extra Hair Braiding
Zap Extra features awesome things to make and create! In this kit, discover how to 
create amazing hair styles with hair braiding. Kit contains 65 elastic ties, a french 
braiding tool, and a 48 page book.

Art & Craft $94.20 $72.40

Zap! Extra Complete Paper 
Plane Challenge

Are you a paper-plane champion? Or simply looking for a fun new hobby? Then Zap! 
Extra Paper Plane Challenge is for you! Packed with everything you need to improve 
your paper plane skills, this kit contains a 48-page book full of step-by-step instructions

Art & Craft $94.20 $72.40

Zap! Extra Neon Rock Painting
Zap Extra features awesome things to make and create! In this kit, discover how to 
make gorgeous interior decorations with neon rock painting. Kit contains 8 river stones, 
10 paint pots, 2 paint sticks, and a 48 page book.

Art & Craft $94.20 $72.40

Crayola Doodle Magic Travel 
Pack - Animal Adventures

Watch colors magically swipe away with Doodle Magic, the marker and drawing surface 
system! This pack is perfect for travel and on-the-go convenience. Durable fold out 
nylon pouch design with easy tote carry handle let's you take your creativity anywhere!

Art & Craft Crayola $132.40 $101.80



Crayola Paint-A-Pack Classic 
Colours

Poster paint - pack of four classic colours - white, yellow, red, blue Art & Craft Crayola $135.80 $104.40

Sketch-A-Graph The original scientific drawing teacher for young and old. Enlarge, reduce or copy same 
size sketches and line drawings wth ease.

Art & Craft $128.90 $99.10

Adult Art Maker Complete 
Drawing

"""Complete Drawing features a fantastic instructional book to learn the basic skills and 
techniques of drawing, with step by step guides and illustrations. It also includes 30 
pencils and a sketch pad to put these newly acquired skills to work. """

Art & Craft $108.40 $83.40

Adult Art Maker Complete 
Calligraphy

Complete Calligraphy contains all you need to learn the beautiful art of calligraphy. The 
kit comes with a comprehensive and illustrated instruction book with easy to follow 
instructions, a practice pad with appropriate lines for different styles, callig

Art & Craft $108.40 $83.40

Adult Colouring Beautiful 
Pictures to Colour & Frame

20 beautiful artworks featured twice for you to experiment with, presented on thick 
high quality paper so once you are done you can confidently frame your masterpiece 
for all to see. The front cover doubles as a frame as well. Beautiful Pictures to Colou

Art & Craft $108.40 $83.40

Adult Coloring Book - Dream 
Colouring

Filled with over 150 beautiful and detailed images that will stimulate and entertain even 
the most reluctant colourer.

Art & Craft $108.40 $83.40

Chalkie Paint Set 16pcs Chalk Paint set includes 6 packs of chalk powder, art tools, rollers, trays and 
stencil. Chalk paint is fully washable.

Art & Craft Chalkie $126.90 $97.60

Crayola 50 Specialty Coloured 
Pencils

Crayola coloured pencilsare the perfect tool for adults. Discover the soothing nature of 
colouring as you bring out the beauty of finely detailed line art. Colours come in a rich 
and relaxing palette to keep you calm, cool and colourful. Includes 50 rich,

Art & Craft Crayola $141.20 $108.60

Crayola Paint Maker
Creating your own custom paint colors is fun, fast, and easy with the Crayola Paint 
Maker. This interactive kit comes with a mixing guide to help you create 15 unique paint 
colors--or even make your own. Name your color creations using the included labels

Art & Craft Crayola $218.90 $168.40

Crayola Modelling Clay Deluxe 
Kit

Crayola Modelling Clay enables children to create in three dimensions. Non hardening 
for hours of creative Play. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $163.90 $126.00

Beados B Sweet Scoop n Mix
"What's the sweetest way to create cute candy creations? With the Beados Scoop 'n' 
Mix play set! Fill up the Scoop 'n' Mix set with your favorite colors and use the special 
scoop to select the Beados you need. It's just like a real candy store! Then roll-

Art & Craft Beados $179.30 $137.90

Crayola Marker Airbrush Activity 
Kit

Includes:Airbrush Sprayer.20 Blank paper sheets.8 Washable markers.4 Fabric markers. 
4 Stencil sheets

Art & Craft Crayola $227.00 $174.60

Crayola Marker Maker
* Its fun and educational - kids learn about how markers are made, colours are mixed 
and have a great time being creative! * Plastic case folds up to store all the contents for 
on-the-go and fast pack away. * Same brilliantly washable Crayola marker ink f

Art & Craft Crayola $218.90 $168.40

Crayola Creations Beadola 
Charm Maker

Create and customise your own beads and bracelts. Includes: Beadola Bead Maker, 4 
bead design plates, 25 stick-on gems, 2 bracelet chaains, 180 grommets, bead punch, 4 
glaze paint pots, paintbrush, 3 packs air-dry clay, 16 drying spools, instruction guide

Art & Craft Crayola $229.00 $176.20

Crayola Super Art Case
Featuring a variety of classic kids art tools, perfect for creative play or colourful 
projects. Includes: 64 crayons, 22 short coloured pencils, 40 washable markers, 30 
paper sheets. AGE 4+

Art & Craft Crayola $294.10 $226.20

YGlider 3 in1 Saddle - Blue Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00



YGlider 3 in1 Saddle - Pink Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YGlider 3 in1 Front Wheel Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YGlider Range Brake Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YGlider Range rear Wheel Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00

YVelo Junior Extension Knob - 
Blue

Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00

YVelo Twista Seat Adjust Knob Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YVelo Flippa Pedals Set - Blue Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YVelo Loopa T Knob - Red Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker J2 Front Wheel - Pink Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker J2 Rear Wheel - Pink Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker J2 Footplates - Pink Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker J2 Front Wheel - red Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker J2 Rear Wheel - red Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker J2 Footplatesl - red Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker 125MM Wheel - Black Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YFliker 145MM Wheel - Black Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00
YScoot Stye Wheel - Green Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00

YScoot Coaster Front Wheel - 
Red

Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00

YScoot Coaster Rear Wheel - 
Red

Art & Craft Crayola $2.60 $2.00

Electronic Pump Action Shotgun Realistic model shotgun great for exciting imaginative play Boys Guns/Swords $136.60 $97.60

The Trash Pack Trash Wheels 
Junk Yard Playset

Boys $196.10 $140.10

Hot Wheels Track Set assorted
"""Explore Hot Wheels® City on these molded track sets that offer tons of push around 
play, multiple connection points for orange track and multi-level, car-themed, inventive 
fun for your favorite Hot Wheels®! Each track set offers diverse ways to engage

Boys Hot Wheels $76.60 $54.70

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Group Vehicle - Blimp

It’s always a party when you are taking down the bad guys! Now, Donnie and Casey 
Jones have created the ultimate Green Team party machine. Boys

Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$566.00 $404.30

John Deere 1:32 6210 Tractor 
with Loader and Manure 
Spreader Replica

This set features a die cast tractor with functional loader and steel manure spreader 
with free rolling wheels and rotating spreader bar. Tractor hitches to 1/32 scale 
implements. Perfect for indoor and outdoor play. Age grade: 3+

Boys John Deere $333.80 $238.40

Star Wars Jedi Holocron Recommended for ages 6 + years, 2 AAA Batteries required Boys Star Wars $275.40 $196.70

Star Wars Force Lightning 
Energy Ball

Recommended for ages 6 + years, 2 AAA Batteries required Boys Star Wars $299.70 $214.00



Star Wars 8 Colour Lightsaber 
Room Light

Recommended for ages 6 + years, 2 AAA Batteries required Boys Star Wars $349.50 $249.70

Dino Digs Assorted Recommended for ages 6 + years, 2 AAA Batteries required Boys $144.60 $103.30
Avengers Walkie Talkie Recommended for ages 5 + years, 2 x 9v alkaline battery (not included) Boys Avengers $180.90 $129.20
Playball 230mm - Avengers Recommended for ages 3 + years Boys Avengers $29.10 $20.80
Avengers Helmet 1.1 Includes dial fit system. Fits head size of 52-56 cm Boys Avengers $191.40 $136.70

"Avengers 2"" Figures in capsule 
Assorted ( ONLY SOLD in display 
of 60 )"

"""Start collecting the amazing Siperman Figures today. 8 awesome characters to 
collect including; Spiderman, Electro, Venom, Lizard, Nova, White Tiger, Luke Cage and 
Iron Fist. Styles vary. Ever wondered how strong some Super Heroes really are? Or 
when y

Boys Avengers $33.20 $23.70

Micro Lites Batman assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD in display of 40)

Mini micro lites light up with just a squeeze! Blind foil mystery packaging, randomly 
assorted--opening them is half the fun! Individual foils packs contain one of six possible 
styles pictured. Bright LED light. Ages 3+

Boys Batman $44.80 $32.00

Mashems Avengers assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD in display of 35 )

Mash'ems….Twist'em & Squish'em! Boys Avengers $54.70 $39.10

Non Depleting LOCAL Stock only Boys Tonka $2.80 $2.00

Zuru Micro Boats Floor Stand ( 
60pcs )

Boys Yokai $2.80 $2.00

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Movie 2 Basic Figures assorted

With more than 12 points of articulation, these action figures are the most highly 
detailed and articulated Turtle figures ever made! Boys

Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$123.60 $88.30

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Movie 2 Vehicle w/Figure 
assorted

Be your favorite TMNT character - includes weapon and mask! Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$228.70 $163.40

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Movie 2 Group Vehicle - 
Garbage Truck

Be your favorite TMNT character - includes weapon and mask! Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$465.10 $332.20

Avengers Press-O-Matic TRADITIONAL FAMILY FUN GAME Boys Avengers $95.80 $68.40

John Deere 1:32 Tractor with 
Barge Wagon and Disk

John Deere 1:32 HPX Diecast Gator. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine 
John Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $391.00 $279.30

John Deere Monster Treads 
Lightning Wheels Vehicle 
Assorted

John Deere 1:32 HPX Diecast Gator. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine 
John Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories. Boys John Deere $201.80 $144.20

John Deere Tractor Torch John Deere 1:32 HPX Diecast Gator. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine 
John Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $128.30 $91.60

John Deere Country Fair Wagon 
Ride

John Deere 1:32 HPX Diecast Gator. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine 
John Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $264.90 $189.20



John Deere 1:64 Grain Semi
Die-Cast Truck with assorted vehicles. Either Tractor, Tractor and trailer or semi 
combine.All Assortments and Displays: All items each sold seperately and subject to 
availability. 3+

Boys John Deere $180.80 $129.20

John Deere 1:64 JD Harvesting 
Set 9760STS Combine

Die-Cast Truck with assorted vehicles. Either Tractor, Tractor and trailer or semi 
combine.All Assortments and Displays: All items each sold seperately and subject to 
availability. 3+

Boys John Deere $433.00 $309.30

John Deere 1:64 JD Harvesting 
Set

Die-Cast Truck with assorted vehicles. Either Tractor, Tractor and trailer or semi 
combine.All Assortments and Displays: All items each sold seperately and subject to 
availability. 3+

Boys John Deere $391.00 $279.30

John Deere 3 Piece 20cm 
Vehicle Value Set

Die-Cast Truck with assorted vehicles. Either Tractor, Tractor and trailer or semi 
combine.All Assortments and Displays: All items each sold seperately and subject to 
availability. 3+

Boys John Deere $285.90 $204.20

John Deere 4 Pce Vehicle 
Carded Set Assorted

Die-Cast Truck with assorted vehicles. Either Tractor, Tractor and trailer or semi 
combine.All Assortments and Displays: All items each sold seperately and subject to 
availability. 3+

Boys John Deere $134.10 $95.80

Cap Gun Plastic 8 Shot Great for imaginative play. Clear handle. Boys Guns/Swords $16.40 $12.60

John Deere Power Whipper 
Snipper

"Young John Deere fans can help with the yardwork with this unique and realistic weed 
trimmer. Brightly-colored, tough plastic construction provides for safe handling. Power 
the motor by pulling on the retractable cord. Press the button for real weed clip

Boys John Deere $187.50 $144.20

Millitary Soldiers Multi-pack of soldiers for active imaginative play. AGE 3+ Boys $23.30 $17.90

John Deere Mini Flatbed Trailer John Deere Mini Flatbed Trailer. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine John 
Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $27.00 $20.80

"Guillows - Balsa Wood. Jetfire 1 
Gliders Poly Bag (12"" 
Wingspan) No Propellor"

"Guillows - Balsa Wood. Jetfire 1 Gliders Poly Bag (12"" Wingspan) No Propellor" Boys Model Kits $24.50 $18.90

Ooshies Marvel in Blind Bag 
assorted ( ONLY SOLD in display 
of 45 )

The newest way to get your favourite characters into the classroom! 120 Ooshies to 
collect in Season 1 and hundres more on their way! Soft Squishy pencil toppers Boys Ooshies $23.00 $17.70

John Deere Mini Grain Cart John Deere Mini Grain Cart {8} John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine John 
Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $34.40 $26.40

John Deere Mini Tractor 
w/Loader

John Deere Mini Tractor with Loader. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine 
John Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $34.40 $26.40

John Deere Monster Treads 
Mini Dump Truck

John Deere Mini Dump Truck. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine John 
Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $34.40 $26.40

Minecraft Mini Figure Single 
Pack Assorted

Craft the Perfect Collection of Minecraft Mini-Figures! Features: Now you can explore 
the world of Minecraft like never before! Enclosed inside each blind pack is 1 Minecraft 
Mini-Figure that is authentic to the game. Collect your favorites and build out

Boys Minecraft $39.60 $30.50



"Guillows - Balsa Wood. Sky 
Streak 1 Power Plane Poly Bag 
(12"" Wingspan) Propellor 
Powered"

"Guillows - Balsa Wood. Sky Streak 1 Power Plane Poly Bag (12"" Wingspan) Propellor 
Powered" Boys Model Kits $30.90 $23.70

Electronic Pirate Sword You'll be master of the seven seas with this electronic light and sound pirate sword. 
AGE3+

Boys Guns/Swords $32.50 $25.00

Cowboy Pistol Twin Pack with 
Holsters ( can be sold in display 
of 12)

Super Cowboy Guns. Twin pack with Holster and Badges Boys Guns/Swords $32.50 $25.00

Diecast DIY Motorbike assorted Diecast Super Motocycle Dream: Metal-Plactic Take-a-Part Boys $34.80 $26.80
Avengers Fish Card Game Avengers Fish Card Game Boys Avengers $33.20 $25.60

Matchbox Best Of World 
Assorted

Introduced in 1953, Matchbox™ was so named as the original die-cast Matchbox® cars 
were sold in boxes similar in style and size to those in which matches were sold. This 
year, Matchbox® is celebrating some of the favorite cars in the Matchbox™ line from a

Boys Matchbox $46.00 $35.30

Avengers 48pce Lenticular 
Tower Box Puzzle

48pc Lenticular Tower Box Puzzle Boys Avengers $43.00 $33.10

Yokai Season 1 Medals Blind Bag 
(3pack) Assorted

2. Discover the wacky world of the Yo-kai by scanning the Medal with the Yo-kai Watch 
Land app.

Boys Yokai $40.60 $31.20

Diecast Friction Vehicles 
assorted ( can be sold in display 
of 12)

AGE 3+ Boys $39.00 $30.00

Diecast Friction Planes assorted 
( can be sold in display of 12)

AGE 3+ Boys $39.00 $30.00

Hot Wheels Pop Culture 
Assorted

Fan favorite Hot Wheels® cars meet some of the greatest pop culture brands ever! This 
awesome assortment celebrates the epic space odyssey of Star Wars™ with premium 1:
64 scale cars with all the attention to detail that Hot Wheels® enthusiasts crave. Thes

Boys Hot Wheels $51.40 $39.50

John Deere 1:64 Soundguard 
Tractor

John Deere Soundguard Tractor Toy 1/64 Scale features a rear hitch, durable die-cast 
and plastic construction.

Boys John Deere $39.20 $30.20

John DeereCombine with Corn 
Head

Just like the real one only smaller. John Deer Combine with a Corn Head lets you think 
you are on real farm with its life like features

Boys John Deere $44.10 $33.90

John Deere Mini Tractor 
w/Loader

Mini tractor. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine John Deere farm vehicles 
and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $44.10 $33.90

John Deere 1:32 Diecast Lawn 
Tractor

Easy toddler activation, free rolling for additional play value and stylized Monster Tread 
tires, press the driver down and vehicle propels forward.

Boys John Deere $44.10 $33.90

Hot Wheels Star Wars - 1:64 
Character Car Assorted

Two of boys’ favorite brands—Hot Wheels® and Star Wars™—have joined forces! Kids 
and collectors alike will love seeing their favorite Star Wars™ characters reimagined as 
Hot Wheels® cars. Each 1:64-scale car is individually designed to retain the “Force”

Boys Hot Wheels $61.10 $47.00

Hot Wheels Marvel Character 
Car Assorted

From the super thrilling, action-packed world of Marvel™ come villains and heroes 
reimagined as 1:64 scale Hot Wheels® vehicles. Each features unique decos and details 
authentic to their character. Collect them all for a world of heroic adventures! Each s

Boys Hot Wheels $61.10 $47.00



GOBSMAX Singles in CDU ( can 
be sold in display of 24 )

"""A TOY WITH A DIFFERENCE!! Dynamic mouths that pop open, wobbly teeth, tongue 
and launchers!JAW DROPPING ACTION! Collectable ball shaped characters that are all 
mouth and attitude! Land GOBSMAX in the right way and their jaws pop open to reveal 
their

Boys GOB Smax $46.50 $35.80

Case 1:64 IH Modern Tractor 1/64 scale CASE IH Modern 88 series Tractor. rolleable tires with authentic tread design. 
Authentic CASE IH and paint scheme. Diecast with some Plastic parts.

Boys John Deere $50.00 $38.50

John Deere 1:64 Modern 
Diecast Tractor

"""This Collect N Play 1/64 Modern Tractor features a rear hitch, durable die cast and 
plastic construction. Perfect size for small hands for imaginative play. """

Boys John Deere $50.00 $38.50

John Deere Combine with Corn 
Head

This Collect N Play Mini Combine with grain head is compatible with most Collect n Play 
tractors and implements. Featuring a die-cast chassis, authentic decoration, swiveling 
auger, and free rolling wheels; this combine is perfect for recreating popular f

Boys John Deere $50.00 $38.50

John Deere 1:64 Construction 
Dump Truck

This John Deere Construction Dump Truck is perfect for indoor or outdoor play, these 
popular vehicles feature clear window glass to view the interior details. The truck 
articulates behind that cab and features a dump box that raises and lowers. The body a

Boys John Deere $50.00 $38.50

John Deere 1:64 Wheel Loader
"""1:64 Scale Diecast Metal and Plastic Construction Wheels have realistic rubber tread 
to help in the rockiest playground situation Front loader turns on front wheels with play 
hydraulic action for lifting and dumping."""

Boys John Deere $50.00 $38.50

Spud Gun Diecast Assorted Three different firing methods - plastic caps, water and potato bits Boys Guns/Swords $44.00 $33.90
Military Soldiers & Vehicles Multi-pack of soldiers and vehicles for active imaginative play. Large bag. AGE 3+ Boys $48.20 $37.00

Diecast Dirt Bike with Sound 
assorted

Dirt Bike with realistic sounds. Free Wheeling AGE 3+ Boys $39.00 $30.00

Road Rippers Flash Rides 
Sidekick 8 Assorted (Can be sold 
as a Display of 24)

8 cool body free-wheeling styles with light ans sound features Ages 3yrs+ Batteries 
included Boys Road Rippers $60.10 $46.30

Road Rippers Mini Monster 
Riders Assorted

These freewheeling Monster Trcuks have great non-licensed body styling, BIg tyres and 
cool sounds. Age 3+ Batteries: 2 LR44 - included - Fully Assembled.

Boys Road Rippers $66.60 $51.20

Machine Gun Friction Powered 
assorted

Friction powered Machine Guns. AGE 3+ Boys Guns/Swords $48.20 $37.00

Marvel App Heroez Wave 2
"""Using the Marvel App Heroez app, scan the marker on the base of your character 
and complete both unique character actions to unlock your character. Ages 3+ Marvel 
App Heroez is an augmented reality app that brings your figures to life directly onto you

Boys Avengers $50.90 $39.20

"Guillows - Balsa Wood. Sky 
Streak 2 Power Planes Boxed 
(12"" Wingspan) Propellor 
Powered"

"Sky Streak 2 Power Planes Boxed (12"" Wingspan) Propellor Powered" Boys Model Kits $50.80 $39.10

Matchbox Real Working Rigs 
Assorted

A largersize vehicle with moving parts that boys and collectors will love! Themes include 
iconic rescue, construction, farm and service vehicles and popular licensees. Collect 
them all! Colors and decorations may vary. Not for use with some Matchbox® sets

Boys Matchbox $60.10 $46.30



Zuru Light-up Foam Swords 
assorted ( can be sold in display 
of 12)

Engage in extreme futuristic battle with the light sword! Featuring 2 LEDs the sword 
lights up as you battle. Available with green or red LEDs so you can challenge your 
friends to a space-time dual or even battel in the dark. Become an epic futuristic war

Boys Guns/Swords $62.40 $48.00

Laser Sword ( can be sold in 
display of 24)

Battery Operated Laswer Swords which makes all realistic sounds and lights up. 
Batteries Included. AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $48.20 $37.00

"Captain America : Civil War 
2.5"" Team vs. Team Figure 2pk 
Assortment"

Enter the action with this Miniverse 2-pack, featuring 2 figures from opposing sides. 
Each pack includes 2 figures featuring 5-point articulation and movie-inspired design. Boys Avengers $65.20 $50.10

Yokai Season 1 Collector Book 
Pages (with 1 Medal)

In the world of the Yo-kai . . . characters sometimes have those days where nothing 
goes right. They lose their keys. Their pants fall down. They fart in a crowded elevator! 
Chances are, a Yo-kai is to blame. They're everywhere, causing daily annoyances,

Boys Yokai $65.00 $50.00

Yokai Medal Moments - Figure + 
Medal Assorted

In the world of the Yo-kai . . . characters sometimes have those days where nothing 
goes right. They lose their keys. Their pants fall down. They fart in a crowded elevator! 
Chances are, a Yo-kai is to blame. They're everywhere, causing daily annoyances,

Boys Yokai $65.00 $50.00

Diecast Pull Back Combie Vans 
with lights & sounds ( can be 
sold in display of 12 )

AGE 3+ Boys $48.20 $37.00

Shotgun Rifle AGE 3+ Boys Guns/Swords $48.20 $37.00

Hot Wheels Trackin Trucks 
Assorted

Have endless hours of fun with Hot Wheels Trackin Trucks Assorted Boys Hot Wheels $70.80 $54.50

Diecast Quad Bike with sounds 
assorted (can be sold in display 
of 12)

Diecast/Plastic Quad bike with realistic sounds. AGE 3+ Boys $66.60 $51.20

Hot Wheels Tin Carry Case 18Pc Carry case for 18 Hot Wheels cars. Perfect for travelling. Ages 3+ Boys Hot Wheels $75.80 $58.30

"Gun 8 shot 5.25"" Diecast 
Revolver"

"Gun 8 shot 5.25"" Diecast Revolver" Boys Guns/Swords $62.40 $48.00

Electronic Knight Weapon Set Knight weapon set. Electronic swords with realistic sounds.Iccludes sword and shields. 
Great for battling with you friends. Batteries included. AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $62.40 $48.00

John Deere Mini Vehicles 1:64 
J&M Wagon

John Deere Mini Vehicles 1:64 J&M Wagon Boys John Deere $70.40 $54.20

Shotgun Friction Power assorted Friction powered shotgun giving the realistic sounds of great fun for the kids. AGE 4+ Boys Guns/Swords $48.20 $37.00

CAT Mini Worker assorted
CAT junior mini free wheeling vehicles Articulated dump body, loader scoop and, 
bulldozer blade enhance the play pattern Create your own junior construction site with 
all three free wheeling fun vehicles No batteries required Age 2yrs+

Boys Caterpillar $66.60 $51.20

Teamsterz Rescue Helicopter 
assorted (Can be sold as a 
display of 9)

1:48 scale sound helicopter with moving rotor blades. Battery included. Age 3+ Boys $62.40 $48.00

Country Life Farm accessory set 
assorted

Your child can set up their farm with this Country Life Farm accessory set assorted Boys Country Life $62.40 $48.00



"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 4.25"" 
Revolver Pistol"

"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 4.25"" Revolver Pistol" Boys Guns/Swords $53.20 $40.90

XSHOT Excel Clip Series Refill 
Pack

Never Lose out of the action with this clip dart refill pack. Includes one dart clip & 10 
darts. Age 8+

Boys XSHOT Dart 
Blasters

$75.80 $58.30

Monster Trucks Twin Pack 
assorted

Friction Powered Monster Trucks twin pack. AGE 3+ Boys $57.40 $44.10

Case 1:64 IH Modern Tractor """1:64 Scale Diecast Metal and Plastic Construction Wheels have realistic rubber tread 
to help in the rockiest playground situation """

Boys John Deere $70.40 $54.20

New Holland 1:64 Modern 
Tractor

"""1:64 Scale Diecast Metal and Plastic Construction Wheels have realistic rubber tread 
to help in the rockiest playground situation """

Boys John Deere $70.40 $54.20

John Deere 1:64 Truck with 
Tractor

"""Collect n Play 1/64 Flatbed Truck and John Deere Tractor, two great toys for your 
little farmer to enjoy! Little farmers can load and unload their John Deere Tractor to get 
the farm chores complete and be back home in time for supper."""

Boys John Deere $70.40 $54.20

John Deere 1:64 Dry Box 
Spreader

This Collect n Play 1/64 Dry Box Spreader is constructed of durable plastic and die-cast 
and features authentic John Deere detail. A great toy for little farmers to expand their 
imagination on the farm.

Boys John Deere $70.40 $54.20

Gun 8 Shot Diecast Long Barrel Gun 8 Shot Diecast Long Barrel Boys Guns/Swords $66.60 $51.20
Batman Cowl & Batterang Batman Cowl & Batterang Boys Batman $96.20 $74.00
"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 5.3"" 007" "Gun 8 Shot Diecast 5.3"" 007" Boys Guns/Swords $66.60 $51.20

Minecraft Mini Figure 3 pack 
Assorted

Dig in to the world of Minecraft world like never before with Minecraft Mini-Figure 3-
packs! Each 3-pack includes an assortment of figures that bring the game to life in the 
palm of your hand. Choose from 4 different sets – all of which feature their sign

Boys Minecraft $95.30 $73.30

Tonka Diecast Monster Trucks 
Assorted

Stomp your way through imaginative play with real monster power!Huge rubber wheels 
take on mountainous terrains while a real metal body stays tough through any mayhem 
that comes your way.Move mountains with the Dirt Destroyer. Take down blazing fires 
with

Boys Tonka $75.80 $58.30

"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 7"" Pistol" "Gun 8 Shot Diecast 7"" Pistol" Boys Guns/Swords $62.40 $48.00

"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 4.25"" 
Revolver with silencer"

"Silence your enemies - Gun 8 Shot Diecast 4.25"" Revolver with silencer" Boys Guns/Swords $62.40 $48.00

Zuru Micro Boats assorted

Get ready for some epic speed boat racing action with New Zuru Micro boats! With 
New micro-robotic sensor technology, Micro boats speed through the water in six 
directions including reverse activation and 360 Degree dough nut speed. Collect them 
all! Mo

Boys ZURU Micro 
Boats $85.00 $65.40

Batman V Superman Movie 
Mask

"Celebrate the new BATMAN v. SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE movie and The Greatest 
Superhero Battle of All Time with this true to movie styling basic Batman™ cowl."""

Boys Batman $95.30 $73.30

Nerf N-Strike Elite 30 Dart Refill
"""N-STRIKE warriors lose when they run out of ammo, so load up on firepower with 
this Refill Pack of 30 N-STRIKE ELITE Darts! These darts work with any N-STRIKE ELITE 
blaster and most original N-STRIKE blasters (sold separately). Ammo up with the Refill

Boys Nerf Guns $79.70 $61.30



Tonka Diecast Hitchems 
assorted

The Tonka Die Cast Hitch Ems carry more then just fun! These handy trucks bring the 
adventure everywhere they go so the fun never stops! With the Tonka Haulers you are 
always ready for an off-road or water adventure! Each sold separately.

Boys Tonka $69.60 $53.50

GOBSMAX 2pk with Launcher
"""JAW DROPPING ACTION - A Toy with a Difference! Collectable ball shaped characters 
that are all mouth and attitude! High Levels of play in playsets. Land GOBSMAX in the 
right way and their jaws pop open to reveal their fun features - teeth, tongue and

Boys GOB Smax $86.90 $66.90

Tonka Climbovers Single Vehicle
Tonka Climb-Overs are built for extreme fun! These motorized 4x4 vehicles climb over 
almost anything! Simply press the button on top and watch them go. You can take them 
outside to tackle rocks or hills, or build your own track with the patented Click-N-C

Boys Tonka $80.90 $62.30

CAT 5pk Mini Vehicles Have fun with these mini CAT vehicles in a 5 pack.. Free wheeling mini machines. Age 
3+. Batteries not required

Boys Caterpillar $85.00 $65.40

"CAT 5"" Mini Movers Lights & 
Sounds assorted"

Mini trucks for serious trucking business Small in scale and big on features with 
electronic light ans sound Press the buttons and hear vocal phrases, construction 
sounds and music Includes 3 button cell batteries Ages 3yrs+

Boys Caterpillar $92.30 $71.00

Hopper Ball Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles

Brilliant bouncing exercise and balance skills. Hop along with Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles Boys

Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$89.90 $69.10

Hot Wheels Fighters assorted "Freewheeling 5"" Lights & sounds vehicles. Push or pull a button/lever to activate. 
Batteries Included. AGE 3+"

Boys Hot Wheels $99.20 $76.30

Teamsterz Emergency Heli 
Transporter Assorted (Can be 
sold as a display of 12)

Die-cast metal 1:64 scale replica Emergency vehicles (transported, helicopter and car) 
Age 3+ Boys $80.80 $62.20

CAT 5pk Mini Vehicles Floor 
Stand ( 32 pcs in display - price 
is for 32 )

Have fun with these mini CAT vehicles in a 5 pack.. Free wheeling mini machines. Age 
3+. Batteries not required Boys Caterpillar ####### #######

Hopper Ball Avengers Recommended for ages 4 + years Boys Avengers $89.90 $69.10

"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 7.5"" Pistol 
with holster"

"Gun 8 Shot Diecast 7.5"" Pistol with holster" Boys Guns/Swords $85.00 $65.40

Gun 8 Shot Diecast .357 
Magnum Pistol with Sherrif 
Badge

Gun 8 Shot Diecast .357 Magnum Pistol with Sherrif Badge Boys Guns/Swords $85.00 $65.40

Cowboy Gun Set Twin Pack Twin pack of cowboy guns - includes Holsters. Boys Guns/Swords $75.80 $58.30

Captain America : Civil War Hero 
Mask Assortment

Heroes face off as the Super Hero universe divides into separate side, and it’s time to 
decide which team to join forces with! Which side will prevail? Who will be defeated? In 
the epic battle of Super Hero versus Super Hero, there’s no telling who might

Boys Avengers $96.20 $74.00

Battery Operated Walkie Talkie Safety Flexible Antenna. Talking Distance 100 metres. Requires 3 AA Batteris - not 
included. AGE 3+

Boys $85.00 $65.40

Matchbox Pop-Up Rigs Assorted
Make way! The Matchbox™ Pop Up Rigs are coming through! The fun grows as soon as 
the trucks start moving, because they “pop” up and grow even bigger. They also sound 
off -- literally -- when they’re rolling, making realistic honking sounds and flashing th

Boys Matchbox $107.90 $83.00



The Corps Land Strider assorted
"Land strider and enemy ravage. Each set comes with one 3-3/4"" figure and an exo 
battle vehicle. Figure is fully articulated, collectible and highly detailed. Bolder drives 
around in a free wheeling gun mounted jeep, ready to do battle with the menacing

Boys The Corps $80.80 $62.20

The Corps Rapid Assault Vehicle 
assorted

"Rapid Assault sets. Each comes with different vehicle and highly detailed collectible 3-
3/4"" figure. Each with Bio Tag. Assorted styles include Attack Fighter , Patrol Boat , 
Combat Copter."

Boys The Corps $85.00 $65.40

"Batman V Superman 6"" Figure 
Assorted"

"Bring the movie to your loungre room with the Batman V Superman 6"" Figure 
Assorted"

Boys Batman $122.50 $94.30

Gun 8 Shot Plastic Rifle BANG BANGGGG!! Gun 8 Shot Plastic Rifle Boys Guns/Swords $94.20 $72.40

John Deere 15cm Monster 
Treads Lights & Sounds assorted

Assorted Monster Treads. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on genuine John Deere 
construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic accessories.

Boys John Deere $124.60 $95.80

Nerf N-Strike Elite Strongarm

"""Speed and mobility are yours with the quick draws and fast firing of the 
STRONGARM blaster! It has the same long-range power as other N-STRIKE Elite blasters 
(sold separately), and it rapid-fires 6 darts when you pump the Slam Fire slide 
repeatedly whi

Boys Nerf Guns $107.10 $82.40

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Deluxe Mask

Your favorite TMNT charactr to collect. Assortment includes: Leonardo, Donateelo, 
Michelangelo, Raphael, Splinter, Shredder, Kraang, Dog Pound, Foot Soldier, April, Fish 
Face, Metalhead, Baxter Stockman & Spyder Byte

Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$114.80 $88.30

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Movie Basic Figures Assorted

With more than 12 points of articulation, these action figures are the most highly 
detailed and articulated Turtle figures ever made! Each tur Boys

Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$103.80 $79.90

XShot Bug Attack Rapid Fire Dart 
Gun

Rapid Fire Pistol - includes 2 Bugs and 8 darts Boys XSHOT Dart 
Blasters

$112.60 $86.60

Teamsterz Train Engine with 
Sound Assorted (Can be sold as 
a display of 12)

Two assorted metal die-cast 1:55 scale replica Steam Train models with light and 
realistic sounds. Batteries included AGE 3+ Boys $94.20 $72.40

XSHOT Excel - Scope Dart Gun Aim & Fire and hot your targets with ease with the X-SHOT scoper Blaster. Includes 6 
cans & 6 darts. AGE 8+

Boys XSHOT Dart 
Blasters

$103.40 $79.50

Road Rippers 4 x 4 Monster 
Trucks assorted

Press the buttonsto trigger the motorized driving feature, lights and sounds. 4x4 Action 
has never been so easy. It has HUGE tyres.Assorted styles. Batteries Included. AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $112.60 $86.60

Hot Wheels Star Wars - Starship 
2 Pack Assorted

Two of boys’ favorite brands—Hot Wheels® and Star Wars™—have joined forces! 
Launch into hyperdrive with pairs of the most iconic vehicles from Star Wars™, brought 
to you by Hot Wheels®. Kids will love re-creating some of the universe’s most epic 
battles a

Boys Hot Wheels $126.50 $97.30

Steel Roder Jeep Motor 
Boat/Horse Float assorted

"11"" Vehicle with detachable Motor Boat Trailer. AGE" Boys Steel Roder $112.60 $86.60

Bosch Ixolino Cordless 
Screwdriver

Bosch Ixolino cordless screwdriver. Batteries Not Included. AGE 3+ Boys Bosch $103.40 $79.50

Road Rippers Lil Haulers 
assorted

Push powered truck & trailer sets with interchangable vehicles to tow around. Realistic 
vehicle sounds and great music adds to the excitement. Batteries Included. AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $94.20 $72.40



"Avengers 12"" IRON MAN Titan 
Hero"

The invincible Iron Man! Streaking through the sky armed with repulsor cannons and 
super strength, Iron Man uses his high-tech battle suit to defend humanity! Create 
giant-sized action figure battles with the Marvel Titan Hero Series! These Super Heroes 
a

Boys Avengers $108.90 $83.80

"SPIDERMAN Sinister Six 6"" 
Figures assorted"

Imagine awesome Super Hero versus Super Villain matchups with these 6-Inch figures, 
inspired by the animated series, Ultimate Spider-Man vs. The Sinister Six. (Figures sold 
separately. Subject to availability). This 6-inch-scale figures feature multiple p

Boys Spiderman $126.50 $97.30

Police Force Weapon Set Imaginative play for your junior police officer. Includes heaps of accessories. Boys Guns/Swords $103.40 $79.50

Battery Operated Cowboy Rifle 
Set

Batteries included. AGE 3+ Boys Guns/Swords $103.40 $79.50

The Corps EXO Battle Mech 
assorted

"In camouflage & gun metal. Protect each 3-3/4"" figure in their awesome EXO-Battle 
suit for the fiercest battle of all times. Each figure is finely detailed and full articulated 
to enable them to hold their weapons."

Boys The Corps $103.40 $79.50

Star Wars Episode 7 Extendable 
Lightsaber assorted

You can feel like a Jedi a Jedi or a Sith with this Extendable Lightsaber that extends for a 
duel with a flick of the wrist. Imagine the thrill of a heated battle with this and other 
role-play toys from Star Wars. Each sold separately.

Boys Star Wars $120.60 $92.80

"Avengers 12"" War Machine 
Titan Hero"

Boys Avengers $108.90 $83.80

CAT Rev it Up Assorted
"CAT Machines with a rev-up motrized driving action. Authentic CAT Machine design 
cues bring out the ""Feel for Real"". Available in Dump Truck or Front Loader. Batteries 
not Required. Age 3+"

Boys Caterpillar $136.10 $104.70

Gun 8 Shot Diecast Rifle Rapid Fire 8: 8 Shot Repeater Cap Riffle Boys Guns/Swords $121.80 $93.70

Electronic Shotgun Over & 
Under

Battery Operated Over & Under shotgun. Realistic sounds and functions. Batteries 
included. AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $126.90 $97.60

Electronic Military Rifle & Pistol Includes Rifle and pistol. Reaslistic Sounds & Vibration. Batteries included. AGE 3+ Boys Guns/Swords $131.00 $100.80

Electronic Western Guns Twin 
pack with Holsters

Western Twin Guns with holsters. Reaslistic sounds. AGE 3+ Boys Guns/Swords $108.40 $83.40

Electronic Military Machine Gun Machine Gun - Battery Operated (with Flashing Light, Gunshot Sound and Vibration) 
AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $112.60 $86.60

Battery Operated Police Force 
Gun Set

Battery Operated Police Force Gun. All the realistic sounds of the real thing. AGE 3+ Boys Guns/Swords $131.00 $100.80

(S)Sparkle Girlz Play Shoes 3 
Pairs (was $12.50)

Includes 3 pairs of play shoes. Age 3+ Boys Country Life $75.80 $58.30

Batman Supporter Ball - 11 INCH Officially licensed Superman and Batman supporter ball Boys Batman $124.60 $95.80

Battery Operated Western 
Cowboy Set

Battery operated Cowboy rifle with realistic sounds. Includes Coybow hat and 
accesories. Batteries included. AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $112.60 $86.60

SPIDERMAN Sinister SFX Glove
This Spider-Man Hero FX glove lets kids imagine that they are joining the battle against 
the bad guys as the wall-crawling web-slinger himself! When kids put on the glove, they 
can trigger the button on the center of the glove’s palm like Spidey when he t

Boys Spiderman $133.30 $102.50



Star Wars Episode 7 Kylo Ren 
Lightsaber

Launch into action and adventure in the world of Star Wars! Discover the exciting 
stories of good versus evil in a universe of heroes, villains, and aliens. A dark warrior 
strong with the Force, Kylo Ren commands First Order missions with a temper as fier

Boys Star Wars $133.30 $102.50

GOBSMAX 5pk
"""JAW DROPPING ACTION - A Toy with a Difference! Collectable ball shaped characters 
that are all mouth and attitude! High Levels of play in playsets. Land GOBSMAX in the 
right way and their jaws pop open to reveal their fun features - teeth, tongue and

Boys GOB Smax $161.10 $123.90

GOBSMAX Big Mouth Target 
Case

"""High Levels of JAW DROPPING PLAY ACTION!LAUNCH, SCORE, STORE! Simply launch 
GOBSMAX character into the mouth to SCORE points! Includes:1 x Collector Case, 1 x 
Launcher (becomes removable handle)that fits into the target case ; Scoring segments 
in th

Boys GOB Smax $161.10 $123.90

The Corps Battle Zone Tower Set 
assorted

Set consists of fully armed free wheeling jeep or mountable motor cycle Also comes 
with 2 action figures that are fully articulated and highly detailed Battle tower 
realistically decked with carbed wire, search lights and a gun mount Lots of accessories

Boys The Corps $140.20 $107.80

The Corps Lights & Sound 
Aircrafts assorted

Mission Vehicle aircrafts with realistic and modern flying. Light & Sound features. 2 
styles assorted. Batteries included.

Boys The Corps $140.20 $107.80

John Deere 38cm Big Scoop 
Excavator

Scoop that dirt! Scoop excavator for your dedicated trucker. Boys John Deere $148.50 $114.20

Spiderman Walkie Talkie 
W/Morse Code

Boys Spiderman $163.60 $125.80

John Deere 38cm Big Scoop 
Dump Truck

John Deere 38cm Big Scoop Dump Truck. John Deere Mini Vehicles are based on 
genuine John Deere construction vehicles and made from die-cast metal with plastic 
accessories.

Boys John Deere $148.50 $114.20

Electronic Combat Force Gun 
with accessories

Battery Operated Combat rifle with accessories. All the military gear you need to go to 
battle with. AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $131.00 $100.80

Bosch Circular Saw
"Bosch Circular Saw toy with realistic functions. Rotating sawblade (harmless). When 
guard is pressed - realistic sawing noise. Harmless ""spark"". Battery-operated: 2 X R6-
AA (not included) Age 3+"

Boys Bosch $170.60 $131.20

Bosch Cordless Drill
Bosch Cordless drill/screwdriver toy with realistic function. With rotating exhangeable 
bit/screwdriver head. Forward and reverse motion. With realistic drilling/screwing 
noise and light effect. Battery operated: 3 x AA (not included) AGE 3+

Boys Bosch $145.30 $111.70

John Deere 20cm 7220 Tractor 
with Bale Mover

his 1/16 scale John Deere 7220 Tractor features a die-cast hood, removable front bale 
mover and removable duals. Outside dual wheels can be removed by a lock and twist 
method. 5+

Boys John Deere $148.50 $114.20

John Deere Mighty Movers Off 
Road Semi Launcher Assorted

Bring the action down to size with these exciting new Mighty Movers vehicles and 
playsets! Outfitted with on-trend styling and tonnes of action driven playsets and 
launchers. Take the off-road action on the go with Mighty Movers. 3+

Boys John Deere $148.50 $114.20

Star Wars Walkie Talkie recommended for ages 5 + years, 2 x 9v alkaline battery (not included) Boys Star Wars $168.00 $129.20

Steel Roder 34cm Livestock 
Transporter

"10"" Livestock Transporter. Back of Trailer opens to store animals. Animals Included. 
AGE"

Boys Steel Roder $149.40 $114.90



CAT Glow Machines Assorted
CAT Glow Machines are perfect for little construction fans Caterpillar work machines 
are made to have the feel of real, and these CAT Glow Machinesare no different with a 
realistic truck ready to work and a super cute Glow function for even more fun. Us

Boys Caterpillar $149.40 $114.90

Truck Carry Case with 6 Cars Free Wheel Truck that can be used for storage of cars. Includes 6 cars. Boys $140.20 $107.80

Bosch Accessories Set Bosch Accessories set consisting of workers gloves, worker glasses and earmuffs. AGE 
3+

Boys Bosch $143.00 $110.00

CAT Construction Junior 
Bulldozer

Includes a figure, 7 loose parts and a tool. Wheels and body parts snap into place and 
the other parts are removed by using the screwdriver to turn the bolts on the 
construction vehicles. AGE 3+

Boys Caterpillar $131.00 $100.80

CAT Mini Trailer Team assorted Light & sounds Dump Truck with detachable trailer pulling freewheeling Vehciles. AGE 
3+

Boys Caterpillar $131.00 $100.80

Road Rippers Rollin Sounds 
assorted

8 cool body free-wheeling styles with light ans sound features Ages 3yrs+ Batteries 
included

Boys Road Rippers $131.00 $100.80

SPIDERMAN Sinister Six Vehicles
With the Spider-Man figure and racer, kids can imagine sending their favorite heroes 
and anti-heroes into an awesome, high-speed battle! Imagine joining the battle against 
the bad guys with this Ultimate Spider Man figure and racer. The vehicle includes a

Boys Spiderman $161.10 $123.90

Bosch Lamp Bosch Lamp. Requires 3 x AA Batteries ( not included ) AGE 3+ Boys Bosch $149.40 $114.90

The Corps Army Playset in Tub Set includes over 96pcs soldiers in various military poses and 24pcs accessories 
including guns to fences for reinacting a ground battle

Boys The Corps $149.40 $114.90

Nerf Zombie Crosscut
The Nerf Zombie Strike Crosscut blaster delivers 2-in-1 action for two ways to keep the 
zombie hordes on the run. Step into a zombie-infested zone with the Crosscut blaster, 
and zombies will think twice about launching an attack. Take aim with the blaster

Boys Nerf Guns $173.80 $133.70

Electronic Military Soldier 
Deluxe Weapon Playset

Includes: 2 x Guns, 1 x Mask, Bionculas, Watch, Compass, Whistle, Vest, Neck Chain and 
Gun Holder. Batteries Included. AGE 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $186.20 $143.20

Avengers 3D Walkie Talkie Boys Avengers $182.10 $140.10

Star Wars 3D Walkie Talkie - 
Darth Vader/Storm Trooper

Boys Star Wars $182.10 $140.10

Star Wars Slumber Bag Your child can imagine intergalactic adventures on sleepovers and campouts with the 
Star Wars Slumber bag! It is out of this galaxy

Boys Star Wars $195.40 $150.30

Steel Roder 35cm Grader "14.5"" Grader Truck.Free Wheeling. Metal & Plastic parts. AGE" Boys Steel Roder $186.20 $143.20

CAT Construction Junior 
Excavator

Includes a figure, 7 loose parts and a tool. Wheels and body parts snap into place and 
the other parts are removed by using the screwdriver to turn the bolts on the 
construction vehicles. AGE 3+

Boys Caterpillar $131.00 $100.80

"Avengers 12"" Titan Hero & 
Vehicle Assortment"

Race into giant-sized action figure battles with Marvel Super Heroes and their vehicles! 
When these superhuman defenders of the world need to get to the scene as fast as 
possible, they use their specialized vehicles!

Boys Avengers $192.30 $147.90

Star Wars Black Series Diecast 
Helmets assorted

Re-create the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with helmets from The 
Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series embodies the quality 
and realism that Star Wars devotees love.

Boys Star Wars $192.30 $147.90



Yokai Season 1 Collector Book 
(with 1 Medal)

This Yo-kai Watch Medallium Collection Book looks like the one that appears in the 
animated series, giving kids a place to collect and organize their Yo-kai Medals like Nate 
does in the cartoon (Book and medals each sold separately, subject to availabilit

Boys Yokai $192.30 $147.90

Avengers Captain America 
Launch Shield

Injustice doesn’t stand a chance when you head into battle with your Captain America 
Star Launch Shield! It looks just like the patriotic super-soldier’s indestructible shield. 
But when you pull the rip cord, the shield launches disc from the star in the

Boys Avengers $254.90 $196.10

The Corps Light & Sound Recoil 
Vehicle assorted

2 styles assorted. camouflage painted tank/jeep. Mounted guns have light & sound and 
recoil with awesome pulsating action. Includes other weapon accessories suitable for 
play with action figures. Batteries included.

Boys The Corps $200.50 $154.20

John Deere Action Lawn Mower The authentic interactive lawn mower features the #1 name in outdoor care. With voice 
prompts to check oil and gas. Rotating grass clippings and fold-down handle for storage

Boys John Deere $246.00 $189.30

Electronic Police Deluxe 
Weapon Set

Batery Operated Weapon Set. Includes: 2 x Guns, 1 x Watch, Handcuffs, Badge, Hat, 
Mask, Gun Holder and Walky Talky. Batteries Included. AGES 3+

Boys Guns/Swords $186.20 $143.20

Bosch Tool Case Bosch Ixolino Workcase with Bosch Ixolino screwdriver and many other accessories. 
Batteries not Included. AGE 3+

Boys Bosch $218.90 $168.40

Bosch Chain Saw With Realistic sawing noise .Flashing lights during sawing function .Battery powered. 
Batteries Not Included. AGE 3+

Boys Bosch $204.60 $157.40

Bosch Leaf Blower Bosch Leaf Blower. Batteries Not Included Age: 3+ Boys Bosch $213.80 $164.50

John Deere 20cm 8530 Tractor 
w/Forklift, Ammonia Tank and 
Applicator

his is an 8 inch replica of the JD 8530 tractor, ammonia tank and applicator. Tractor 
features removable front forklift, removable front & rear duals, die-cast hood. 
Ammonia tank features die-cast frame, hitches to tractor and applicator. Applicator 
featu

Boys John Deere $246.00 $189.30

John Deere 28cm Tough Tractor
Built tough enough for sandbox play, this officially licensed John Deere tractor features 
a die cast hood, steerable front axle (activated by the steering wheel), and a rear hitch 
that is compatible with most 1:16 scale accessories and implements (sold se

Boys John Deere $216.80 $166.80

John Deere Power Hedge 
Trimmer

"""Young John Deere fans can help with the yardwork with this unique and realistic 
hedge trimmer. Brightly-colored, tough plastic construction provides for safe handling. 
Power the motor by pulling on the retractable cord , Press the button for real we

Boys John Deere $187.50 $144.20

Hot Wheels Racing Battle Case Store and Race. Stores up to 20 cars. Ages 5+ Boys Hot Wheels $222.10 $170.90
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Mutations Figure to Weapon 
assorted

Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$212.40 $163.40

Nerf Elite Crossbolt
Make your mission count with the clip-fed bow action of the CrossBolt blaster! Load up 
the 12-dart clip with the included N-Strike Elite darts and attach it to the blaster, then 
pull the string back so you're locked and loaded when a target crosses your p

Boys Nerf Guns $222.50 $171.10

Steel Roder 30cm Bobcat "12"" Bobcat Vehicle. Free Wheeling. Metal & Plastic Parts. AGE" Boys Steel Roder $232.20 $178.60

CAT Construction Junior Work 
Site Dump & Loader

Take-a-part construction machines paired with an accesory vehicle or construction site 
machine for realistic work site play. Includes screwdriver, socket and wrench. AGE 3+

Boys Caterpillar $186.20 $143.20

CAT Construction Apprentice 
Dump Truck

Take-a-part construction machines for realistic work site play. Includes screwdriver. 
AGE 5+

Boys Caterpillar $213.80 $164.50



CAT Construction Apprentice 
Excavator

Take-a-part construction machines for realistic work site play. Includes screwdriver. 
AGE 5+

Boys Caterpillar $213.80 $164.50

CAT Construction Apprentice 
Front Loader

Take-a-part construction machines for realistic work site play. Includes screwdriver. 
AGE 5+

Boys Caterpillar $213.80 $164.50

Road Rippers Rumble Tractor 
assorted

Cool, Chunky Tractor style features motorised driving with a rumble action, lights , 
sounds and fun farmin music. Batteries Included. AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $209.70 $161.30

Road Rippers Ford Raptor with 
Polaris

Head outdoors for adventure with lights & sounds. Lights flash, engine revs, horn honks. 
Hear music & peel out sound. Trailer detaches for separate accessory play. Batteries 
Included. AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $186.20 $143.20

Road Rippers Jeep Wrangler 
with Kawasaki

Head outdoors for adventure with lights & sounds. Lights flash, engine revs, horn honks. 
Hear music & peel out sound. Trailer detaches for separate accessory play. Batteries 
Included. AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $186.20 $143.20

"Road Rippers 12"" Rush & 
Rescue Fire Truck"

Be first to respond with rush & rescue! Fire Truck contains motorised forward and 
reverse drive, engine and rescue sounds, music and vocal phrases. Batteries included. 
AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $186.20 $143.20

Hot Wheels Extreme Action - 
Shark Cruiser

Unique Hot Wheels vehicle with cool charectirised actions. Buttons unlock motorised 
drive action with chompin fun! Features exciting light effects, fun sounds and character 
themed music. Batteries included. AGE 3+

Boys Hot Wheels $218.90 $168.40

Hot Wheels Extreme Action - 
Street Creeper

Unique Hot Wheels vehicle with cool charectirised actions. Buttons unlock motorised 
drive action with chompin fun! Features exciting light effects, fun sounds and character 
themed music. Batteries included. AGE 3+

Boys Hot Wheels $218.90 $168.40

Parking Garage with Diecast 
Cars

luxury parking Lot. Includes 4 diecast vehicles. 3 levels which includes lift. AGE 3+ Boys $195.90 $150.70

Hot Wheels Flipping Fury 2 Vehicles in 1, with music for each side. Motorized lights and sounds vehicle speeds to 
the finish line, flips over and keeps racing. Betteries included. AGE 3+

Boys Hot Wheels $177.00 $136.20

Nerf Modulus Recon MkII
Kids can build their own blaster for each mission or battle with the Nerf Modulus 
system! Customize a Modulus blaster with the interchangeable accessories to create 
different combinations. Whether it's a stealth operation, close quarters battle, or long-r

Boys Nerf Guns $261.10 $200.90

GOBSMAX Munchin Monster 
Truck

"""JAW DROPPING ACTION - High Levels of play action. Drive along and scoop them up!! 
Launch'em out! Pullback Mudguard to become launchers! Press button on back to store 
and remove GOBSMAX! Roll the truck and watch the GOBSMAX spin.Each set features 
1x M

Boys GOB Smax $241.60 $185.90

Star Wars Chewbacca Tin Wind-
Up

"Wind them up and watch them go! Beautifully lithographed with plastic trim, this 
Chewbacca tin robot is ready to roll! Measures 7.5"" tall. Collect them all! Comes 
boxed."

Boys Star Wars $178.20 $137.10

Star Wars Darth Vader Tin 
Wind-Up

"Wind them up and watch them go! Beautifully lithographed with plastic trim, this 
Darth Vader tin robot is ready to roll! Measures 7.5"" tall. Collect them all! Comes 
boxed."

Boys Star Wars $178.20 $137.10

Star Wars Stormtrooper Tin 
Wind-Up

"Wind them up and watch them go! Beautifully lithographed with plastic trim, this Boba 
Fett tin robot is ready to roll! Measures 7.5"" tall. Collect them all! Comes boxed."

Boys Star Wars $178.20 $137.10



Tonka Climbovers Jeep Builder 
Set

The Tonka Climb-Overs Boulder Escape Playset is an exhilarating addition to any Tonka 
Climb-Overs collection! This exciting set includes everything you need to have a 
dangerous adventure. Connect the provided tracks to the Boulder Escape Playset and 
race

Boys Tonka $198.50 $152.70

Hot Wheels Hyper Racer Light & 
Sound assorted

Press the button and the Hyper Racer speeds off changing colour as it kicks into hyper 
model. Batteries Included. AGE 3+

Boys Hot Wheels $250.60 $192.80

Captain America Blaster Reveal 
Shield

Kids can imagine what it's like to battle like Captain America with this Blaster Reveal 
Shield, which includes 2 launching projectiles! Just push down the star button to watch 
the shield open, revealing a hidden blaster designed to take enemies down! Hero

Boys Avengers $254.80 $196.00

Captain America Scope Vision 
Helmet

Gear up with the Captain America Scope Vision Helmet and imagine launching into 
target practice with Cap himself. This Scope Vision Helmet includes a 2-color light-up 
vision scope that helps with more precise targeting. When the hero-in-training presses t

Boys Avengers $254.80 $196.00

Captain America Iron Man Tech 
FX Mask

With the Tech FX mask, heroes-in-training can pretend to be Iron Man as they suit up 
with electronic gear that features lights, sounds, and epic Iron Man phrases. Stand up, 
suit up, and get ready – it’s time to imagine joining the battle for justice as Ir

Boys Avengers $254.80 $196.00

Yokai Season 1 Yokai Watch (2 
Medals)

Kids and fans can experience the world of Yo-kai Watch with the Yo-kai Watch and Yo-
kai Medals (watch sold with 2 exclusive medals, watch and additional medals each sold 
separately, subject to availability). Fans can imagine summoning Yo-kai characters, a

Boys Yokai $254.80 $196.00

Tonka Steel 4x4 Pick Up
The Tonka Classic Steel 4x4 Pickup truck is ready for tough off road adventure! Built to 
take on the most treacherous trails, this sturdy pick-up truck also features a working 
winch for towing action and is guaranteed for life! Steel and plastic construc

Boys Tonka $259.90 $199.90

CAT Iron Diesel Train
"Smaller-scale CAT train with over 7"" of track and simple push button stop and go 
function New train features a flat bed car with two snap on mini-machines (Dump Truck 
and Loader) as wellas a highly-detailed engine sculpt New crane car with moving crane

Boys Caterpillar $264.90 $203.80

Tonka Steel Toughs Bulldozer
Boys love to play with Tonka and this Tonka Bulldozer will give them hours of fun in the 
sandbox or just about anywhere else in the back yard. Rugged bulldozer features 
removable blade, durable roll cage and moving treads! Steel construction! Built TONKA

Boys Tonka $259.90 $199.90

Tonka Steel Grader
Get to work smoothing over any terrain with the five-position adjustable blade. The 
Tonka Toughs Grader is a unique ground-smoothing vehicle that's built-to-last. Easy 
hand control steers the deep-cleated front tires so you can put this truck to the test

Boys Tonka $278.30 $214.00

Bosch Tool Belt Bosch tool belt with Ixolino cordless driver drill. AGE 3+ Boys Bosch $250.60 $192.80

Bosch Tool Box Bosch toolbox with battery operated cordless drill Ixolino and much more tools.Battery 
operated: 2 x AAA Batteries (not included).Age: 3+

Boys Bosch $269.10 $207.00

Bosch Tool Vest Bosch tool vest with accessories and width adjustment at sides as a toy. Contains: Bosch 
tool vest, hammer, saw, phillips screwdriver, pliers, adjustable spanner. AGE 3+

Boys Bosch $250.60 $192.80

"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Giant Figures 11"" Powerspring 
assorted"

"The ultimate Ninja Turtle Action Figure! Figures stands 11"" tall" Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$281.70 $216.70

Steel Roder 39cm Dump Truck "15.5"" Dump Truck. Free Wheeling. Metal & Palstic Parts. AGE" Boys Steel Roder $278.30 $214.00
Steel Roder 44cm Front Loader "17.5"" Front Loader. Free Wheeling. Metal & Plastic parts. AGE" Boys Steel Roder $278.30 $214.00



Zuru Micro Boats Playset

Get ready for some epic speed boat racing action. Launch your boats and watch them 
race in 4 directions, spinning out in a 360 degree doughnut. Includes 1.8m of race 
tracks, real working crane, 1 motorised speed boat that can reach speeds of 200+ MPH 
scal

Boys ZURU Micro 
Boats $255.70 $196.70

Tonka Climbovers Jeep Ripsaw 
Summit

The Tonka Climb-Overs Ripsaw Summit Playset is the ultimate addition to any Tonka 
Climb-Overs collection! This exciting set includes everything you need to have a 
dangerous adventure. Connect the tracks to the Ripsaw Summit Playset and smash 
through the a

Boys Tonka $280.90 $216.10

1:16 New Holland Tractor 
w/Loader

ERTL Big Farm, just like the real thing, only smaller! ERTL’s Big Farm 1:16 sized vehicles 
are the only off-road toys designed with loads of detail and feature lights and sounds 
play action. These high quality plastic vehicles have all the details you wo

Boys $310.00 $238.50

John Deere 7430 Tractor with 
Rear Dual Wheels

Boys John Deere $343.60 $264.30

Tonka Steel Classic Dump Truck
This Classic Mighty Dump Truck is built for hauling! This sturdy, steel construction 
vehicle is ready for the toughest loading jobs. Move the bed up and down to trigger its 
unloading action! Constructed with Steel and guaranteed for life! Features stee

Boys Tonka $370.30 $284.80

John Deere Monster Treads 
Tractor With Gravity Wagon

These off-road monster vehicles are ready to tackle any obstacle that lies in their path! 
Features include all-terrain steering and super-bouncy tires.

Boys John Deere $294.80 $226.80

Bosch Tools Set 36 Part Bosch set. Contains: Bosch cordless driver drill, work helmet and much much 
more. Batteries not Included. AGE 3+

Boys Bosch $278.30 $214.00

"CAT 15"" Junior 2 Pack Vehicle 
Set Assorted"

"Freewheeling 15"" vehicles with rugged CAT styling. Great for Indoor & outdoor play. 2 
vehicles included. No Batteries included."

Boys Caterpillar $370.30 $284.80

Country Life Farm Set with 
Assembled Houses

Country Life Farm Set with Assembled Houses is the ULTIMATE set from Country Life - 
comes with Assembled House, Horse Stables, Tractor and Trailers, Fencing, Farmers, 
Horses, Cows and heaps of accessories. Ages 3+

Boys Country Life $296.70 $228.20

Country Life Dairy Cow Deluxe 
set

Country Life Dairy Cow Deluxe set, ages 3+ Boys Country Life $278.30 $214.00

CAT Construction Junior - 
Combo Hauler

Screw all Machine pieces together to create a wide load trailer. Take-a-part to create a 
recycling truck, cement mixer or dump truck. Fully equipped with a chunky screwdriver, 
operator figure and reusable carrying case. Batteries Not required. AGE 3+

Boys Caterpillar $324.30 $249.40

CAT Dump & Excavator 2pk Free Wheeling construction trucks with kid friendly styling! Batteries not required. AGE 
2+

Boys Caterpillar $278.30 $214.00

CAT Dump & Front Loader 2pk Free Wheeling construction trucks with kid friendly styling! Batteries not required. AGE 
2+

Boys Caterpillar $278.30 $214.00

"CAT 13"" Job Site Machine 
Dump Truck"

"Motorized 13"" Caterpillar machine Dump Truck. Machine features working lights, 
motorized driving and machine bed, bucket, blade or boom, as well as hard drivin 
contruction tunes. Batteries included. AGE 3+"

Boys Caterpillar $278.30 $214.00

"CAT 13"" Job Site Machine 
Bulldozer"

"Motorized 13"" Caterpillar machine Bulldozer. Machine features working lights, 
motorized driving and machine bed, bucket, blade or boom, as well as hard drivin 
contruction tunes. Batteries included. AGE 3+"

Boys Caterpillar $278.30 $214.00



CAT Machine Team - 
Dump/Excavator

Newly Designed set of Tough Tracks. With a Rugger Machine and a construction Crew 
Machine you can have double the fun! AGE 2+

Boys Caterpillar $347.80 $267.50

Monster Trucks 46pce Playset 
with 4 Vehicles

Make your own Monster Truck Scenes with this 46pcs playset. Includes 4 friction 
powered Monster Trucks and all the accessories to set up your own Monster Truck 
arena. AGE 3+

Boys $278.30 $214.00

Maxi Dump Truck 69cm Maxi 69cm Maxi Dump Truck AGE 3+ Boys $301.70 $232.10

Tonka Steel Classic Front Loader
The Front Loader is built to take on the toughest construction jobs. Move the front 
loader up and down to transport dirt, rocks or sand from one job site to another. Made 
of Steel construction and guaranteed for life! Features - Steel construction, Fre

Boys Tonka $388.70 $299.00

Bosch Workbench Junior
A workbench for toddlers! This sturdy, toy workbench looks like Dad's, but it's packed 
with hands-on activities for the little ones. Hammer the nails into the pounding bench, 
use the screwdriver to turn the gears, tighten and loosen the vice. Kids can eve

Boys Bosch $384.60 $295.80

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Party Van

It’s always a party when you are taking down the bad guys! Now, Donnie and Casey 
Jones have created the ultimate Green Team party machine. Boys

Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$392.80 $302.20

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Half Shell Hero - Precool 
Shellraiser

Time to Turtle up the Half-Shell Heroes have arrived! They're Teenage Mutatant Ninja 
Turtles coming out of their shells for non-stop ninja adventure! Join the battling 
brothers in their pizza-fueled mission to mess with menacing mutants, crush the Kraan

Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$410.40 $315.70

CAT Construction Apprentice 
Multi Machines 3 in 1

Each kit includes enough parts to build 3 different vehicles. AGE 5+ Boys Caterpillar $347.80 $267.50

Batman Ultimate Mech Figure

From the new Batman Unlimited: Mechs and Mutants movie, comes this mega 15” 
Batman™ Bat-Mech robot figure! When giant mutant villains threaten the citizens, 
Batman™ builds the ultimate Bat-Mech robot. Geared up with lights, sounds and special 
combat surpr

Boys Batman $375.30 $288.70

John Deere 53cm Big Scoop 
Tractor with Loader

"53cm Steel & Plastic Excvator Designed for smaller hands, this ultra-tough ""sand pit"" 
vehicle features easy- to-use functional loader, in addition to free-rolling wheels and 
child-friendly design."

Boys John Deere $429.60 $330.40

John Deere 53cm Big Scoop 
Dump Truck

53cm Steel & Plastic Big scoop dump truck for your dedicated trucker. Boys John Deere $431.40 $331.90

CAT Big Rev Up Dump Truck
There is no job too big for the Big Rev Dump Truck! Rev up the engine and away it goes! 
Giant Dump Truck with Rev-up power. Rev it up, set it down, watch it go. Batteries Not 
required. Age 3+

Boys Caterpillar $485.80 $373.70

Road Rippers Outdoor Monster 
Truck

This is a monster truck that really lives up to it's name! This truck is massive, it has huge 
tyres and a rev up motor. Rev-up this Monster and let it crush, climb and conquer what 
ever your imagination can create. AGE 3+

Boys Road Rippers $434.70 $334.40

Giant Loader 69cm Giant 69cm Loader AGE 3+ Boys $370.30 $284.80

John Deere 1:16 5420 w/cab 
and Loader

This die-cast replicates a popular John Deere favorite, and includes a loader that your 
customers can raise and lower, and a bucket they can dump, as the design replicates 
the hydraulics of the full-scale tractor. The platform also features an open cab wi

Boys John Deere $538.70 $414.40



John Deere Buck ATV Ride On
The utility ATV Ride On Toy with lights and sounds is a great ride on for the kids! It is a 
perfect size to fit your toddler because they can touch the ground and scoot there way 
along at their own pace

Boys John Deere $587.50 $451.90

Bosch Workbench Deluxe
The Bosch workbench height is adjustable and can get to 3' tall as your child grows. 
Comes with an attached drill, vise, saw, pliers, hammer, wrench and much more. Your 
little carpenters will also like the construction sounds from the workbench. AGE 3+

Boys Bosch $554.40 $426.40

Tonka Steel Classic Back Hoe
Get to work smoothing over any terrain with the five-position adjustable blade. The 
Tonka Toughs Grader is a unique ground-smoothing vehicle that's built-to-last. Easy 
hand control steers the deep-cleated front tires so you can put this truck to the tes

Boys Tonka $646.40 $497.20

John Deere Pick N Pop Combine 
Ride-On

The John Deere Pick N Pop foot to floor combine provides your toddler a little in the 
field adventure. Features kid power scooting motion, ball pick up and drop out and (2) 
musical tunes. 12m+

Boys John Deere $626.50 $482.00

Tonka Steel Classic Fire Engine
Rush to the rescue with the Tonka Classic Steel Fire Engine! This Tonka tough fire truck 
is made of sturdy steel construction that will last for years of play - guaranteed for life. 
For ages 3 +

Boys Tonka $619.30 $476.40

CAT Construction Apprentice 
Tower Crane with Forklift

No worksite is complete without a tower crane for heavy lifting. Standing 3ft tall it has a 
hand articulated boom arm with full 360 motion and interchange attachments. This set 
comes with a push powered forklift, a screwdriver and features our smart Loc T

Boys Caterpillar $554.40 $426.40

John Deere 1:16 Big Farm 
Tractor Peterbilt 367 Straight 
Truck w/grain box

ERTL Big Farm, just like the real thing, only smaller! ERTL's Big Farm 1:16 sized vehicles 
are the only off-road toys designed with loads of detail and feature lights and sounds 
play action. Taking the grain to the market is easy with the exceptional deta

Boys John Deere $538.70 $414.40

John Deere 1:16 Big Farm 
Tractor Peterbilt 367 Straight 
Truck w/flatbed & 4020 NF 
Tractor

ERTL Big Farm, just like the real thing, only smaller! ERTL’s Big Farm 1:16 sized vehicles 
are the only off-road toys designed with loads of detail and feature lights and sounds 
play action. These high quality plastic vehicles have all the details you wo

Boys John Deere $685.10 $527.00

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Dimension X - Sewer Lair Playset

"""The ultimate playset for Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle fans, the Secret Sewer Lair 
playset is BIG, and ready for Ninja battle action! This playset will have kids creating their 
own Lair of excitement as they become the leader of the pack, swinging into

Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

####### $827.50

"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Mutations 24"" Turtle to 
Playset"

"""The Playset has 9 different rooms including a dojo area, skatepark, Mikey's bedroom, 
Don's garage and computer lab just to name a few. The playset also includes over 30 
different features such as a slide, skatepark, periscope, escape hatches and muc

Boys
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

####### $780.80

Meccano Junior Playbuckets - 
100pce Bucket

Start Your Meccano Learning With This Meccano Junior Playbuckets - 100pce Bucket. 
This Set Will Teach You How To Use Meccano Tools & Follow The Meccano Instructions 
To Do Your First Building With Meccano. Product Features 8 Models Can Be Built, Build 
One

Construction Meccano $344.30 $245.90

Meccano 5 - Model Set 
(Construction Crew)

Ages 8+ Construction Meccano $212.90 $152.10

Meccano 15 - Model Set (Space 
Quest)

Prepare your imagination for lift-off as you explore the world of real engineering with 
the Meccano Space Quest 15 Model set! Build a rocket with a moving gantry using new 
anodized metal parts. Then start your countdown on a journey to distant worlds. Whe

Construction Meccano $370.50 $264.70



Meccano 20 - Model Set (Desert 
Adventure)

Ages 8+ Construction Meccano $423.10 $302.20

Meccano Elite Series - Tactical 
Copter

Ages 10+ Construction Meccano $659.50 $471.10

Meccano Elite Series - Pirate 
Ship

Ages 10+ Construction Meccano $712.00 $508.60

Meccano Elite Series - Tower 
Bridge

Ages 10+ Construction Meccano $712.00 $508.60

Mega Bloks Despicable Me 
Minions Party Pack Assorted. I

ASSORTMENT: BEACH PARTY & DANCE PARTY. AGE 5+ Construction Mega Bloks $65.90 $50.70

Mega Bloks Call of Duty - 
Tactical Unit Assorted. II

Mega Bloks Call of Duty Tactical Unit Assorted - These extremely detailed Mega Bloks 
Call of Duty sets take the action right out of the video

Construction Mega Bloks $65.90 $50.70

Mega Bloks Despicable Me 
Minion Lab Playset Assorted. I

ASSORTMENT: JELLY LAB & EI MACHO'S LAB. AGE 5+ Construction Mega Bloks $108.00 $83.10

Mega Bloks Big Building Bag - 
80pcs (Pink)

"""Bring a bright-colored imaginary garden to life with the First Builders Big Building Bag 
by Mega Bloks in dazzling pink and purple. These pretty pastel blocks encourage open-
ended play and help your little builder develop motor skills with hands-on pla

Construction Mega Bloks $144.10 $110.80

Dress Up Dora and Friends (Size 
3-5 yrs)

Dress Up & Role Play $159.80 $114.10

Maracas Plastic in Net Bag 2pc Shake, shake, shake! Keep to a beat or just shake for fun. Colourful 2-piece maraca set 
for baby's first music-making experience.

Dress Up & Role Play $17.80 $13.70

Frying Pan With Food assorted 
(Can be sold as a display of 10)

Frying Pan with food accessories including all the great vegetables. Turning the little 
ones into master chefs. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $34.80 $26.80

Doctor Set assorted Basic Doctors set. Includes all the accessories you need to be a Doctor. AGE 3+ Dress Up & Role Play $32.50 $25.00
Pirate Weapons and accessories Pirate Set includes cutlas sword, pirate pistol, eye patch and pirate treasures. AGE 3+ Dress Up & Role Play $39.00 $30.00

Little Helper Cleaning Set 3pce Work while you play with this child-size broom and dustpan. Great for helping around 
the house! AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $48.20 $37.00

Pirate Dress Up set with 
Accesories

Get set to sail the 7 seas with Pirate Dress Up set with Accesories Dress Up & Role Play $57.40 $44.10

Cleaning Set 4 pce 4pce cleaning set - includes broom, dustpan and brush and spray bottle. Dress Up & Role Play $57.40 $44.10
Tool Set with Light Up Helmet Builder's tool kit with light up helmet. Comes storage tool belt. AGE 3+ Dress Up & Role Play $66.60 $51.20

Fire Fighter Set Fire Fighting dress up set. Includes helmet and all the fireman tools to do the job 
properly. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $66.60 $51.20

Fruit & Vegetables assorted Improvise a fruit market or a healthy imaginary lunch with this pack of toy fruit. Perfect 
accessories for imaginary play. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $62.40 $48.00

Doctor Set In Case assorted All the Doctors utensils you need to become you very own Doctor. All accessories come 
in plastic stoarge case for easy storage so you can carry them on the go. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $80.80 $62.20

Dish Rack With Accessories Includes all your kitchen accessories and a dish rack for when cleaning up. AGE 3+ Dress Up & Role Play $94.20 $72.40



Tea Set 14pce with sound Time to share a pot of tea—with our 14 peice Tea Set with Sounds! Dress Up & Role Play $103.40 $79.50

Tea Set with Dish Rack ( can be 
sold in display of 8)

Time for a Pot of Tea ...Our Tea Set with Dish Rack is sure to keep your little ones 
entertained

Dress Up & Role Play $94.20 $72.40

Soldier Weapon Set includes all the accesories to become a soldier Dress Up & Role Play $85.00 $65.40

Beauty Set in Case This Beauty Set in Case is perfect for any little fashionista - with hair dryer, hair brush, 
and LOADS of accessories

Dress Up & Role Play $112.60 $86.60

Pet Shop Set in Case The Pet Shop Set in Case is perfect for any little animal lover Dress Up & Role Play $112.60 $86.60

Military Soldier Weapon 
Accessories set

includes all the accesories to become a soldier age 3+ Dress Up & Role Play $90.00 $69.30

Police Force Weapon 
Accessories set

includes all the accesories to become a Policeman Dress Up & Role Play $90.00 $69.30

Fruit Cut in basket assorted AGE 3+ Dress Up & Role Play $112.60 $86.60

Smart Kettle Modern design Kettle features fun light up and sound effects for realistic play. battery 
requirements: 3 x button cell (included) Age 3+

Dress Up & Role 
Play

Smart $103.40 $79.50

Smart Iron Modern design iron features fun light up and sound effects for realistic play. battery 
requirements: 3 x button cell (inccluded) Age 3+

Dress Up & Role 
Play

Smart $103.40 $79.50

Smart Toaster
Fun toaster and accessories. Turn the dial for light up effects. Press down the lever for 
ticking sound before toasts pop up and pings - just like the real thing! Requires 3 x 
button cell batteries (included) Age 3+

Dress Up & Role 
Play Smart $103.40 $79.50

Little Helper Cleaning Set Boxed Cleaning set makes cleaning fun! Includes brushes and dust pan, mop and bucket. AGE 
3+

Dress Up & Role Play $108.40 $83.40

Intercom Phone Set Battery operated intercom phone set - talk to your friend on the phone! Great for 
interactive play. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $103.40 $79.50

Warriors Weapon Set Let your imagination run wild with the Warriors Weapon Set Dress Up & Role Play $112.60 $86.60

Fire Rescue Tools and 
Accessories Set

All the Tools and accessories to become a real Fireman. Includes a real working 
Megaphone. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $131.00 $100.80

Tea Set with Stand and 
accessories

Afternoon Tea Stand Set. Tea Pot with accessories to make that tea party special. AGE 
3+

Dress Up & Role Play $167.80 $129.10

Metal Shopping Trolley Authentic mini shopping trolley for imaginary grocery trips, or easy pack away tool at 
the end of play time.

Dress Up & Role Play $177.00 $136.20

Electronic Cash Register
Battery Operated Cash Register. Real working microphone to check on isle 10!! Includes 
canner, conveyer, shopping basket, money , credit cards , and heaps of accessories. 
Opening Change draw with key lock. Batteries not included. Age 3+

Dress Up & Role Play $167.80 $129.10

Smart Shopping Trolley & 
Accessories

Great supermarlet shopping role-play fun! Push along trolley includes over 30 pieces of 
food play. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role 
Play

Smart $177.00 $136.20

Miele Vacuum Cleaner
MIELE vacuum cleaner Exact copy of the original with child-compatible functions - 
on/off control lamp - wheels move in various directions (360°) - main nozzle can be 
slotted into rear of appliance Age 2+

Dress Up & Role Play $250.60 $192.80



Smart Capsule Coffee Machine
Make your perfect cup of coffee every time just like the real thing! Place your capsule in 
the top and Turn the dial to select your drink - Cappuccino, Latte or Macchaito! Fun 
light & sound effects. Place your cup under the nozzle to pretend to add your m

Dress Up & Role 
Play Smart $204.60 $157.40

Smart Microwave
Realistic role play toy microwave. Turn the light up dial on, select a time setting and see 
the time appear on the little LCD display. The spinning microwave plate and inside light 
creates a light and sound role play experience. Microwaving has never been

Dress Up & Role 
Play Smart $204.60 $157.40

Smart Washing Machine Press & turn the buttons for fun light ands sound effects. Light up drum and opening 
detergent drawer just like the real thing. Batteries included. AGE 3+

Dress Up & Role 
Play

Smart $204.60 $157.40

Smart Dishwasher
Smart Electronic Toy Dishwasher with Lights and Sounds is a perfect for toy for kids who 
enjoy playing house. At the end of the day your child just enjoys doing the things you 
dr, having been a part of their life for years, its natural for your child to

Dress Up & Role 
Play Smart $246.50 $189.60

Credit Stock for non stock only 
ie faulty, damage items

Dress Up & Role Play $2.60 $2.00

Dress Up & Role Play $2.60 $2.00
Stripe Bag Dress Up & Role Play $2.60 $2.00

Fun Factory Train Whistle 21.5
cm

Wow, that's loud! Toddlers will love calling the shots with this easy-blow wooden train 
whistle.

Educational Fun Factory $24.10 $17.20

Fun Factory Cork Gun 23cm
"Safe and simple variation on gun toys. The cork is attached to the barrel by a string. 
""Fire"" the gun by pulling back the grip and sliding it forward until ""Pop!"" Air 
pressure releases the cork!"

Educational Fun Factory $20.50 $15.80

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
Clock - Boys

Learn the time and number recognition with this quaint and colourful wooden clock 
puzzle. Moveable hands. AGES 3+

Educational Fun Factory $39.00 $30.00

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
Alphabet Upper Case - Raised

AGES 3+ Educational Fun Factory $43.10 $33.20

Children's Learn Together Book - 
First Words

Introduce young readers to the world of words with this fantastic new title! First Words 
uses beautiful artwork by Lindsey Sagar to depict each word, making literacy appealing 
and accessible for both parents and preschool children.

Educational Reading Books $34.80 $26.80

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
Clock - Girl

Puzzle Clock - Girl Educational Fun Factory $39.00 $30.00

Childrens Picture Books - The 
Very Ordinary Caterpillar

Classic Australian picture book with beautiful illustrations by award winning artists. Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - 
Australian Nursery Rhymes

Classic Australian picture book with beautiful illustrations by award winning artists. Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - 
Australian Animal Verses

Classic Australian picture book with beautiful illustrations by award winning artists. Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - 
Scaredy Cat

This range of picture paperbacks features delightful stories and enchanting illustrations. 
Discover a treasure trove of fun and engaging stories. This series will entertain and 
engage both children and adults alike with a visual feast of fun, colourful il

Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90



Childrens Picture Books - It 
Takes Two to T'wit T'woo

"Olive the tawny owl is looking for a friend. She calls out ""t'wit"" but no answers with a 
""t'woo"". Maybe if all the animals help, the perfect friend might hear her!"

Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - There 
Were Ten in the Bed and Other 
Counting Nursery Rhymes

There Were Ten in the Bed and Other Counting Nursery Rhymes features popular 
nursery rhyme classics that children will love, including Three Blind Mice, One, Two, 
Buckle My Shoe, The Ants Go Marching and many more! The Nursery Rhymes series of 
picture boo

Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - Old 
MacDonald Had a Farm and 
Other Animal Nursery Rhymes

Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush and Other Nursery Rhyme Games features 
popular nursery rhyme classics that children will love, including London Bridge, Pop 
Goes the Weasel, Ring-a-ring O’ Roses and many more! The Nursery Rhymes series of 
picture books

Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - Here 
We Go Round Mulberry Bush 
and Other Nursery Rhyme 
Games

Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush and Other Nursery Rhyme Games features 
popular nursery rhyme classics that children will love, including London Bridge, Pop 
Goes the Weasel, Ring-a-ring O’ Roses and many more! The Nursery Rhymes series of 
picture books

Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - 
Humphrey's Farm Adventure

Join Humphrey and friends for a fun on the farm charming picture book. Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - 
Humphrey's Jungle Adventure

Join Humphrey and friends for a fun on the farm charming picture book. Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Childrens Picture Books - Cute 
as a Button

Encourage a love of books and reading to last a lifetime as you share this truly unique 
contemporary story with your little one.

Educational Reading Books $29.80 $22.90

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
Alphabet Snake

Slither your way through the alphabet with this colourful letter snake. Raised wooden 
pieces for easy handling by little fingers. AGES 3+

Educational Fun Factory $39.00 $30.00

Fun Factory Puzzle with Knobs - 
Sea Animals

Practice picture recognition and co-ordination skills as you place this gorgeous sea 
creatures back in the right space. Puzzle pieces come with knobs for easy handling.

Educational Fun Factory $51.40 $39.50

Fun Factory Puzzle Raised - 
Australian Map

Learn about the geography of Australia with this raised wooden map, depicting each 
state in bright colours. Under each puzzle piece is the picture of a native Australian 
animal.

Educational Fun Factory $48.20 $37.00

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
with Knobs - Shapes

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle with Knobs - Shapes Educational Fun Factory $53.20 $40.90

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
with Knobs - Aboriginal

Beautiful Dreamtime wooden puzzle with easy-handle pieces for little fingers. AGE 3+ Educational Fun Factory $55.50 $42.70

Fun Factory Wooden Puzzle 
with Knobs - Space

Bright and colourful wooden puzzle set in Space with easy-handle pieces for little 
fingers. AGE 3+

Educational Fun Factory $53.20 $40.90

Childrens Sound Book - The 
Green Tractor

In this fun book Green Tractor has a busy day working on the farm with his friends, and 
of course making some loud noises.

Educational Reading Books $44.00 $33.90

Children's Sound Book - The Red 
Fire Engine

Join Red Fire Engine, a noisy little fire-fighting vehicle, as they save the day by putting 
out the flames at the farm.

Educational Reading Books $44.00 $33.90

Fun Factory Farm Fence Build your own farm yard with this slide-together set of fence pieces. Animals not 
included.

Educational Fun Factory $63.30 $48.70



Fun Factory Egg Wood 6pcs Fun Factory - Wooden Eggs - 6pcs Educational Fun Factory $57.40 $44.10

Children's Tiny Tots Tick Tock 
Clock Book

Tick Tock Clock Book is a wonderful teaching tool with cute teddy characters that will 
stimulate imaginations.

Educational Reading Books $56.40 $43.40

Children's Pop-Up Storybooks - 
The Big Bunny Surprise

Bunny’s mischievous antics are causing all sorts of mayhem on Warmwell Farm. Find 
out how she learns to think of others in this rhyming pop-up storybook about farmyard 
friends.

Educational Reading Books $56.40 $43.40

Fun Factory Puzzle Raised - 
Numbers

Master number recognition from 1 to 20 with this raised wooden number puzzle Ages 
3+

Educational Fun Factory $68.40 $52.60

Fun Factory Cork Board 4pcs Set of 3 cork boards for craft display or reminders. You'll never lose that important 
piece of paper!

Educational Fun Factory $99.20 $76.30

Fun Factory Traffic Signs - 21pcs Fun Factory Traffic Signs - 21pcs Educational Fun Factory $83.60 $64.30

Jigsaw Flash Cards - Alphabet With colourful pictures, engaging activities, and simple puzzles, the Jigsaw Flash Cards 
series encourages learning about first concepts and develops key skills.

Educational $71.60 $55.10

Jigsaw Flash Cards - Numbers With colourful pictures, engaging activities, and simple puzzles, the Jigsaw Flash Cards 
series encourages learning about first concepts and develops key skills.

Educational $71.60 $55.10

Jigsaw Flash Cards - Colours & 
Shapes

With colourful pictures, engaging activities, and simple puzzles, the Jigsaw Flash Cards 
series encourages learning about first concepts and develops key skills.

Educational $71.60 $55.10

Childrens Book - Peekaboo Poo
Follow Alfie in this hilarious, rhythmic tale about a little boy who is rebelling against 
being toilet trained by using every receptacle around the family home to dispose of his 
poo. With fun rhyming text perfectly paired with a unique illustration style

Educational Reading Books $66.60 $51.20

Fun Factory Wooden Peg & 
Stack Board

ages 3+ Educational Fun Factory $98.80 $76.00

Building Blocks 123 Puzzle Train """numeracy, spelling, hand eye coordination and problem solving in an engaging home 
learning tool that parents and children can use together. """

Educational $83.10 $64.00

Fun Factory Pound A Peg Ages 2+ Educational Fun Factory $114.80 $88.30

Fun Factory Fishing Game with 4 
Magnetic Rods

Fishing Game with 4 Magnetic Rods Educational Fun Factory $121.80 $93.70

Fun Factory Magnetic Alphabet 
Book

Fun Factory Magnetic Alphabet Book Educational Fun Factory $140.20 $107.80

Fun Factory Coloured Wooden 
Blocks 50pc in Tub

Fun Factory Coloured Wooden Blocks 50pc in Tub Educational Fun Factory $149.40 $114.90

Fun Factory Wooden 
Hammering Bench

ages 18 Months+ Educational Fun Factory $177.00 $136.20

Credit Adjustment (value credit 
only)

Educational Fun Factory $2.60 $2.00

Educational Fun Factory $2.60 $2.00
Non Depleting LOCAL Stock only Educational Fun Factory $2.60 $2.00



Non Depleting IMPORT Stock 
only

Educational Fun Factory $2.60 $2.00

Rapidough Game
Rapidough is the classic game for party people looking for some fast action, fun and 
laughter. A team game with all the ingredients to lift any atmosphere to one of hilarious 
enjoyment

Games $236.00 $168.60

Spot It Travel Game The travel bingo game. Spot the image and mark the board. Wipe clean to play again. Games $44.30 $31.70

Uno Card Game

UNO™, the classic card game of matching colors and numbers that is easy to pick 
up…impossible to put down, now comes with customizable Wild Cards for added 
excitement! Players take turns racing to get rid of all their cards by matching a card in 
their han

Games $73.20 $52.30

The Logo Board Game 2nd 
Edition

The LOGO Board Game Second Edition just like the original is all about those logos AND 
the things wrapped up in them. It taps into the knowledge we've piled up over our lives 
& adds a few astonishing facts and surprises to entertain the whole family. It'

Games $207.70 $148.30

Scrabble Scoring Racks & 
Markers

Two Scrabble scoring counters with moulded Scrabble tile racks Two specially designed 
Scrabble scoring counters with rotating dials. Easily keep track of individual scores from 
1 to 999 points. Clip to the rack or keep separate. No need for pencil or pape

Games $138.90 $99.20

Lexicon - The Classic Word 
Game

"""A game for people who love testing their word skills and a family favourite since the 
1930s! Get rid of all your letters by making words. Use your letters to change other 
players' words. A classic game of quick thinking. Can you turn your words into

Games $47.40 $33.90

Operation - Dino Disaster
The dinosaurs have escaped in Dinosaurs Operation, will you get them back under 
control? Can you pick up the walkie-talkie, so you are able to radio for help? Or maybe 
the bait, so you can use it to distract the angry dinos? Remember, don't set off the bu

Games $318.00 $227.10

Rubik's Spark
"""NEW! A NEW DIMENSION OF BRAIN CONTROL! NO buttons, NO touch screens, just a 
Unique Bubble Control. Simply control the SPARK by tilting & turning. EASY?? Requires 
3xAAA batteries not included"" Age 8+"

Games $317.40 $226.70

Pop The Pig """Fun game for the littlies! Feed the pig and watch him get bigger until he pops! Roll 
the dice, feed him the burger press his head down and if he pops you win. "" Age 4+"

Games $275.40 $196.70

Gooey Louie
Pick the Winner! Put your finger in his nose…pull out one of the GOOEYs…WATCH 
OUT!! Pick the wrong one and his EYES WILL POP, HE’LL FLIP HIS LID & HIS BRAINS WILL 
FLYOUT!!! Age 4+

Games $275.40 $196.70

Brain Teaser Metal ( Can be Sold 
in a Disp 24)

Set yourself a maddening brain teaser challenge with one of these Kaisiqi wire puzzles. 
Collect them all!

Games $14.60 $11.20

Yahtzee Score Pads
Keep the fun rolling on and on with this refill pack of YAHTZEE game score cards. Keep 
track of every Full House, Three of a Kind, Chance and of course each lucky YAHTZEE 
roll! Includes 8 score cards. Ages 8+

Games $27.00 $20.80

CAT Mini Machine Single Pack 
Assorted (12pcs per clip strip)

"3"" Mini Machine Single Pack. Have fun with these min CAT vehicles. Free-wheeling 
mini machines. Age 3+ Batteries not required"

Games $17.30 $13.30



Barrel Of Monkeys assorted

Start your own wild monkey parade with the Barrel of Monkeys game! These little 
monkeys have gone wild, and when you throw them all in a big pile, they're all tangled 
up with arms and tails. Can you pick up one monkey and then pick up another with the 
fir

Games $29.90 $23.00

Shuffle Classic 30pce Pick Up 
Sticks

Includes 30 x 19cm pick up sticks. Includes drawstring bag to store all your sticks inside. Games Shuffle $34.80 $26.80

Thomas & Friends Fish Card 
Game

Go Fish! With Thomas and Friends. Great toddler card game develops picture 
recognition skills and taking turns.

Games $33.20 $25.60

Magic Cube Brain Training, Environmentally Friendly and Challange your Speed Limit. Comes in a 
PVC tub for easy storage. AGE 3+

Games $37.10 $28.60

Royal 500 Playing Card Game 11,12 & two 13 spots for fuve hundred Games. Rules Included. Games $34.80 $26.80
Monopoly Money Games $46.50 $35.80
Crown Giant Pickup Sticks Develop reflex skills and co-ordination with timeless game of Giant Pick up sticks. Games $46.00 $35.30
Fishing Game assorted Fishing Game includes Rod & fish. Be the first to catch all the fish. AGE 3+ Games $39.00 $30.00

Card Holda
Card Holda is the first card holder to be designed and presented with children in mind. 
Card Holda offers the following unique combination of features: Holds up to 20 cards 
Novel curved slot allows for easy insertion, removal and sorting of cards

Games $72.80 $56.00

Royal Canasta Playing Cards Two decks of canasta cards and instructions for the classic card game. Games $67.50 $51.90

The Very Hungry Caterpillar ABC 
Game in Tin

"""Tinned version of the much loved and very popular The Very Hungry Caterpillar™ 
Card Game. Age 3+"""

Games $70.90 $54.50

Shuffle Classic Coloured 
Dominoes Double 6

Shuffle Classic Games: Double Six Colour Dot Dominoes. Comes with Instruction for 12 
Dominoes Games. Includes Drawstring bag to keep all your dominoes in.

Games Shuffle $66.60 $51.20

Zuru Cake Splat
Will you get a splat on the face with a piece of cake? Gather your friends and family for 
this comical game full of risks and luck! Place the cake on the hand and start to turn the 
wheel; it can go off at any time! Cake Splat is simple, hilarious and endl

Games $85.00 $65.40

Anti-Monopoly Tin """The Real Estate Trading Game for the 21st Century… now available as a tinned game! 
Free market competitors versus ruthless monopolists. Age 8+"""

Games $75.80 $58.30

Battleship Grab n Go Travel 
Game

Lead your fleet to victory on the move with this compact Battleship Grab & Go game! 
Can you sink your opponent's ships before all of yours go down? Command your battle 
from the flip-open game unit and deploy your carrier, battleship, submarine, destroyer

Games $85.00 $65.40

Cluedo Grab n Go Travel Game

There's a mystery that needs solving and you're just the detective to do it on the go 
with this Grab & Go version of the classic Clue game! Who killed the host of the fancy 
party? Where were they and what weapon did they use? The gameboard has rooms to 
mo

Games $85.00 $65.40

Connect 4 Grab n Go Travel 
Game

Connect 4 the win on the go with this compact version of the classic Connect 4 game! 
You and your opponent get 21 checkers apiece and the chance to get 4 in a row. But 
you both get the chance to block the other’s attempts to connect with your own 
checkers

Games $85.00 $65.40



Monopoly Grab n Go Travel 
Game

Get ready for classic Monopoly play in a portable way! This mobile Grab & Go version of 
the classic Monopoly game lets you trade your way to success while you roll with 
whatever comes your way from the Chance and Community Chest cards. It's the 
perfect, c

Games $85.00 $65.40

Guess Who Grab n Go Travel 
Game

Games $85.00 $65.40

Royal Samba Canasta Bolivia Our exclusive range of Royal playing cards are all of a high quality, but at a budget price. 
They come in attractive, co-ordinated packaging, with barcodes.

Games $89.00 $68.50

Shuffle Classic Tumbling Tower Shuffle Tumbling Tower Games Shuffle $71.60 $55.10

Trouble Pop a 6 and you are off on an exciting pop-omatic race. The first to get all four pieces 
home wins. Ages 4+

Games $102.20 $78.60

Grass Card Game The addictive card game that let's you wheel and deal as you buy and sell large 
quantities of a very dangerous weed.

Games $90.40 $69.50

Travel Game Sequence It's fun. It's challenging. It's exciting. It's Sequence. Travel version of the exciting game 
of strategy.

Games $108.90 $83.80

Greed Game The great classic dice game of all or nothing . 2-6 players Age 10+ Games $119.10 $91.60

Shuffle Classic Card Shuffler Battery Operated Card Shufler. You can shuffle 1 or 2 packs of playing cards. Batteries 
and cards are NOT INCLUDED.

Games Shuffle $80.80 $62.20

Monopoly Deal Card Game

MORE THAN A GREAT CARD GAME ..DOUBLE THE FUN WITH THE FREE SHUFFLE APP. 
Monopoly - be the first player to collect 3 full different coloured properties.. Always 
keep a well-stocked BANK. You never know when you'll have to pay out. There are 2 
different e

Games $113.30 $87.20

Guess Who Card Game

MORE THAN A GREAT CARD GAME ..DOUBLE THE FUN WITH THE FREE SHUFFLE APP. 
Guess Who? Guess your opponents MYSTERY CHARACTER before they guess yours! In 
theAPPS there is a Guess Who photobooth that allows players to take pictures of theur 
friends, family,

Games $112.30 $86.40

Pass the Pigs - Pig Party Edition
Hugh and Jack Pigfellow have invited their piggy friends to share the fun. Now there are 
eight pigs in the game all different colours! Two of these ‘party animals’ are yours to roll 
against the others in this pigtastic new version of Pass the Pigs! Warnin

Games $139.20 $107.10

Trivial Pursuit Card Game
Your FAVOURITE brands of Hasbro card games NOW with FREE downloadable APPS. 
They're portable and tough and ready to play when and where your family and friends 
want to Download the APPS for enhanced game play..

Games $112.30 $86.40

Battleship Card Game
Your FAVOURITE brands of Hasbro card games NOW with FREE downloadable APPS. 
They're portable and tough and ready to play when and where your family and friends 
want to Download the APPS for enhanced game play..

Games $112.30 $86.40

Shuffle Classic Dominoes 
Coloured Double 9

Shuffle Classic Games: Double 9 Colour Dot Dominoes * Comes with Instruction for 12 
Dominoes Games. Includes drawstring carry bag to store all your pieces.

Games Shuffle $94.20 $72.40

Shuffle Classic Folding Mancala 
with 48 Glass Marbles

Shuffle Classic Folding Mancala with 48 Glass Marbles is the game of collecting 
gemstones! Includes 44cm Hinged playing board and 48 pcs of coloured glass stone. 
BONUS drawstring bag included for storage of your beautiful stones! Ages 8+

Games Shuffle $99.20 $76.30



Shuffle Classic 100pce 11gm 
Poker Chips in Tray

Professional at-home poker chips. 100 poker chips and tray. Games Shuffle $94.20 $72.40

Shuffle Classic 3pce Wooden 
Brain Teaser Puzzles

3pcs wooden puzzles Games Shuffle $94.20 $72.40

Spot It! Spot It! is the awesome fast-paced matching party game Games $107.00 $82.30

Uno Deluxe Tin
Everyone loves UNO®-kids, teens and adults! It's a great way for the entire family to 
spend an evening together. Players race to get rid of all their cards by matching color or 
number, or use an action card to really turn up the heat. When someone is down

Games $129.40 $99.60

Stinky Pig Game
"""The Stinky Pig game is a silly fast-action, gas-fueled dice game Played like hot potato, 
the goal of the game is not to be the one left holding this piggy when it lets one rip. To 
start the game give the pig’s belly a squeeze. The pig will start hummin

Games $128.90 $99.10

Canasta Twin Pack with Points Twin pack of canasta cards, including 3 jokers in each pack and full playing instructions. Games $110.90 $85.30

Sorry
Slide, collide and score to win the game of Sorry! Draw cards to see how far you get to 
move one of your pawns on the board. If you land on a Slide you can zip to the end and 
bump your opponents' pawns – or your own! Jump over pawns and hide in your Safet

Games $139.20 $107.10

Shuffle Classic Wooden Chinese 
Checkers

Shuffle Classic Games: Solid Wood Chinese Checkers. Play with all six players or just two 
on this traditional chinese checker board. Great as a coffee table game.

Games Shuffle $121.80 $93.70

Shuffle Kidz Battery Operated 
Fishing Game

Try to get the most fish in this classic action-packed game Games Shuffle $103.40 $79.50

Shuffle Classic Chess Wooden 
28cm

Shuffle Classic Games: Solid Wood Chess. 28cm wooden board which includes Numbers 
& Alphabet on board for better play.

Games Shuffle $121.80 $93.70

Gas Out Game
Kids won’t be able to stop giggling with the Gas Out™ Game! Guster the Gas Cloud™ is 
full of intestinal discomfort and he’s ready to rip! Place him on the center of the table 
and then deal 3 Gas Out™ cards to each player. If you play a Number card, press

Games $129.40 $99.60

Name That! Ez Roll Game
Name That.... Person, Place, Thing - the qucik thinking name game! Race to write words 
that begin with each letter that fit the category - only unique answers score points! 36 
fun categories - roll the game unit between your hands to mix the dice! For 2 o

Games $137.70 $105.90

Upwords

Make your Scrabble game a 3-D adventure with this awesome Upwords game! It’s the 
same word-building fun as Scrabble, but you can build words across the board or 
upward in stacks. The higher you stack, the more you’ll score, so find words across, up, 
and a

Games $173.80 $133.70

Giant Snakes & Ladders Game
Giant version of this well-known family game, Snakes and Ladders. Players physically 
move around the board when the huge inflatable dice is thrown. The winner is the first 
to move from one corner to the opposite. A few twists on the original rules result

Games $167.90 $129.20

Quiddler Game The challenge is to arrange your entire hand into words. Games $146.60 $112.70

Connect 4 Classic Grid
"""Challenge a friend to disc-dropping fun with the classic game of Connect 4! Drop 
your red or yellow discs in the grid and be the first to get 4 in a row to win. If your 
opponent is getting too close to 4 in a row, block them with your own disc! Whoever

Games $173.90 $133.80



Boggle

Twist & shake… set it and play! BOGGLE now comes in a compact case that’s never 
been easier on the hands, ears or eyes. Just twist and raise the lid, shake the letter 
cubes in the quiet case, then search for words as the 3-minute timer counts down. The 
bu

Games $173.90 $133.80

Rummikub Travel Quality Travel sized version of one of the world's most played family tile game. Can you 
place a set or a run with your tiles?

Games $167.90 $129.20

Shuffle Classic Metal Cage 90 
Numbers Bingo Game

The ultimate night in starts with the Deluxe Metal Bingo Cage Set. Includes a rotary 
metal cage with automatic random ball selector, Numbered balls up to 90, 40 Re-Usable 
bingo cards, and approximately 150 Token markers. BINGO!

Games Shuffle $149.40 $114.90

Pass The Pigs Original Edition Celebrating more than 25 years of Pig-tastic fun! Rack up points by rolling the pig-dice 
but be careful not to ''Pig Out.'' Age 7+

Games $139.20 $107.10

Rubiks Void
The Void Cube. Void is a HOLE new puzzle, with a HOLE new challenge. The Void Cube is 
another incredibly addictive, multi-dimensional challenge that will fascinate puzzle fans 
as much as the Original Rubik’s Cube has done for over three decades. With so

Games $167.90 $129.20

Boom Boom Balloon Game
Boom Boom Balloon, the crazy game where you take turns keeping the balloon from 
popping! Roll the die and carefully push in a stick until it clicks, but be careful as too 
many clicks will make the balloon burst with a bang! Watch as the balloon changes sh

Games $167.40 $128.80

Switcheroo
"""Players try to get rid of their cards first by responding to hilarious subjects. Play a 
card, slap the timer, and pass to the next player… But be careful, a Switcheroo can 
happen at any time-changing up the subject, just when you had a great response i

Games $139.20 $107.10

Beat the Parents
Beat the Parents brings kids together with their parents to go head to head in the fun 
filled family trivia game. Prove who's the boss in the game where the adults answer 
questions about kids? stuff, and the kids answer questions their parents should rea

Games $177.70 $136.70

Shuffle Classic Rummy O Gather your Family and Friends around to play the game of skill! Shuffle Classic Rummy 
O is a game for 2-4 players, played with tiles.

Games Shuffle $149.40 $114.90

Five Crowns Make the right combinations, be the first to go out. Games $146.60 $112.70

Bounce-Off Game
Ready for a Bounce-Off™? It’s the ultimate head-to-head competition game for young 
adults and families. Flip over a challenge card to determine the pattern. Then, race to 
recreate the pattern by bouncing balls into the grid. The first to complete the patt

Games $156.30 $120.20

Shuffle Classic Pyramid 
Dominoes

56pcs included + plastc racks. Games Shuffle $121.80 $93.70

Stand Up - Sit Down
Stand Up if you think that Sydney is the capital of Australia... Sit Down if you think that 
King Arthur was a real person... Stand Up if you think that Buzz Lightyear went to the 
Moon in Apollo 13... It's the great BIG trivia quiz for kids... with a diffe

Games $165.10 $127.00

Kids Scavenger Hunt in a Box
In Kids Scavenger Hunt everyone has a rip-roaring good time as players frantically 
search for the objects pictured on their cards. Whether you are stuck inside on a rainy 
day or at the park in brilliant sunshine, this game is a fantastic way to get kids m

Games $165.10 $127.00

Trivial Pursuit Harry Potter
"""Harry Potter Trivial Pursuit contains 600 questions based on the Harry Potter films – 
some of which would challenge even the smartest of wizards! Test your trivia from the 
following topics: The Dark Arts, Hogwarts, Magical Spells & Potions, Magical Ob

Games $148.90 $114.60



Charades for Kids
The classic game of Charades especially designed for children to play and enjoy. 
Designed to suit all age groups from 4 years and older. The younger children are able to 
act out the pictures on the cards such as Lions, Cats, Dogs...Whilst the older childr

Games $177.80 $136.70

Hedbanz Game
Spice up your family game night with the Hedbanz Board Game, a fun, fast-paced, and 
simple question game that everyone aged 6 and up can enjoy. In a group of two to six 
players, you'll draw an identity card for an animal, food, or common object but with o

Games $182.10 $140.10

Shuffle Classic Coloured 
Dominoes Double 12 with 
Mexican Train

Shuffle Classic Games: Double 12 Colour Dot Dominoes. Includes base and 4 plastic 
trains to play Mexican Train. Includes drawstring carry bag to store all your pieces. Games Shuffle $167.80 $129.10

Shuffle Classic Wooden 
Labyrinth

Wooden Labyrinth. Games Shuffle $158.60 $122.00

Explore the World

"Explore interesting and exciting places around the world. Learn facts about both the 
natural world and the man-made world. For example, ""What world record does the 
Mariana Trench hold?"" Answer: Deepest place on earth. This is a natural world 
question

Games $191.80 $147.60

Blokus Classic Game
Stake your claim and protect your territory with Blokus® game! There's just one rule: 
each piece you play must touch at least one other piece of the same color, but only at 
the corners! It takes less than a minute to learn but has depth to challenge your

Games $241.60 $185.90

Don't Wake The Dog

Tip-toe to get the treasure in the Don’t Wake Up the Doggy Game. Make your way 
round the stone path trying to avoid the coloured numbers. If you land on a coloured 
number you must press the doggy’s key the amount of times that is shown. But beware, 
wak

Games $222.10 $170.90

Smart Ass Game
"""Here’s the game for players who have been bursting to scream out the answer even 
when it’s not their turn. Each question has ten clues - the first player to yell out the 
correct answer wins the round and takes a step closer to being the ultimate “Smart

Games $217.20 $167.10

Pass-Out Game
Adults-only drinking game for those child-free weekends Hilarious drinking game 2 to 4 
players Travel around the board drinking & reciting tongue twisters Game gets 
progressivly harder as the evening goes on Remember - don't drink and drive!

Games $191.90 $147.60

The Game of Life
Spin the wheel of fate and take a drive along the twisting roads families have enjoyed 
for more than 4 years! Do good deeds as you go through the game to earn Life Tiles and 
more money down the road! For 2 to 6 players. Ages 9+

Games $254.90 $196.10

Guess Who
The original flip 'n' find face game with new features! Now includes 2 character cards - 
people and pets! Ask as many questions as it takes to single out the mystery face. Set-
up and play in seconds!

Games $211.00 $162.30

Mastermind
"""Be the first player to crack the code to win. Now up to 5 players can compete against 
each other to score points whilst trying to crack the code. For 2 to 5 players.   Battery 
Requirements: N/A"" Ages 8+"

Games $223.50 $171.90

Mousetrap
"""With its zany action on a crazy contraption, the popular Mouse Trap game has been 
entertaining and delighting kids of all ages for 5 years. This version of the game has the 
same wacky fun as the classic edition, but now your favourite Elefun and Friend

Games $254.90 $196.10



Pass The Bomb
This highly explosive card game will test players nerves to the limits. Quick wit and 
thinking is required to find a word that begins with the letter on the card and matches 
the theme, such as can you think of a chocolate bar beginning with the letter F?

Games $191.80 $147.60

Cranium 2.0

"""CRANIUM is the outrageously fun award-winning board game packed with 
something-for-everyone fun! Whether you're an aspiring actor, artist, data hound, or 
wordsmith, CRANIUM gives everyone a chance to shine. Features 6 all-new cards for 
outrageous fun,

Games $254.90 $196.10

Articulate for Kids
Articulate Junior allows younger children to enjoy all the fun and excitement of 
Articulate. Compiled by an educational specialist there are 356 cards with over 2000 
entries in the same six categories as the original. Complete with its own board it can be

Games $191.80 $147.60

Sequence It's fun. It's challenging. It's exciting. It's Sequence. An exciting game of strategy. Games $213.40 $164.10

Scattergories
"""Think fast! Team up in this fun, fast-paced game and rack your brain for items that fit 
the category. Can you think of articles of clothing, things you fold, or things at the beach 
that start with S? You score points when you come up with things that n

Games $211.00 $162.30

Articulate Game The fast talking description game. You have 30 seconds to describe a word to your team 
mates. Will they know what you're talking about?

Games $219.20 $168.60

Cluedo Classic

"Reclusive millionaire Samuel Black has been murdered in his mansion! Now, its up to 
you to crack the case! Question everything to unravel the mystery. Who did it? Where? 
And with what weapon? Ransack the mansion for clues, ask cunning detective 
questions

Games $254.90 $196.10

Telestration Game Telestrations is the AWARD WINNING, HILARIOUIS laugh-out-loud sketch, pass & guess 
party game great for fun family game night and more! 2-4 players Ages 8+

Games $255.70 $196.70

Pass The Bomb Junior Game

New, children's version of the best selling Pass the Bomb! What counts is quick 
reactions and the right word at the right time. It's an educational word game of 
association and speed. Connect a word to the theme displayed on the card, like 
sandcastle to b

Games $191.80 $147.60

Classic Taboo
"""Taboo is the game of unspeakable fun! Can you get your team to say Brain Freeze? 
What if you can't say Ice Cream, Headache, Eating, Cold or Fast? Not so easy now, is it? 
When you play Taboo, the obvious clues are strictly taboo! You have to give creati

Games $210.90 $162.20

Monopoly Classic
Buy, buy, buy at every location, location, location in the classic game of Monopoly! Buy 
as many properties as you can in this fast-trading game, and make deals to get color 
sets. Build your houses and hotels, and see if you can bankrupt everyone else to

Games $254.90 $196.10

Pass The Pigs Giant Party Edition 
- Inflatable

The classic party game Pass The Pigs goes SUPER-SIZE! Perfect for parties, these giant 
inflatable pigs can bounce around the garden, house, beach or even the pool. It’s Pass 
The Pigs like you’ve never passed them before! Inflate your pair of porkers, thr

Games $217.20 $167.10

Rubiks Speed Cube The ultimate challenge toy. Can you solve the puzzle? Or can you just do one side? Games $226.40 $174.20

Dumb Ass Game

"Every player has a chance to be a winner by picking the wrong answer and advancing 
around the playing board. The reader announces 4 items that all appear to have a 
correlation. Players then choose which item they feel does not belong by using their 
answe

Games $186.70 $143.60



Trivial Pursuit World of Warcraft Ages 12+ Games $197.70 $152.10

Split Second - Family Board 
Game

Split Second is the perfect game for all the family. With simple questions that young 
and old alike will know the answer to, the trick is not about how much you know, it's 
about how quickly you can write the correct answer onto your paddle and flip it to

Games $255.70 $196.70

Monopoly Star Wars

Conquer the Star Wars galaxy in this intergalactic, hyperdrive version of the Fast-
Dealing Property Trading Game, Monopoly! You can play on the Rebel or the Empire 
side, and your mission is to conquer planets and build bases so you can dominate the 
univer

Games $254.80 $196.00

Monoploy World Vote/Here & 
Now

Own the world’s favorite cities in this Here & Now version of the fast-trading property 
game, Monopoly! The jet-set gameplay will be epic as you race around the world to visit 
the world’s most exciting places and buy locations. Every time you add another

Games $254.90 $196.10

Personally Incorrect You dont have to be morally inept or a terrible person to win Personally Incorrect...but 
it certainly can't hurt!

Games $191.80 $147.60

The Chase Game
The Chase... it isn't just a quiz, it's a race.In this family board game, players must stay 
one step ahead of the Chaser, ruthless and brilliant quiz geniuses determined to stop 
you winning... at all costs Contents: * The Chasers * Board Money * Money To

Games $251.40 $193.40

Monopoly Empire
Players compete to own the world's top brands in the Monopoly Empire game! They 
choose one of the uniquely branded tokens, move around the board, and start building 
their empire! Players buy their favorite brands one by one, and slide their billboards ont

Games $254.80 $196.00

The Game of Life Empire Pick a brand token, spin the spinner, move around the board and start owning the 
world's top brands.

Games $254.80 $196.00

"Shuffle Classic 14"" Glass Chess 
Set"

32pce Glass Chess Set. Includes Glass pieces and board. Games Shuffle $186.20 $143.20

Classic Operation
Kids and parents alike love this classic Operation game. Kids can't wait to play the 
doctor and remove Cavity Sam's ailments without getting buzzed. Whether playing 
alone or with others, your child will love the challenge of this fun game.

Games $254.80 $196.00

Pickles to Peguins
Pickles to Penguins is the quick-thinking picture-linking party game! Don't fret if the 
party gets frantic - the guests are probably just having a blast playing Pickles to 
Penguins - the frantic party game where you link the pictures to win.

Games $219.20 $168.60

Tantrix Game Pack

"Tantrix has become world renown as an elegant and addictive strategy game for 2-4 
players. This edition, which came out in 2000, is called the ""Game Pack"" and 
represents 12 years of game development. It contains the award winning multi-player 
game and

Games $219.20 $168.60

Bop It
Twist it! Bop it! Answer it? Selfie it? Hammer it? This updated Bop It! game is enhanced 
with new action-oriented Bop It! moves for today's modern gamer. Bop It! game uses 
move it motion technology to test players and see if they've got the skills to mast

Games $254.80 $196.00

Stratego Original Game Great Strategy games where you either find or capture as many of your opponents flads 
and pieces 2 Players Age 8+

Games $255.70 $196.70



Monopoly Auckland Edition

"""Auckland, known as the City of Sails, is New Zealand's Largest and most 
cosmopolitan city. This Monopoly edition has captured the essence of this beautiful 
city. So locate your favourite Auckland hotspots and roll the dice to begin your property 
buildi

Games $295.30 $227.10

Cluedo Dr Who
"""The Doctor may have defeated Missy and stopped the Cyberman army released from 
the Nethersphere, but his old friend continues playing her twisted games, toying with 
the Doctor’s mind. In her final moments, she reveals that she knows a secret he cannot

Games $275.80 $212.10

Shuffle Classic Wooden 7 in 1 
Family Games

7 family games included. Games Shuffle $232.20 $178.60

221B Baker Street Board Game
221B Baker Street is the London address of the world's most celebrated fictional 
detective, Sherlock Holmes, and his dedicated companion, Dr. Watson. In this game you 
start at 221B and travel through the streets and alleys of London picking up clues

Games $271.50 $208.90

Big Boggle
"The world famous 3-minute word game! A family favorite for over 30 years! The new 
""Double Letter"" cube makes it easier to form longer words. A 5x5 letter grid with 
more cubes, longer words and higher scores!"

Games $273.40 $210.30

Scattergories Categories
If you love The Game of SCATTERGORIES®, then SCATTERGORIES® CATEGORIES is the 
next game you’ll want to play! It’s a great twist on your favorite. Keep the fun coming 
with this fast-thinking categories game.

Games $294.80 $226.80

Monopoly The Walking Dead
Walking Dead Survival Edition delivers classic Monopoly wheeling and dealing game 
play. Players vie for, and then must fortify, the prime real estate and resources that will 
sustain their lives. There’s only one victor that will outlast the others—whether

Games $324.60 $249.70

Monopoly Sydney City Edition
Monopoly’s Sydney Edition! In this fun, Australian edition Sydney Harbour takes prime 
position in place of Mayfair, with Taronga Zoo, The University of Sydney and some very 
famous beaches not far behind! Age 8+

Games $314.80 $242.20

Monopoly Zelda
"""Zelda Monopoly takes players on a journey through the land of Hyrule buying and 
selling some of the most memorable locations from The Legend of Zelda. The Temple of 
Time, Link’s House and the Lon Lon Ranch are all up for grabs! This special collector’

Games $353.80 $272.20

Monopoly Melbourne

"""On 25 June 1847, Melbourne was declared a city by letters patent of Queen Victoria. 
By 1865, Melbourne had become Australia's most populous city, at a time when 
consumer confidence was high, credit was easy to access and steep increases were seen 
in t

Games $297.10 $228.60

Scrutiny
SCRUTINY - It's All About Me!, is the latest game from Australian media celebrity Rob 
Elliott, the creator of the internation hit game SMART ASS! This new game, SCRUTINY - 
It's All About You!, puts YOU in the spotlight!

Games $271.50 $208.90

Qi XL The Board Game
If you know a general knowledge genius or a fan of the hugely popular QI BBC comedy 
panel quiz show hosted by Stephen Fry, then why not give them a supersized gift with 
the QI XL Edition of the board game. Fabulous for families, great for grown-ups and an

Games $327.50 $251.90

Monopoly Doctor Who 
Regeneration

"""This brand new Regeneration Edition of Doctor Who Monopoly lands on Earth just as 
the Twelfth Doctor takes to the TARDIS console for the first time. Relive the final days of 
the Eleventh Doctor, his adventure with the Tenth Doctor and the War Doctor,

Games $324.60 $249.70



Chrono Bomb

"""CHRONO BOMB® is a super secret spy mission where kids use the included clamps 
and 10m. string to create a “laser” field to crawl through. Secret Agents will love this 
Chrono Bomb Game. It’s full of fun and adventure. With Chrono Bomb Game you will 
need

Games $343.50 $264.20

Monopoly Assassins Creed

The universe of Assassin’s Creed places the fan in the heart of an ancient struggle 
between two factions: The Assassins, who fight to protect mankind’s right to freedom, 
and the Templars, who wish to impose a New World Order. Join the Brotherhood in 
Assas

Games $353.80 $272.20

Monopoly DC Comics Originals
The world of DC Originals is back with its very own edition of Monopoly! Battle your 
way through the different worlds and conquer LexCorp or Wayne Industries as you tour 
the board gathering your selection of heroes and super villains. Team up with your si

Games $353.80 $272.20

Monopoly Game of Thrones
Vie to hold dominion over the realms of men in the Game of Thrones edition of 
MONOPOLY. Featuring infamous locations from the original dramatic television series, 
including Castle Black, Winterfell and King's Landing, players will buy, sell and trade thei

Games $353.80 $272.20

Scrabble Classic (Wooden Tiles)
Scrabble is sold in 121 Countries and has sold over 150 million sets worldwide. This 
popular word game is a richly rewarding, yet simple game, ideal for the excitment of a 
head to head challenge. Special version complete with 100 REAL WOOD TILES, wooden

Games $392.30 $301.80

Risk Doctor Who
In Risk: The Dalek Invasion of Earth, you'll play as one of five different armies, either 
classic (black, bronze or silver) or New Dalek Paradigm (red or yellow) as you invade 
Earth seeking the ancient weapon. Only once all opposition has been wiped out

Games $431.90 $332.20

Risk The Walking Dead
The world as we know it is over, as the Walkers spread and dominate the land. But a 
few pockets of humanity remain, surviving against all odds as they fight the diseased 
undead. But a greater threat thrives in this apocalyptic land...each other. Play a

Games $431.90 $332.20

Scrabble Large Print
Scrabble is sold in 121 Countries and has sold over 150 million sets worldwide. This 
popular word game is a richly rewarding, yet simple game, ideal for the excitment of a 
head to head challenge. Produced in association with RNIB, it features a specially

Games $392.30 $301.80

Risk Halo
"""After nearly three decades of war, the battle for humanity’s survival has come to 
Halo – an ancient and powerful ringworld built by the Forerunners. As the UNSC wage 
war against the implacable Covenant and a vicious parasite known as the Flood. If you

Games $431.90 $332.20

Risk Game of Thrones

"""Game of Thrones Risk escalates the classic game of strategic conquest to an epic 
level of chaos and war in a battle for the Iron Throne. Featuring striking game 
packaging, two custom-designed game boards, three ways to play, seven finely sculpted 
armi

Games $529.40 $407.30

Trivial Pursuit Master Edition
With 3,000 intriguing, challenging, and sometimes humorous questions, the Trivial 
Pursuit Master Edition game lets trivia buffs show off their smarts. In addition to who, 
what, and when questions, now you could be asked to look at an image on the card, pi

Games $378.70 $291.30

Sales Credit Games $2.60 $2.00
Free in Store Games $2.60 $2.00
Freight Charge Games $2.60 $2.00



Electricity - Office/Warehouse 
Usage

Games $2.60 $2.00

Office/Warehouse Amenities Games $2.60 $2.00

Office/Warehouse Waste 
Disposal

Games $2.60 $2.00

Printing {insert details} Games $2.60 $2.00

Five Star Tents - Funny Tunnel """AGES 2+. NO BATTERIES REQUIRED. Funny Tunnel made from durable nylon. Easly 
folds for storage. - 180cm - Open size: +/-180x48x48cm - Easy to assemble"""""""

General $134.10 $95.80

Caps Ring 12 Shot Caps - Ring - 12 Shot General Fun Factory $9.40 $7.20

Caps 8 Shot Ring Caps (144 
Shots Per Card)

Caps - 8 Shot Ring Caps - (144 Shots Per Card) General Fun Factory $10.40 $8.00

Disney Smart Phone assorted - 
Boys (Can be sold as a Display of 
24)

Real phone sounds. Unique phrases for each character button. Batteries included. Ages 
3+. General King Marbles $46.00 $35.30

Classic Craft 32 Number & Signs 
Magnets

ages 3-8 General Crayola $73.60 $56.60

Classic Craft 32 Lower Case 
Magnetic Letters

32 lower case letters per pack, great for helping children learn letters and spelling. Ages 
3-8

General $73.60 $56.60

Disney Camera assorted - Boys 
(Can be sold as a Display of 16)

General King Marbles $59.20 $45.50

Thunder Boat Hydro Craft 
Assorted

Jet power battery operated water boats. Rooster tail racing rudder for dramatic water 
spray action. Waterjet propulsion - No propeller. Directional control with rudder & 
rooster tail attachment. Requires 2 AA Batteries - NOT INCLUDED. Assortment of 2

General Guns/Swords $75.80 $58.30

Ukelele Ukelele is always a great item for the kids. AGE 3+ General $99.20 $76.30

Mini Hornit Black/Yellow
6 light settings. 12 lumens, 25 sound effects, remote trigger included for us with bikes 
so the rider doesnt have to take their hand off the handlebars. 2 AAA Batteries 
included. Wins attach easily to handlebars of all scooters and bikes. Featured on Drag

General Tonka $140.20 $107.80

Mini Hornit Blue/Orange
6 light settings. 12 lumens, 25 sound effects, remote trigger included for us with bikes 
so the rider doesnt have to take their hand off the handlebars. 2 AAA Batteries 
included. Wins attach easily to handlebars of all scooters and bikes. Featured on Drag

General Tonka $140.20 $107.80

Mini Hornit Purple/Pink
6 light settings. 12 lumens, 25 sound effects, remote trigger included for us with bikes 
so the rider doesnt have to take their hand off the handlebars. 2 AAA Batteries 
included. Wins attach easily to handlebars of all scooters and bikes. Featured on Drag

General Tonka $140.20 $107.80

Mini Hornit Red/Blue
6 light settings. 12 lumens, 25 sound effects, remote trigger included for us with bikes 
so the rider doesnt have to take their hand off the handlebars. 2 AAA Batteries 
included. Wins attach easily to handlebars of all scooters and bikes. Featured on Drag

General Thomas & 
Friends $140.20 $107.80

Mini Hornit assorted in CDU ( 
ONLY SOLD in display of 12 )

6 light settings. 12 lumens, 25 sound effects, remote trigger included for us with bikes 
so the rider doesnt have to take their hand off the handlebars. 2 AAA Batteries 
included. Wins attach easily to handlebars of all scooters and bikes. Featured on Drag

General Little Tikes $140.20 $107.80



Zoomer Chomplingz assorted
"""ow can we tap into the success of Zoomer Zuppies for boys? Features: Chomps, 
roars, plays games (like hot hands and catch), and can be set to guard mode! Make him 
mad, play catch. Push and play reponds to touch. Tail Switch / LED Eyes / Back Button /

General Thomas & 
Friends $410.40 $315.70

Zoomer 2.0 Bentley """Zoomer Interactive Puppy, Bentley and Shadow: Zoomer's best friends!""" General Thomas & 
Friends

$882.60 $678.90

Baby Born Nappies Nappy pack to suit all Baby Born dolls. Girls Baby Born $44.80 $32.00

Barbie Fashion Design Studio 
Refill Assorted

The Barbie® Design & Dress Studio™ Refill Pack Assortment allows girls to continue the 
fun of designing for Barbie® doll! Each pack in the assortment has a different theme: 
stickers, foil and ruffles. Each kit allows girls to add more fun details to decor

Girls Barbie $122.50 $87.50

Barbie Ken Fashion Closet 
Assorted

Ken Fashion Closet Assortment. Ken and Ryan dolls love fashion too! Whether they're 
playing sports with each other or going out with the girls, they always look good. With 
this assortment, the boys can play some basketball in cool athletic gear before cha

Girls Barbie $143.10 $102.20

Baby Born Interactive Bottle Bottle to feed Baby Born Interactive dolls. Girls Baby Born $44.80 $32.00

"Disney Frozen 10"" Olaf"
"Welcome a breeze of bright spirits and snow-day smiles with every hug of our super-
soft plush snowman, Olaf, fresh from Disney's hit comedy-adventure Frozen. ""Detailed 
plush sculpturing Embroidered features Satin tooth Felt twigs"" Assortment Include

Girls Disney Frozen $147.30 $105.20

Baby Annabell Doll
Baby Annabell® is almost like a real baby with lifelike functions and a cute expression on 
her face. She responds to touches, can cry real tears and loves her bottle and dummy. 
Doll mummies between the ages of three and eight will find everything in Baby

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $706.80 $504.80

Baby Born Interactive Princess 
Bed

"This beautiful new Baby Born Interactive Princess Doll bed is fit for a Princess. 
Decorated with precious shimmering gold elements and crowned with a tulle canopy, it 
is a real jewel in every Baby Born doll's kingdom. Comes with, an LED night light and a

Girls Baby Born $522.90 $373.50

Disney Frozen Classic Doll - ELSA

Poised and graceful, Elsa has a heart that is bigger than she knows. Imagine snowy 
adventures in Arendelle with this Elsa fashion doll from Disney's Frozen. She comes 
wearing her beautiful snow queen gown like the one in the movie! With such wonderful 
win

Girls Disney Princess $143.60 $102.50

The Zelfs Series 6 Lil' Zelf ( ONLY 
SOLD as a display of 30)

"The gates have opened up in Zardenia and things are starting to change! Come and 
meet some Zelfs like you have never seen before! It's the new Zelf range you've been 
wishing for! This season's Zelfs have more deets than ever! Release them from their litt

Girls Zelfs $22.20 $15.90

The Zelfs Series 6 Super Zelf 
Assorted

"What do you want to be? These Super zelfs know what they want to do and they love 
doing it! Maybe you want to be a Chef, Pop Star, Artist, Vet or even a Super Hero or 
Princess! No matter what, there's a Super Zelf ready to show you how it's done! These

Girls Zelfs $101.50 $72.50

Shopkins Colour N' Go Assorted
"They're cute, soft and fun to squeeze! Shopkins™ Color N' Go characters allow you to 
color in your favorite Shopkin the way you want using the colored markers supplied. 
Color them in and take your soft Shopkins™ friends wherever you go! Choose from 4 of

Girls Shopkins $86.30 $61.60

Shopkins Kinstructions Shopping 
Packs Assorted

Build your own Shopkins world brick by brick with Shopkins Kinstructions! Build a 
miniature Shopkin scene right up to a complete Shopville store! So much fun to build 
and even more fun to play with! Shopkins Kinstructions Shopping Packs allows you to 
buil

Girls Shopkins $137.20 $98.00



Shopkins Kinstructions Scene 
Packs Assorted

Build your own Shopkins world brick by brick with Shopkins Kinstructions! Build a 
miniature Shopkin scene right up to a complete Shopville store! So much fun to build 
and even more fun to play with! Shopkins Kinstructions Scene Packs allows you to build 
y

Girls Shopkins $205.50 $146.80

Num Noms Deluxe Pack - 
Assorted

"""A cupful of cuteness and a spoonful of surprise makes Num Noms. To create your 
own flavour fusion mix a Num and a Nom - it's the perfect recipe for mischief. Scoop 
'em all up! 5 scented Nums (outer) in a variety of flavors 2 scented Noms (inner) that

Girls Num Noms $233.90 $167.10

Disney Frozen Mini World 
assorted ( ONLY SOLD as a 
Display of 14)

Girls Disney Frozen $33.70 $24.10

Barbie Suprise Capsules 
Assorted ( ONLY SOLD in display 
of 50 )

Girls Barbie $17.00 $12.10

Disney Princess Magic Hair Glow 
Rapunzel

Bring the magic of the hit movie Disney Tangled to life with this Hair Glow Rapunzel 
Doll. Rapunzel's hair makes her very special. When you brush it, it will begin to 
magically glow as she sings 'I See the Light.'

Girls Disney Princess $551.70 $394.10

Tickle Time Minnie Disney's Tickle Time Minnie plush is 35cm high and when you tickle her he talks, 
wiggles, giggles and spins!

Girls Minnie Mouse $303.20 $216.60

Shopkins Go Shopping! Card 
Game

Shopkins™ Go Shopping! Card Game features an exclusive Shopkins™ figure available 
only in our games--each game includes one of four different designs. This Shopkins™ 
version of the classic Go Fish card game lets kids search for their favorite Shopkins™ ch

Girls Shopkins $55.80 $39.90

Shopkins Designer Dash Game

Be the first player to put together your very own Shopkins™ outfit in Shopkins Designer 
Dash. Take turns moving around the board and trying to trick your opponents. The 
Designer Dash Game comes with 4 Shopkins™ Characters that are only available in the 
ga

Girls Shopkins $137.20 $98.00

Glitzi Globes Shopkins Jewellery 
Pack

"Want to create some of the coolest Jewelry around? Then make it up and shake it up 
with the Glitzi Globe Shopkins™ Jewelry Pack! This pack contains 4 of your favorite 
Shopkins™ characters and everything you need to create four Glitzi domes! With a 
neckla

Girls Shopkins $137.20 $98.00

Glitzi Globes Shopkins Pretty 
Fashion Parade

"Do you wanna build a Snow Globe? The Glitzi Globes Shopkins™ Showcase Pack is the 
ultimate display pack for any Shopkins™ fan! The easy-to-use Playset allows you to 
create gorgeous Glitzi Globes in just minutes - and is perfect for displaying all your ad

Girls Shopkins $238.10 $170.10

Poppit - Shopkins Poppits Ballet 
Activity Pack

"""Create with clay the Poppit way! Make a miniature Shopkins world with Poppit! • 
Load the Popper with clay, pop out your piece and make cute mini creations! • It’s the 
fun easy way to create with clay! • Create a mini Shopkins Ballet Collection wit

Girls Shopkins $170.90 $122.10

Shopkins Series 5 12pk
Season 5 Shopkins are here, with Musical Miniatures, Sporty Allsorts, Tiny Toys and 
more! There are also cute little Shopkins charms for you to collect and wear on your 
arms! Don't forget to collect and connect the Petkins Backpacks. Shopkins 12pk, Seaso

Girls Shopkins $99.40 $71.00

Shopkins Fashion Spree Style 
Me Wardrobe Playset

Style Me Wardrobe - Open up your wardrobe and let the fashion show begin! It's where 
all the stylish Shopkins™ hang out! Watch your favorite Shopkins™ check themselves 
out in front of the mirror at the vanity station. Go for a spin on the rotating display

Girls Shopkins $145.60 $104.00



Playball 230mm - Disney Frozen Girls Disney Frozen $27.00 $20.80

Magic Milk/Juice Dolls Bottle It's feeding time for your doll, so get out your Magic Milk/Juice Dolls Bottle Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$25.60 $19.70

Disney Tsum Tsum Squishies 
Series 1 - 2pk

2pk - collect them all - stack em high.AGE 3+ Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum

$34.80 $26.80

Zuru Hamsters in a House - Extra 
Track 11pcs ( NO Hamster 
Included )

Track Set inclues : 4 x straight track, 6 x curved track , 1 x cross track. Extend the 
Hamsters Playset with extra track. AGE 4+ Girls ZURU Hamsters 

in a House $48.20 $37.00

Baby Born Food "Your little girl will love having ""real"" food for her Baby Born. 16 sachets included. 
Food packet for use in Baby Born and BB Interactive dolls."

Girls Baby Born $52.90 $40.70

Sparkle Girlz Play Shoes 
Assorted

2 Styles Assorted: Pink/Purple. AGE 3+ Girls Sparkle Girlz $46.30 $35.60

Sparkle Girlz Tiara w/earring Set 
assorted

Each set contains 1 tiara abd earring. 2 styles assorted Girls Sparkle Girlz $44.00 $33.90

Disney Frozen Inkredibles Magic 
Ink Pictures

See your favourite Frozen characters come to life with the incredible magic pen. Girls Disney Frozen $44.00 $33.90

Barbie Inkredibles Carry Along 
Travel Markers

Use the great markers included to complete activities, colour in images and solve fun 
puzzles featuring Barbie and friends.

Girls Barbie $44.00 $33.90

Disney Princess Inkredibles 
Water Wonder

Use the great water brush included to complete activities and draw over images, and 
watch amazing colours appear! Featuring your favourite Disney Princess characters, you 
can colour-in the pages and see the mess-free magic, then let it dry and colour it a

Girls Disney Princess $44.00 $33.90

Disney Princess Inkredibles 
Carry Along Travel Markers

Use the great markers included to complete activities, colour in images and solve fun 
puzzles featuring your favourite Disney Pricness characters.

Girls Disney Princess $44.00 $33.90

Barbie Inkredibles Water 
Wonder

Use the great water brush included to complete activities and draw over images, and 
watch amazing colours appear! Featuring Barbie and freinds, you can colour-in the 
pages and see the mess-free magic, then let it dry and colour it again.

Girls Barbie $44.00 $33.90

Barbie Complete Looks Assorted
Barbie® doll loves to add gorgeous clothing to her wardrobe, and girls will love to add 
this complete look to their collections. Part of an amazing line of fabulous fashions that 
includes six glamorous dresses and two sophisticated coats (each sold separa

Girls Barbie $67.40 $51.80

Disney Frozen 48pcs Super 3D 
Puzzle

Enjoy endless amounts of fun with this Disney Frozen 48pcs Super 3D Puzzle Girls Disney Frozen $66.00 $50.80

"Sparkle Girlz 10.5"" Fairy Doll in 
Cone assorted ( can be sold in 
display of 12 )"

"10.5"" Sparkle Girlz Doll with roto head, rooted hair and painted features. 4 Styles 
Asst. Age 3+" Girls Sparkle Girlz $66.60 $51.20

Its a Baby Doll Feeding Set Includes all the accessories to keep you baby happy. Includes Bottles, Feeding Plate, 
Feeding utensils, Potty and carry bag to keep them together. AGE 3+

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$57.40 $44.10

Disney Tsum Tsum Squishies 
Series 1 - 4pk

4pk - collect them all - stack em high. AGE 3+ Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum

$62.40 $48.00



Disney Tsum Tsum Series 1 - 
Light Up & Sound Small Plush 
assorted ( can be sold in display 
of 12 )

Small Tsum Tsum plush - collect them all - stack em high. AGE 3+ Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum $71.60 $55.10

"Its a Baby 10"" Doll assorted in 
Display ( Can be sold in Display 
of 6 )"

"10"" Doll AGE 3+" Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $57.40 $44.10

Shopkins Colour N' Collect 
Assorted (Can be sold as a 
display of 12)

"Color and collect all your favorite Shopkins! These cute, soft, collectable bag tags come 
with a colorful marker for you to color and draw on your Shopkin! When you're 
finished, simply wash off and redo! Choose from 3 of our favorite Shopkins™ characters

Girls Shopkins $51.40 $39.50

Doll Baby Bath Tub Set Bathtime baby for little mums Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$75.80 $58.30

Hopper Ball Barbie Brilliant bouncing exercise and balance skills. Hop along with Barbie. Girls Barbie $89.90 $69.10
Hopper Ball - Disney Frozen "15"" Hopper ball for boucing fun, indoor and out." Girls Disney Frozen $89.90 $69.10

Shopkins Series 4 12pk
You’ll have shelves of fun with the new Season 4, 12 pack! Comes with a super cool 
stackable display case! Show off your snazzy Shopkins in style! Plus a Shopkins list 
collector’s guide! Shop to it now and avoid the rush at the check-out!

Girls Shopkins $92.30 $71.00

Disney Tsum Tsum Squishies 5pk 
with Caribener

5pk with caribener keychain - collect them all - stack em high. AGE 3+ Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum

$92.30 $71.00

Barbie I Can Be Core Doll 
Assorted

Try out a variety of careers with Barbie® doll because she knows you can be anything! 
From navigating the skies to skating on ice, from health care to pet care, from 
emergency response to culinary arts, Barbie® doll’s career aspirations know no bounds. 
Fu

Girls Barbie $119.70 $92.10

Num Noms Starter Pack - 
Assorted

"""A cupful of cuteness and a spoonful of surprise makes Num Noms. To create your 
own flavour fusion mix a Num and a Nom - it's the perfect recipe for mischief. Scoop 
'em all up! Secret Nom with a flavored lip gloss Scented Num in a variety of flavors.

Girls Num Noms $118.70 $91.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - 
Fantasia the Unicorn

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum $99.20 $76.30

Betty Spaghetty Series 1 Single 
Pack assorted

"""Betty Spaghetty is back with a brand new modern look! There are endless ways to 
mix, match and play so girls can create a unique look that’s totally their own. Bead her, 
braid her, bend her, trend her! What will Betty be today? When her friends come

Girls Betty Spaghetty $126.50 $97.30

Shopkins Fashion Spree 
Collection Pack assorted

"""Look who’s arrived for Season 5! There are so many fun new friends to meet this 
season! Musical Miniatures, Sporty Allsorts, Tiny Toys and more! So many new 
Shopkins™ for you to adore! Plus Season 5 has cute little Shopkins™ charms for you to 
collect

Girls Shopkins $109.90 $84.60

Chica Dolls Umbrella Stroller
This cute little Chica doll's stroller is perfect for taking your dolly with you wherever you 
go! • Doll Stroller with metal frame construction and seat belt • Quiet EVA tyres • 
Safety harness included • Unique foldable design for easy storage Ages 3+

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $85.00 $65.40



Shopkins Shoppies S2 Wave 3 
Single Pack assorted

Girls Shopkins $114.80 $88.30

Multicultural New Born Baby 
Doll Boy with Nappy

Your toddler will love her own realistically proportioned newborn multicultural baby 
doll. Boys and girls available. Includes nappy.

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$120.00 $92.30

Caucasian 41cm New Born Baby 
Doll Boy with Nappy

Your toddler will love her own realistically proportioned newborn baby doll. Boys and 
girls available. Includes nappy.

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$120.00 $92.30

Multicultural New Born Baby 
Doll Girl with Nappy

Your toddler will love her own realistically proportioned newborn multicultural baby 
doll. Boys and girls available. Includes nappy.

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$120.00 $92.30

Caucasian 41cm New Born Baby 
Doll Girl with Nappy

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$120.00 $92.30

Sparkle Girlz Styling Head with 
Accessories

Roto head, rooter hair and painted features. Hair strands, comb and hairclips included. 
Age 3+

Girls Sparkle Girlz $131.00 $100.80

Beados Shopkins Activity Pack 
assorted

Combine all the fun of Beados with adorable Shopkins characters. Just choose your 
favourite character, add your Beados, spray them with water and your very own Beados 
Shopkin is born! Show off your creations in a Shopkins scene. With 600 beads to create 
w

Girls Shopkins $127.50 $98.10

Disney Princess Ariel Fashion 
Doll

Ariel is ready for shimmering adventures with your little princess! Wearing her classic 
outfit with a new twist, Royal Shimmer Ariel dazzles in a signature-colored jewel-ombre 
gown with glitter print detailing. Your little dreamer will love playing out ma

Girls Disney Princess $133.30 $102.50

Disney Princess Cinderella 
Fashion Doll

Cinderella is ready for shimmering adventures with your little princess! Wearing her 
classic outfit with a new twist, Royal Shimmer Cinderella dazzles in a signature-colored, 
jewel-ombre gown with glitter print detailing. Your little dreamer will love pla

Girls Disney Princess $133.30 $102.50

Zuru Hamsters in a House - Little 
House Playset

Hamster buzzes, scoots and scurries. Doors on house can be manually opened to allow 
the hamster to race around and through the house. Activated through on/off switch. 
Hamster colour may varyIncludes 1 Hamster,1 Little House, 3 Circular Track. AGE 4+

Girls ZURU Hamsters 
in a House $117.70 $90.50

Disney Tsum Tsum Series 1 - 
Light Up & Sound Large Plush 
assorted

Large Tsum Tsum plush - collect them all - stack em high. AGE 3+ Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum $136.10 $104.70

Baby Born Dress assortment A beautiful set of BABY Born rompers and dresses for whenever she feels like for a 
change! The perfect accessory for any BABY Born fans.

Girls Baby Born $131.40 $101.00

Baby Born Sporty assortment
"""Features (Doll sold separately) There are several styles available within this 
assortment and unfortunately it is not possible to request which one you would prefer, 
so please allow us to pick one on your behalf. Colours and styles may vary Suitable fo

Girls Baby Born $131.40 $101.00

Shopkins Fashion Themed 
Playsets assorted

Girls Shopkins $135.20 $104.00

Disney Frozen Walkie Talkie Girls Disney Frozen $168.00 $129.20

"Its a Baby 12 "" Doll Bath Set" "12"" Doll with realistic sound.Includes Bath tub, bath toys and all the bath clothes. 
Batteries included. AGE 3+"

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$158.60 $122.00



Monster High Monster 
Exchange Program Assorted

It’s a big, scary world out there, and the Monster High® ghouls are ready to grab a hold 
with their claws! This Scare-Mester™, they’re participating in a Monster Exchange™ 
program that will bring some new students in and send others abroad to learn about

Girls Monster High $210.90 $162.20

My Little Pony Equestria Girls 
Shadowbolts Sporty Style 
Deluxe assorted

Get ready to explore Canterlot High with Hasbro's Equestria Girls app*! Equestria Girls 
Friendship Games dolls and playsets with a horseshoe-shaped code can unlock virtual 
rewards, like clothing, games, or coins. Scan the code into the app with a compatib

Girls My Little Pony $186.60 $143.50

Beados Shopkins Sweet Spree 
Quick Dry Station

Wow! Talk about Express Shopping!!! Now you can make the sweetest Shopkins around 
in super quick time with the Shopkins Quick Dry Design Station! Just choose your 
favorite Shopkins character, add your Beados, spray them with water and dry them in 
no time

Girls Shopkins $187.00 $143.90

Shopkins Sweet Spot Playset
Welcome to the sweetest store in Shopville! If you're sweet on Shopkins, then this is 
place to be. Send your Shopkins on a sweet ride down the gumball machine. Take a roll 
in the candy cart or stick around on the lollipop stand. There are so many sweet wa

Girls Shopkins $192.80 $148.30

Shopkins Glitzi Scoops Ice Cream 
Truck Playset

Want the scoop on how to beat the heat with cool things to eat? The Glitzi Ice-Cream 
Truck has arrived and it’s time to chill and sparkle! Relax in the shade with some cool 
friends who are sure to melt your heart! This glitzi treat truck is icy, creamy an

Girls Shopkins $192.80 $148.30

Betty Spaghetty Series 1 Hair 
Fashion Pack

Girls Betty Spaghetty $188.00 $144.60

FurReal Happy to See Me 
Penguin

This is the most adorable penguin ever and she’s so excited to dance and play with you! 
When you press her tummy, she dances and sings, and she moves her wings and 
waddles like a real penguin. Your Piper, My Dancing Penguin toy is ready for fun, and 
she'l

Girls Fur-Real $195.70 $150.50

Monster High Haunted Rochelle

It’s a spooktacular ghost story when the ghouls of Monster High® visit the creepy 
howlways of Haunted High in Monster High™ Haunted movie. But when things take a 
spooky turn, the ghouls come together to save Spectra Vondergeist® from a life of 
chains -- d

Girls Monster High $257.70 $198.30

Zuru Hamsters in a House - 
Supermarket Playset

Set your hamster off on a supermarket sweep with the Hamster in a House 
Supermarket Set. The set includes a hamster, supermarket set, trolley, groceries, 
cashier desk and 6 pieces of track. 1 Hamster, 1 Supermarket, 2 Straight Track and 
accessories. AGE 4

Girls ZURU Hamsters 
in a House $209.70 $161.30

"Its a Baby 16"" Doll with Potty 
& Accessories assorted"

"16"" Doll in Boy or Girl. Includes Potty and accessories. Doll can drink & wet just like 
the real thing. AGE 3+"

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$186.20 $143.20

Shibajuku Dolls assorted BIGGER, more FASHIONABLE, COLLECTABLE and have MATCHING ACCESORIES so girls 
can also take on the Shibajuku Look! 3+

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories

$256.30 $197.10

Monster High Casta Doll 
Assorted

Casta Fierce™ will be rocking with the student disem-body of Monster High™ this All 
Hallows Eve when she and her band perform their monster hits -- it's the most exclusive 
ticket in the monsterrific universe. The Daughter of Circe has always been a drama

Girls Monster High $290.90 $223.70

Shopkins Tall Mall Storage Case
The Shopkins™ Tall Mall is the best Mall of all! Three levels of fun! Each with a different 
play area for your Shopkins™. Level one is Home and Garden. Level two is where the 
Shopkinks hang out to eat. Level three is wher you'll find all the zappy electro

Girls Shopkins $283.60 $218.20



Ever After High Core Royal Doll
Start a new chapter with Ever After High™, where the teenage sons and daughters of 
famous fairytales decide whether or not to follow in their parents’ fabled footsteps. 
Ever in search for what’s “just right,” Blondie Lockes™, daughter of Goldilocks, is be

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $244.60 $188.10

Ever After High Core Rebel Doll 
Assorted

Start a new chapter with Ever After High™, where the teenage sons and daughters of 
famous fairytales decide whether or not to follow in their parents’ fabled footsteps. The 
artistic Cedar Wood™, daughter of Pinocchio, is an Ever After Rebel™, who has been

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $244.60 $188.10

Shopkins Fashion Spree 
Boutique Playset

Going Up! Spiral in style as you ride the Fashion Boutique elevator. See who's in season 
as you open up the change room. Then ride the slide down to pick out a sweet treat to 
share! The Shopkins Fashion Boutique is the place to Spree! This play set is all

Girls Shopkins $280.70 $215.90

Zuru Hamsters in a House - 
Ultimate House Playset

The newest in collectable play, Hamsters in a House, brings kids’ imaginations to life 
creating Hamster sized worlds where fun, fuzzy mini Hamsters buzz, scoot, scurry and 
zoom. Ultimate Hamster House features all the luxuries for the Hamster world, wher

Girls ZURU Hamsters 
in a House $287.90 $221.50

Disney Tsum Tsum Squishies Toy 
Shop

Playset for all your Tsum Tsum collection. AGE 3+ Girls Disney Tsum 
Tsum

$250.60 $192.80

Betty Spaghetty Series 1 Deluxe 
Mix n Match Pack

Girls Betty Spaghetty $280.70 $215.90

Ever After High Legacy Doll 
Assorted

Time to spellebrate Legacy DayTM at Ever After HighTM! At this epic event, the teenage 
sons and daughters of famous fairytale legends will pledge to follow in their parents’ 
fabled footsteps…but tradition is about to be turned on its crown! Cerise Hood™,

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $319.70 $245.90

Baby Born Interactive Bathtub 
With Duck

Bath time is so much fun with the Baby Born INTERACTIVE BATHTUB WITH DUCK set. 
When you place your Baby Born in the bathtub, a flashing light will automatically 
appear. When Baby Born is in the tub, you can hear realistic bath time sounds including 
splash

Girls Baby Born $485.50 $373.50

Cabbage Patch Kids 14inch Kids 
assorted

Take the Oath of Adoption with the world famous 14'' Cabbage Patch Kids. Every 
Cabbage Patch Kid comes with adoption papers from Babyland General Hospital, and 
has a unique name and birthday – just like you! Moreover, each Kid has a much 
improved mod

Girls Dolls/Dolls 
Accessories $463.50 $356.60

Baby Born Interactive Doll - Girl
"""BABY born® is unique with 8 lifelike functions, 10 accessories and is interactive with 
certain accessories. BABY Born® is a mechanical 42cm doll, that doesn’t need batteries. 
"""

Girls Baby Born $505.00 $388.50

Little Tikes 2-in1 Snug N Secure 
Swing - Blue

Snug N Secure swing with adjustable belts, raised sides, high back and hinged t-bar. 
Colour - BLUE

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Tikes $422.60 $301.80

Little Tikes 2-in1 Snug N Secure 
Swing - Pink

Snug N Secure swing with adjustable belts, raised sides, high back and hinged t-bar. 
Colour - PINK

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Tikes $447.70 $319.80

TOYS MULTI MIX NEW RANGE 
(50)

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends

$30.10 $21.50

Toys Multi Mix (50) Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends

$44.40 $31.70



Little Tikes Handle Haulers - 
Truck

This friendly-faced Handle Haulers Carey Cargo encourages children to get down on the 
floor and play! The easy to grip handheld toddler car is easy to push. Little Tikes Handle 
Haulers are great toys for kids for energetic floor play and hours of pretend

Infant & 
Preschool Little Tikes $153.10 $109.30

Little Tikes TotSports T Ball Set
The Little Tikes T-Ball Set can help improve a toddler's motor skills and coordination 
while also having a blast in the yard with family and friends. After the kids are done 
with their tee ball skills, the Little Tikes TotSports T-Ball Set can be easily s

Infant & 
Preschool Little Tikes $202.40 $144.60

Little Tikes Gas n Go Mower A toy mower that looks like the real thing! This outdoor toy comes with everything kids 
need to help keep the yard looking sharp!

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Tikes $264.50 $188.90

Disney Pixar's Inside Out Control 
Console

"""The Console is at the center of the Headquarters. It's what the emotions use to 
control Riley's mood and actions. Joy is always ready to take charge when something 
great happens! The Console comes with a unique Joy Figure. Bring her or any one of t

Infant & Preschool $203.00 $145.00

Disney Pixar's Inside Out 
Headquarters Playset

Go to work with your favorite emotions in Headquarters! This towering control center, 
in Riley’s mind, is where Riley’s emotions help her navigate the world. The 
Headquarters Playset comes with three memory spheres and a unique Joy Figure. Take 
these Mem

Infant & Preschool $403.60 $288.30

Little Tikes Trike 4 in 1 Basic Ed. 
- Primary

This 4-in-1 Trike has been designed to grow with kids! Four stages to grow with your 
Infants: Ages 9 Months - 3 Years

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Tikes $985.20 $703.70

Peppa Pig 4pk Bath Figurines Recommended for ages 6 + years, 2 AAA Batteries required Infant & 
Preschool

Peppa Pig $136.60 $97.60

Toy Story Walkie Talkie recommended for ages 5 + years, 2 x 9v alkaline battery (not included) Infant & 
Preschool

Toy Story $180.90 $129.20

Minions 48pce Super 3D Puzzle 48pce super 3d puzzle Infant & Preschool $71.10 $50.80

Finding Dory Hopper Ball Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $96.80 $69.10

Playball 230mm - Blaze & 
Monster Machine

Infant & 
Preschool

Blaze $29.10 $20.80

Playball 230mm - Finding Dory Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $29.10 $20.80

Paw Patrol Calamity assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD as a display of 14 )

Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $29.10 $20.80

Croner MDF Walker Wagon with 
Rubber Wheels

Infant & Preschool $265.50 $189.60

Micro Lites Finding Dory 
assorted ( ONLY SOLD in display 
of 40)

Mini micro lites light up with just a squeeze! Blind foil mystery packaging, randomly 
assorted--opening them is half the fun! Individual foils packs contain one of six possible 
styles pictured. Bright LED light. Ages 3+

Infant & 
Preschool Finding Dory $44.80 $32.00

Little Tikes Bathketball
"""Bath tub toys have never made this type of splash! This adorable baby bath toy 
makes tub time into game time. Kids can shoot, squirt and score. The suction cups allow 
you to stick the toy to the wall or tub side in seconds. Kids have fun and the basket

Infant & 
Preschool Little Tikes $120.50 $86.00



Little Tikes Bath Drums
With three colorful drum turtles bath time just became music time with the Little Tikes 
Bath Drums. The turtles can float or stick to the tub and each one has a unique musical 
feature for kids to drum away on!

Infant & 
Preschool Little Tikes $149.90 $107.10

Finding Dory Snap Card Game TRADITIONAL SNAP CARD GAME Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $35.80 $25.60

Finding Dory Fish Card Game TRADITIONAL FISH CARD GAME Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $35.80 $25.60

Finding Dory Memory Game MEMORY GAME FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY TO ENJOY Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $77.30 $55.20

Finding Dory Snakes & Ladders TRADITIOHNAL FAMILY FUN GAME Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $83.70 $59.80

Finding Dory Press-O-Matic TRADITIONAL FAMILY FUN GAME Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $95.80 $68.40

Finding Dory 24pce Modular 
Boxed Puzzle Assorted

24PCE PUZZLE Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $35.80 $25.60

Paw Patrol Memory Game TRADITIONAL FAMILY FUN GAME Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $77.30 $55.20

Paw Patrol 24pce Modular 
Boxed Puzzle Assorted

24PCE PUZZLE Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $35.80 $25.60

Bunnykins 5pc Set - ABC Design 
RED

Infant & 
Preschool

Bunnykins $212.90 $152.10

Thomas & Friends Paint with 
Water

There's no mess and no fuss with Thomas and Friends Paint with Water! Just used 
water to paint over the magic pages and watch the colours appear. Children will love 
making Thomas and his railway crew come to life as they paint the fun pictures with 
water

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $25.30 $19.50

Thomas & Friends Colour and 
Activity Books Assorted

Go on a journey with Thomas and Friends around the island of Sodor in these great 
colour activity books. With a different story in each title, colouring and activity pages, 
and two colourful sticker spreads, children will want to collect them all!!!

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $23.30 $17.90

Fisher Price Little People 
Wheelies Singles

Wheelies are cool kid-sized vehicles that fit perfectly in little hands. And each has a 
favorite Little People® character built right in. These little vehicles can really zip and 
zoom! Plus, they’re “wheelie” fun to collect!

Infant & 
Preschool Fisher Price $34.80 $26.80

Little Learner Vroom Vroom 
Racers assorted ( can be sold in 
display of 12 )

Mini Racers free wheeling. AGE 12 months + Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $29.80 $22.90

Thomas & Friends Jumbo Colour 
with Crayons

Go on a colouring adventure with Thomas and his friends in this fantastic colouring 
book. With 80-pages for children to colour and lots of bright crayons to use, these titles 
are sure to ddelight and entertain for hours on end!

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $34.80 $26.80

Paw Patrol 24pce Puzzle in Foil 
Bag

Made of high quality card, this 24 piece puzzle features all your favourite Paw Patrol 
characters.

Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $33.20 $25.60

Bath Toy Swimmer assorted Make bath time fun with the Bath Toy Swimmer assorted Infant & Preschool $29.80 $22.90



Chalkie 4pce Fun Chalk writer
Each set comes with 4 medium tipped, fun design chalks in assorted pastel colours. 
Each chalk is wrapped in paper to look like a highlighter pen and helps keep little hands 
clean. Suitable for drawing on blackboard or sidewalk. Fully washable & safe.

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $21.70 $16.70

Paw Patrol - 10cm Light up ball 
assorted

Watch this Paw Patrol ball light up as you bounce it. An ideal play and sensory ball for 
your child.

Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $34.80 $26.80

Minions 48pce Lenticular Tower 
Box Puzzle

24pce Lenticular tower puzzle box Infant & Preschool $43.10 $33.20

Octonauts - 23cm Playball Fun High Gloss playball with your favourite characters Infant & 
Preschool

Octonauts $26.10 $20.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Small Vehicle/Engine - Toad

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Toad is a durable die-cast engine. Perfect for Take-n-
Play™ Portable Fold-Out Playsets (sold separately and subject to availability). Ages 3+ 
Features: Sturdy die-cast construction Magnets let you attach other engines or ten

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $66.50 $51.10

Fisher Price Little People Disney 
Princess Figure 2 Pack

These favorite Disney characters encourage role play as little princesses recreate the 
familiar story—or create new ones of their own! Your little one will want to collect 
them all! Age Grading 1 1/2 - 5Y

Infant & 
Preschool Fisher Price $64.60 $49.70

Fisher Price Little People 
Wheelies Planes

These cool kid-sized planes fit perfectly in little hands. Toddlers will love rolling them 
around and spinning the propellers! And when they bring them to zip and zoom at the 
Wheelies™ Airport, it helps the development of their finger and hand dexterity t

Infant & 
Preschool Fisher Price $64.60 $49.70

Paw Patrol Inkredibles Water 
Wonder

Use the fun water brush to draw over images and watch your favourte characters come 
to life!

Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $46.30 $35.60

Paw Patrol Inkredibles Magic Ink 
Pictures

Use the magic ink pen to colour over blank pictures and fun games and watch a rainbow 
of colours come to life!

Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $46.30 $35.60

Paw Patrol Inkredibles Invisible 
Ink

See your favourite Paw Patrol Characters and scenes come to life with these Inkredible 
titles! Use the great marker included to complete games, mazes, puzzles and more 
featuring your favourite Paw patrol characters! The ever popular Paw Patrol character

Infant & 
Preschool Paw Patrol $46.30 $35.60

Thomas & Friends Inkredibles 
Invisible Ink

Use the markers to complete activities, colour in images, and solve fun puzzles and 
watch your favourite characters magically appear!

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends

$46.30 $35.60

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Small Vehicle/Engine - Hybird 
Diesel

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Diesel is a durable die-cast engine. Perfect for Take-n-
Play™ Portable Fold-Out Playsets (sold separately and subject to availability). Ages 3+ 
Features: Sturdy die-cast construction Magnets let you attach other engines or t

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $66.50 $51.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Small Vehicle/Engine - Hybird 
Harvey

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Harvey is a Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ 
collectible, durable die-cast train engine. Perfect for Take-n-Play™ Portable Playsets 
(sold separately and subject to availability). Ages 3+ Features: Collectible die-cast train 
en

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $66.50 $51.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Small Vehicle/Engine - Hybird 
Millie

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Millie is a durable die-cast metal engine. Millie is a 
youthful, fun-loving, narrow gauge engine who runs on the Earl of Sodor’s Estate 
Railway. She is full of spirit and fiery when crossed, but always strives to do the rig

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $66.50 $51.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Small Vehicle/Engine - Stephen

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Luke is a durable die-cast train engine. Perfect for 
Take-n-Play™ Portable Fold-Out Playsets (sold separately and subject to availability). 
Features: Collectible die-cast train engine • Sturdy die-cast construction • Magnets

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $66.50 $51.10



Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Small Vehicle/Engine - Victor

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Victor is a collectible, durable die-cast train engine. 
Perfect for Take-n-Play™ Portable Playsets (sold separately and subject to availability). 
Ages 3+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $66.50 $51.10

Finding Dory Inkredibles Carry 
Along Travel Markers

See your favourite characters from Finding Dory come to life with the incredible magic 
pen.

Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $44.00 $33.90

Finding Dory Inkredibles Water 
Wonder

See your favourite characters from Finding Dory come to life with the incredible magic 
pen.

Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $44.00 $33.90

Secret Life of Pets - Pet Figures 
assorted

Secret Life of Pets - Pet Figures assorted/The Secret Life of Pets Poseable Pet figures 
have colourful, lifelike features and can be moved to display in a fun pet pose. Collect 
all of The Secret Life of Pets Poseable Action Figures to re-enact all the adv

Infant & 
Preschool

Secret Life of 
Pets $66.00 $50.80

"Secret Life of Pets - 4"" Clip Ons 
assorted"

"Secret Life of Pets - 4"" Clip Ons assorted/Ever wonder what your pets do while you're 
not home? Explore The Secret Life of Pets with Plush Buddies! This soft plush clip on 
character is ideal for play and display. And when it's time for bed, the plush is

Infant & 
Preschool

Secret Life of 
Pets $60.10 $46.30

VTech Toot-Toot Animals Farm 
Animals Assortment CDU

"""Each Toot-Toot Farm animal features lots of fun phrases and animal sound effects! 
Includes 3 sing-along songs and 6 melodies. -2 x AAA Batteries Required - Batteries 
included"""

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $74.30 $57.20

Giggle & Hoot 20pce Wooden 
Boxed Puzzle assorted

Have a hootastic time piecing together this 20pc Giggle & Hoot wooden puzzle 
together. Ages 3+

Infant & Preschool $70.40 $54.20

Fisher Price Stack and Explore 
Blocks

Each 5-sided block features bright colors, interesting textures, cute characters, 
numbers, and familiar first objects. Baby can stack them, nest them one-inside-another, 
or place them side-by-side to build a colorful scene!

Infant & 
Preschool Fisher Price $85.50 $65.80

Paw Patrol Super 3D Puzzle super 3d puzzle Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $71.80 $55.20

Disney Cars Silver Diecast 
assorted

This sleek assortment of famed Disney•Pixar Cars racers was produced with double 
coatings of metallic paint. The super shiny, elite collection features favorite characters 
from Disney•Pixar Cars and Cars 2 films. With premium silvery metallic bodies, icon

Infant & 
Preschool Disney Cars $77.70 $59.80

Bath Toy Tossing Game Make bathtime fun with the Bath Toy Tossing Game Infant & Preschool $55.50 $42.70

Crayola Neon 3D Sidewalk Chalk
Create eye-popping 3D art and watch your creations float in mid-air. Draw fine lines or 
broad strokes with unique shaped chalk. Includes: 3D Glasses, 6 neon sticks of sidewalk 
chalk. AGE 4+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $70.90 $54.50

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Large Vehicle/Engine - Diesel

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Diesel 10 is a collectible, durable die-cast train 
engine. Perfect for Take-n-Play™ Portable Playsets (sold separately and subject to 
availability). Ages 3+ Features: Collectible die-cast train engine Sturdy die-cast constru

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $86.00 $66.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Large Vehicle/Engine - Connor

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Connor is a durable die-cast. Perfect for Take-n-Play™ 
Portable Fold-Out Playsets (sold separately and subject to availability)! Ages 3+ 
Features: Sturdy die-cast construction Magnets let you attach other engines or tenders

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $86.00 $66.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Large Vehicle/Engine - Hybird 
Gordon

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Gordon is a durable die-cast engine. Perfect for Take-
n-Play™ Portable Fold-Out Playsets (sold separately and subject to availability). Ages 3+ 
[FEATURES] •Sturdy die-cast construction •Magnets let you attach other engines o

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $86.00 $66.10



Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Large Vehicle/Engine - Mike

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Mike is a durable die-cast metal train engine. In the 
new Thomas & Friends™ DVD, Sodor’s Legend of the Lost Treasure (sold separately), 
Mike is one of the “miniature engines” working at the Arlesburgh Junction. Mike comes 
wi

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $86.00 $66.10

Thomas & Friends Take-N-Play 
Large Vehicle/Engine - Rex

Thomas & Friends™ Take-n-Play™ Rex is a durable die-cast metal train engine. In the 
new Thomas & Friends™ DVD, Sodor’s Legend of the Lost Treasure (sold separately), 
Rex is one of the “miniature engines” working at the Arlesburgh Junction. Rex comes 
with

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $86.00 $66.10

"Toy Story 4"" Basic Figures 
Assorted"

These beloved characters come to life in the 4-inch scale. Infant & 
Preschool

Toy Story $92.30 $71.00

Ben & Holly Memory Cards 
Game

Teach your child about logical thinking and concentration with these colourful Ben & 
Holly Memory Cards. Shuffle the deck, lay each card face downand take turns to flip 
over 2 cards to match the pictures. A fun game your children will love!! Ages 3 +

Infant & Preschool $70.40 $54.20

Ben & Holly Opposite Cards 
Game

These Ben & Holly Opposite Cards are a fun way to help teach your children about 
matching the opposites image association and problem-solving. There are 12 fun and 
colourful cards that your children wil love and learn from! Ages 3 +

Infant & Preschool $70.40 $54.20

Bunnykins Suction Bowl & 
Spoon Shining Stars Design Blue

Adorable Bunnykins suction bowl and spoon for first feeding. With Shining Star design. Infant & 
Preschool

Bunnykins $70.90 $54.50

Giggle & Hoot Pin Puzzle - 
Hootabelle

Encourage your child's hand-eye co-ordination, problem solving, concentration and 
small motor skills with this fun Giggle & Hoot design. Ages 18 months +

Infant & Preschool $70.40 $54.20

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Percy Small 
Engine/Vehicle

Introducing our Percy Wooden Railway Engine! Percy is the No. 6 green engine and is 
the junior member of Sir Topham Hatt’s railway. He is Thomas' best friend and his 
favorite job is delivering the mail. Percy Wooden Railway Engine works great with any 
Th

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Harold Small 
Engine/Vehicle

Introducing Harold the Wooden Helicopter! Harold is a good hearted helicopter who is 
a Really Useful Engine in the skies! He likes to hover above the roadways and rails of 
Sodor, always keeping a watchful eye out for his friends. He's excited to be par

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Luke Small 
Engine/Vehicle

"Introducing our Luke Wooden Railway Engine! Luke is a small green #22 ""narrow 
gauge"" engine that works at the blue mountain quarry. Luke Wooden Railway Engine 
works great with any Thomas and Friends Wooden Railway set and provides endless 
hours of pl

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Winston Small 
Engine/Vehicle

Introducing our Winston Wooden Railway Engine! Winston is the personal rail vehicle 
to transport SirTopham Hatt. He is smaller than most engines on Sodor, but get the job 
done! Winston Wooden Railway Engine works great with any Thomas and Friends 
Wooden

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Millie Small 
Engine/Vehicle

Introducing Millie our new Wooden Railway Engine! Millie is a small new engine 
introduced in our Fall 2013 King of the Railway tenpole. Millie works great with any 
Thomas and Friends™ Wooden Railway set and provides endless hours of play! Contains 
easy

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70



Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Stephen Small 
Engine/Vehicle

Stephen is one of the earliest engines ever built. Newer engines may be faster and 
stronger than Stephen, but what he lacks in terms of strength or speed Stephen makes 
up for with his positive spirit, sense of humor and knowledge. Stephen can connect to

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Duck Small 
Engine/Vehicle

Duck is a cheerful, busy engine and although he's small he takes no nonsense from 
those larger engines who try to order him about. Duck can connect to other Wooden 
Railway™ engines and vehicles with magnet connectors. Perfect for Thomas & Friends™ 
Wooden

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Samson Small 
Vehicle/Engine

• Free-wheeling engine constructed from premium Wood materials • Faithful likeness 
to character as seen in the upcoming DVD, Legend of the Lost Treasure • Magnets let 
you attach other Wooden Railway train engines or tenders

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Limited Edition Culde 
Small Vehicle/Engine

A limited edition exclusive! Culdee is careful, cautious and friendly. He is filled with 
advice to give to the other engines. Perfect for Thomas & Friends™ Wooden Railway 
train sets (sold separately and subject to availability)! 2Y+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Paw Patrol 46pce Giant Floor 
Puzzle

46pc giant puzzle Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $77.70 $59.80

Paw Patrol - Hopper ball
Bounce and hop all day long with the Paw Patrol Hopper Ball. For indoor and outdoor 
use, this fun product puts the fun in exercise and gets your children laughing and 
moving. Great for muscle development and coordination.

Infant & 
Preschool Paw Patrol $75.80 $58.30

Octonauts - Hopper ball
Bounce and hop all day long with the Octonauts Hopper Ball. For indoor and outdoor 
use, this fun product puts the fun in exercise and gets your children laughing and 
moving. Great for muscle development and coordination.

Infant & 
Preschool Octonauts $75.80 $58.30

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Ryan Small Vehicle 
Engine

Thomas & Friends™ Wooden Railway Ryan is overconfident and dismissive. Ryan takes 
over for Thomas when Thomas is sent to work on another branch line. Ryan can 
connect to other Wooden Railway trains with magnet connectors. Perfect for Thomas & 
Friends™ W

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Little Learner Arctic Swimmer 
assorted

Turn to start the fun. Winmd it up and watch it swim. AGE 18 months+ Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $75.80 $58.30

Bath Toy Fishing Game assorted Make bathtime fun with the Bath Toy Fishing Game assorted Infant & Preschool $69.30 $53.30

Fireman Sam Single Pack 1:64 
Diecast Vehicle assorted

The diecast vehicles come in a variety of styles and are scaled for play with the Fireman 
Sam Mini Playsets! Four different styles to collect including Venus the van, Jupiter the 
fire enGINE, Wallaby the helicopter, and Mercury the 4x4. Collect them all

Infant & Preschool $85.50 $65.80

Yummy Nummies Candy Shop 
assorted

Includes everything you need to make your own sweet treats! Assortment includes sets 
to make gummies and chocolate bars. Packs include mixing trays, utensils and 
ingredient packets. Follow the instructions and you'll have creamy, deluxe, chocolate or 
d

Infant & Preschool $83.10 $64.00

Yummy Nummies Bakery Treats 
assorted

Throw on your chef's hat, and start baking! These fun sets include everything needed to 
make delicious sweet treats. Cookies, cupcakes, and donuts available. Packs include 
mixing tray, utensils, and ingredients packets. Follow the directions to create

Infant & Preschool $83.10 $64.00

XSHOT Excel Micro Dart Gun 
Twin Pack with Targets

1.,Darts Fire up to 55ft/17m 2.,3 bonus cans for target practice 3.,Double Pack shootout 
set so you can battle your mates 4.,Dart Storage 5.,Pull, Lock and Load Includes 2 micro 
dart blasters, 3 cans & 8 darts. AGE 8+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $62.40 $48.00



Little Learner Press n Go 
Animals assorted

Press down on animal and watch it zoom across the floor. Works on hard floors and 
carpet. AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $85.00 $65.40

Bunnykins Suction Bowl & 
Spoon - Playing Design RED

Infant & 
Preschool

Bunnykins $70.90 $54.50

Thomas & Friends Fiery Flynn 
Small Vehicle/Engine

Flynn the fire engine has just returned from a daring rescue mission and he's covered in 
flames! Perfect for Thomas & Friends Wooden Railway train sets (sold separately and 
subject to availability)! 2Y+ [FEATURES] Constructed from premium Wood materials -

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $88.90 $68.40

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Small Vehicle/Engine - 
Timothy

As seen in the DVD movie, Tale of the Brave! Timothy is a cheerful little oil burning 
steam engine who works at the Clay Pits. He is friendly, helpful, and loves being useful! 
Timothy can connect to other Wooden Railway engines and vehicles with magnet co

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $84.10 $64.70

Thomas and Friends ABC 
Colouring Posters

Go on a colouring adventure with Thomas and friends with two 1.4 metre long posters. 
Kit also comes with 6 coloured markers and 6 coloured pencils.

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends

$71.60 $55.10

Paw Patrol Girls - Hopper ball
Bounce and hop all day long with the Paw Patrol Hopper Ball. For indoor and outdoor 
use, this fun product puts the fun in exercise and gets your children laughing and 
moving. Great for muscle development and coordination.

Infant & 
Preschool Paw Patrol $80.10 $61.60

VTech Little Singing Alfie
3 chunky, coloured light-up buttons. Introduces emotions, numbers and counting. 
Velcro-like attachment strap for attaching to cot or pushchair. Includes lots of fun, 
friendly phrases and sound effects. Includes 2 x AAA batteries. Age 3-18 months.

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $105.00 $80.80

VTech My 1st Car Key Rattle
"""Driving is so much fun with the My 1st Car Key Rattle! This Car shaped rattle features 
3 press buttons on the car to introduce baby to car concepts, colours, music and 
sensory and tactile stimulation. The music button play 11 melodies and happy 3 sing-

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $105.00 $80.80

VTech Little Singing Cody
"""Little Singing Cody™ is an adorably cute learning toy for little ones to enjoy! Press the 
2 light-up pockets and slide the chunky zip to learn emotions, objects, colours and 
numbers with lots of fun encouraging phrases, 3 inviting sing-along songs, 15

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $105.00 $80.80

VTech Little Singing Cora
"""Little Singing Cora™ is an adorably cute learning toy for little ones to enjoy! Press the 
2 light-up pockets and slide the chunky zip to learn emotions, objects, colours and 
numbers with lots of fun encouraging phrases, 3 inviting sing-along songs, 15

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $105.00 $80.80

Hopper Ball Thomas the Tank Brilliant bouncing exercise and balance skills. Hop along with Thomas. Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends

$89.90 $69.10

"The Wiggles 3"" Figure Pack" The Wiggles 3 inch Figure Pack Infant & 
Preschool

The Wiggles $124.60 $95.80

Thomas & Friends Track Master 
Track Pack Assorted

Build, expand, and customize your motorized Thomas & Friends™ world with 
TrackMaster™ Expansion Packs from Fisher-Price! Connect them to other TrackMaster™ 
expansion packs and train sets to create your own custom railway! TrackMaster™ track 
has been redes

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $92.80 $71.40

Paw Patrol Presomatic Game Pop Up Game Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $88.90 $68.40

Thomas & Friends Press-O-Matic Press-O-Matic Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends

$88.90 $68.40



Paw Patrol 6pce Beach Set Bucket - 17cm - 6 pce set - Paw Patrol Infant & 
Preschool

Paw Patrol $80.60 $62.00

VTech Captain Bear's Bathtime
More than 20 songs, melodies, sounds and phrases. Detachable captain bear plays fun 
phrases and sound effects. 2 lively bath songs increase bathing fun. 3 manipulative 
features help strengthen fine motor skills. Age: 9 - 36 months. 1 x AA battery inc

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $94.60 $72.80

VTech Musical Penguin
Rattle, soothe and learn with the Little Friendlies musical penguin! This cute penguin 
has an easy to grip handle with two fun rattle play pieces that will move around when 
the rattle is shaken. Fun sound effects will also play with the motion sensor is a

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $105.00 $80.80

VTech Crazy Colours Torch
3 number buttons. Turning dial changes the colour of the light. Turn to each side of the 
dial to learn about animals and colours. Ladybird button plays phrase and sound effects. 
Teaches colours, animals and numbers. Includes 2 x AAA batteries. Age 1

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $131.40 $101.00

VTech Rocking, Rolling Cody

"""Wobble and Learn with Cody the Smart Cub! Gently push Cody to see him wobble! 
When he wobbles the motion sensor will activate playing funny sounds and music! 
Press the music button to hear a variety of melodies and songs, lights will flash with the 
sou

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $126.50 $97.30

VTech Tiny Touch Tablet
"""Touch, roll and learn! Your little one will have fun playing and learning with the 
VTech Tiny Touch Tablet. Featuring nine brightly coloured light-up activity buttons that 
introduce a variety of curriculum to your baby including letters, numbers, anima

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $126.50 $97.30

VTech Sing Along Spinning 
Wheel

Spin and discover animals on the sing-along spinning wheel! Baby will have so much fun 
pressing the Little Friendlies animals learning their names, sounds and hearing fun 
animal songs! The animals also introduce colours and objects to your little one. Whe

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $131.40 $101.00

VTech Stack & Sing Monkey
Stack the rings and we can play! Stack and learn with the monkey using the 5 colourful 
textured rings. Place the rings on the wobbling base to discover fun sounds, interactive 
phrases and sing-along songs. Press the cute and friendly monkey character to l

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $124.60 $95.80

VTech Music Fun Microphone
"""Grab the microphone and sing-along! The Music Fun Microphone introduces animals 
and their sounds using fun sound effects and sing-along songs. Turn the ring to hear the 
animals sing and press the style button to choose a style of music from classical,

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $126.50 $97.30

VTech Tiny Touch Phone

"""Introduce your child to numbers, colours and shapes with the VTech Tiny Touch 
Phone. This interactive phone has chunky buttons, a rotating light-up screen and 3 
modes of play. When your little one presses a button on the Tiny Touch Phone it plays 
an en

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $126.50 $97.30

Mr Potato Head Mr & Mrs 
Potato Head Assorted

A slimmer, more active MR. POTATO HEAD has more holes than he used to and more 
facial features! Your child will love putting his nose where his ear should be and building 
many different versions of the original potato friend. The parts are compatible with

Infant & Preschool $96.30 $74.10

Little Learner Bath Squirting Pals 
assorted

Squirting water in the bath. Floats in water. Flashing eyes/mouth unit. Electronic lights 
& sounds. AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $94.20 $72.40

Playgro Tinkle Trio Ideal for teething,helping to relieve sore & sensitive gums. Set of 3 bright & vibrant 
characters. Bird, Cow, Bell for auditory stimulation.

Infant & Preschool $124.60 $95.80

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Belle Large 
Engine/Vehicle

Introducing our Belle Wooden Railway Engine! Belle is a big brave blue engine. She has 
two water cannons high on her boiler from which she can shoot water to fight fires. 
Belle would be overwhelming if she wasn’t so nice, even Cranky likes her! Belle

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $126.90 $97.70



Buddy Bear 36cm - Pink Buddy is one of our most popular bears. Infant & Preschool $100.20 $77.00
Buddy Bear 36cm - Blue Buddy is one of our most popular bears. Infant & Preschool $100.20 $77.00

Thomas The Tank Sorting Box
These multi-functional toys are designed to provide many advantages for young 
children. They develop thinking and physical skills, promote creative play, though and 
learning, all in all a fun environment. Ages 18 months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $100.20 $77.00

Thomas & Friends Track Master 
Core Friends Assorted

Introducing our Bash Wooden Railway Engine! Bash, together with his twin, Dash, are 
mischievous engines who always finish each others sentences. They are playful and 
eager but get things wrong because they don't have any rules on Misty Island. Bash 
Woode

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $119.70 $92.10

Thomas & Friends Track Master 
Favourites Assorted

Introducing our Bash Wooden Railway Engine! Bash, together with his twin, Dash, are 
mischievous engines who always finish each others sentences. They are playful and 
eager but get things wrong because they don't have any rules on Misty Island. Bash 
Woode

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $119.70 $92.10

Little Learner My Little Bot Turn key for eye rolling, press button for light & sound. Multi-articulated arms & legs 
with click click sounds. AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $85.00 $65.40

Little Learner Playhouse Shape 
Sorter

5 chunky blocks with bright colours. Put and take into the playhouse with 
corresponding holes. Insert the key to lock or unlock the door. Slide the window for sun 
and moon. AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $112.60 $86.60

Fisher Price Soothe and Glow 
Owl Girl

This soothing, cuddly owl lights up and glows, with hoot-hoot sounds and over 15 
minutes of soothing music – just give it a gentle squeeze.

Infant & 
Preschool

Fisher Price $132.90 $102.30

Paw Patrol - Look a Likes Game
Perfect for preschool children. Join Chase, Rubble, Skye and the gang in a matching 
adventure! Kids can race to find the matches first or graduate to memory matching to 
see who can find them the fastest. Collect the most pairs and you win!

Infant & 
Preschool Paw Patrol $119.10 $91.60

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Skiff Medium Vehicle 
Engine

Thomas & Friends™ Wooden Railway Skiff is a sailboat that rides on the rails! Skiff’s sail 
raises and lowers and his body rotates. Skiff can connect to other Wooden Railway 
vehicles, train engines or tenders (sold separately) with magnet connectors. Pe

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $95.30 $73.30

Mr Potato Head Classic Marvel 
assorted

One of your favorite Marvel Super Heroes becomes a super tater! With all the familiar 
fun of Mr. Potato Head, little hands can mix and mash their favorite Marvel Super Hero 
parts to create Spider-Man tater and his alter ego, Peter Parker tater. It's easy

Infant & Preschool $126.60 $97.40

Fisher Price Pull Toy Froggy
You can count on Fisher-Price® Laugh & Learn® Count With Me Froggy to help give baby 
a “jump” on shapes, numbers and colors…and motor skill development, too! Five big, 
colorful buttons on Froggy’s back respond to baby’s touch with over 20 sing-along songs

Infant & 
Preschool Fisher Price $126.70 $97.40

Blaze Character Pack Assorted Play pack assortment includes everything you need to recreate the exciting adventures 
of Blaze and the Monster Machines™! Each sold separately and subject to availability.

Infant & 
Preschool

Blaze $126.50 $97.30

Blaze Speedboat Blaze
Blaze has transformed into a record-breaking speedboat and he's getting ready to blaze 
across the water of your tub! Power up Blaze by pumping down on his spoiler and 
pressing the button found on his roof to activate the spinning propeller that will prop

Infant & 
Preschool Blaze $126.50 $97.30

Bunch O Balloons with Launcher
Adding extra excitement to your water bomb fights you can now launch your water 
bombs further into your enemies target. Includes 1 x Launcher and 100 bunch o 
balloons. Age 6+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $94.60 $72.80



Crayola Neon Color Explosion 
Disney Monster High

Bring pre-painted Monster High scenes to life with Colour Explosion Neon with super 
bright colours! Includes: 18 double-sided sheets of pre-printed Monster High scenes on 
Colour Explosion Neon paper and 8 Colour Explosion Neon Makers. Age 6+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $94.60 $72.80

Little Learner My Fun Phone Interactive Phone with touch sensor. Pretend to make phone calls. Learn numbers and 
shapes. English & French language. AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $103.40 $79.50

Little Learner My Fun Camera Press shutter button for light & sounds. Push down to swirl lens. Flashing Light. AGE 12 
months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $103.40 $79.50

Little Learner My First 
Microphone

Softly amplifies your little star's voice. Sing along encourages children to listen, 
remember and repeat. Explore music with cildren's own lyrics to instrumental music. 
AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $121.80 $93.70

Bunnykins Feeding Bowl & 
Spoon - Running Design RED

Adorable Bunnykins suction bowl and spoon for first feeding. With Shining Star design. Infant & 
Preschool

Bunnykins $100.20 $77.00

Ghostbusters Diecast Vehicle 
2pk

The legendary Ghostbusters movie is back with all new heroes driving cool, ghost-
hunting vehicles! This two pack features both a 1:64 scale Ecto-1 car and a 1:50 scale 
Ecto-2 motorcycle. Each comes loaded with iconic gear and classic details fans will che

Infant & 
Preschool Ghostbusters $125.50 $96.50

VTech Toot-Toot Drivers Tractor 
with Trailer

Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $105.00 $80.80

VTech Toot-Toot Drivers Fuel 
Tanker

Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $105.00 $80.80

VTech Pop n' Sing Apple

Fun peek-a-boo play with the pop-up worm. Pull the butterfly up and down to help 
develop motor skills. Press the music button for 3 sing-along songs. Heart button 
teaches shapes, abc and phrases. Removable heart-shape fits over the heart button. 
Age

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $134.30 $103.30

VTech Fly and Learn Aeroplane
3 buttons on the aeroplane side and a large button on top will engage your child as they 
hear fun tunes and learn about animals and numbers. For added excitement, your child 
can push the aeroplane to hear silly sounds and songs. With so much to discover

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $141.10 $108.60

VTech Crawl & Learn Bright 
Lights Ball

Motorised ball with motor rolls on its own to encourage crawling. 3 animal buttons 
introduce shapes, numbers and animals, and promote fine motor skills by sliding, 
turning and twisting. Sliding, turning and twisting animals encourage motor skill 
develop

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $141.10 $108.60

VTech Wind & Waggle Ducks
Fully waterproof bath toy. Turn the key and watch the duckies swim in the water. Over 
15 playful phrases, fun sounds, sing-along songs and lovely melodies. Press the wing 
button to hear songs and to learn letters. Age 12 - 36 months. 2 x AAA batterie

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $134.30 $103.30

VTech Rattle & Roll Racer
"""You can put baby in the driving seat with the Rattle & Roll Racer from VTech! This 
toy car is packed with fun interactive features for your little one to discover and enjoy. 
Shake the smart rattle to make the Rattle & Roll Racer go or put the rattle in

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $158.70 $122.10

VTech Number Fun Turtle
"""Learn early maths skills and age-appropriate pre-school curriculum with this cute 
turtle friend! Your child will love learning with the Number Fun Turtle by VTech®. Turtle 
introduces numbers, colours, shapes, basic addition and musical instruments thro

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $163.60 $125.80



Disney's Zootopia Vehicles with 
Figures Assorted

The Meter Maid Vehicle comes with two traffic cones, a poseable 2.5” Meter Maid 
Figure, 2” Duke Weaselton Figure and bag of onions, all in scale with all of the other 
Zootopia Character Pack Figures and Vehicles. Collect them all so you can recreate the s

Infant & Preschool $157.80 $121.40

Peppa Pig Jumbo Wooden 
Dominoes

Peppa Pig Dominoes is a great game to play with children. It teaches them to take turns, 
how to match patterns and following simple rules. It features all the Peppa Pig 
Characters on one side and numbers on the other. Get 'Oink' and treat it like a Wild

Infant & 
Preschool Peppa Pig $119.70 $92.10

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Connor Large 
Engine/Vehicle

Connor is a streamlined engine from the Mainland, designed for speed. He is excitable 
and energetic and like Caitlin, loves to race the other engines. Connor however, is 
better able to be patient than Caitlin. Connor can connect to other Wooden Railway en

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $127.00 $97.70

Thomas The Tank Jumbo 
Wooden Dominoes

Thomas the Tank Dominoes is a great game to play with children. It teaches them to 
take turns, how to match patterns and following simple rules. It features all the Thomas 
Characters on one side and numbers on the other. Contains 32 'JUMBO' pieces. Ages

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $119.70 $92.10

Bunnykins 3pc Set ABC Design 
Red

"""Indulge your child’s imagination with this beautiful Bunnykins 3 piece dinner set. No 
matter what your age you will fall in love with this ABC Red Design. Meal times will 
become more fun and enjoyable. The melamine is strong and durable and any acciden

Infant & 
Preschool Bunnykins $129.40 $99.60

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway B/O Small Toby

Introducing our Bash Wooden Railway Engine! Bash, together with his twin, Dash, are 
mischievous engines who always finish each others sentences. They are playful and 
eager but get things wrong because they don't have any rules on Misty Island. Bash 
Woode

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $146.60 $112.70

Fisher Price Little People Farm 
Puzzle Book

This charming story book reads itself to little ones, engages them with a puzzle piece to 
place on each page, and teaches shapes, matching and object identification when they 
place all the puzzle pieces in the right spots on the back page. All in one litt

Infant & 
Preschool Fisher Price $157.70 $121.30

Dreamy Eyes 26cm - Elephant Big Dreamy eyes elephant Infant & Preschool $124.60 $95.80
Dreamy Eyes 26cm - Giraffe Big Dreamy eyes Giraffe Infant & Preschool $124.60 $95.80
Dreamy Eyes 26cm - Tiger Big Dreamy Eyes Tiger Infant & Preschool $124.60 $95.80
Dreamy Eyes 26cm - Lion Big Dreamy eyes Lion Infant & Preschool $124.60 $95.80

Blaze Talking Vehicles Assorted

Monster-sized truck tires, authentic styling and lots of phrases make these talking 
Monster Machines a must for every Blaze fan! Perfect for recreating the amazing 
adventures of Blaze and the Monster Machines™, each of these freewheeling vehicles 
comes to

Infant & 
Preschool Blaze $157.70 $121.30

Thomas & Friends Mini Collector 
Case with Rare Thomas

Every engine needs a station to call home, even Thomas & Friends™ Minis! This case 
from Fisher-Price holds 16 mini engines, and includes a special golden Thomas. Open 
the playwheel, and one side doubles as a play surface, so you can send your Thomas & F

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $158.70 $122.10

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Caitlin Large Engine

Caitlin is a streamlined engine from the Mainland, designed for speed. Like Connor, she 
loves to challenge the other engines to a race. She is excitable and energetic and gets 
impatient and restless if she has nothing to do. Caitlin can connect to other W

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $127.00 $97.70

Night Light Stomp Rocket
Launch the Night light Rockets all Day and than at night launch the light-up rockets. The 
night time rockets have flashing lights for that extra fun. These rockets can launch 
approx 30 metres into the air. Includes 5 rockets in total – 3 x non-lighted and

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $85.40 $65.70

Turtle Shape Sorter Shape sorter & turtle - includes 10pce. 12m+ Infant & Preschool $121.80 $93.70



Teletubbies Family Pack
These cute figures are approx 3 inches in size. All your favourite teletubbies available to 
collect! Two different styles of pack: Pack 1 includes Tinky Winky plus Laa Laa sitting as 
well as Po and Dipsy standing. Pack 2 includes Tinky Winky and Laa La

Infant & 
Preschool Teletubbies $156.20 $120.20

Teletubbies 8inch Talking Plush 
Assorted

Your cute and cuddly teletubby now talks! Press their tummy and hear them speak! 
These adorable plush are made with flocked faces and soft frabic bodies. Collect them 
all! Batteries required: 3 x AAA. Ages 18month+

Infant & 
Preschool Teletubbies $158.70 $122.10

"Ghostbusters 6"" Figures 
Theatrical"

The World-Famous Ghostbusters™ are back! Coming to theaters in 2016, the new 
Ghostbusters movie is a wonderful addition to the iconic 80s franchise that has 
delighted generations. Now you can have your own collection of the four new 
Ghostbusters Abby, Eri

Infant & 
Preschool Ghostbusters $156.20 $120.20

VTech Spin & Learn Colours 
Torch

Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $131.40 $101.00

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Multi-Diesel & Steam 2 
Pk

The Diesels and Steamies need oil and coal to keep Sodor steaming along. This 2-pack 
includes a Vicarstown Oil Co. car and a Sodor Coal Car with removable coal cargo. Roll 
the tanker to watch the oil move inside or press the button to watch the tanker lig

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $157.70 $121.30

VTech Tiny Tot Driver
Interactive driving planel with 7 activities imitate driving fun. Introduces animals, 
vehicles and colours. Sliding, turning, pushing, pulling and pressing buttons develop fine 
motor skills. Features three modes of play: animal, driving and music mode.

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $183.10 $140.80

VTech Put & Take Dump Truck

Rumble into the learning zone! Count and play with the Put & Take Dumper Truck by 
VTech. Pop one of the colourful chunky rocks into the magic hole on this cute dumper 
truck to hear numbers and press the chunky buttons to learn colours and tools. Press 
the

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $183.10 $140.80

Little Learner Spinning Bees Press-n-spin top activates colourful spinning bees. Bees race round and round. AGE 6 
months +

Infant & 
Preschool

Little Learner $158.60 $122.00

Little Learner Honey Bee 
Stacking Rings

Electronic stacking rings with wobbly weighted base. 4 rattling stacking rings. Press the 
bee head for a sing along. Encourage baby motor skills and sensory development. 
Batteries included. AGE 12 months +

Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $136.10 $104.70

Dress Up The Wiggles Simon - 3-
5yrs

Red Size 3-5yrs Infant & 
Preschool

The Wiggles $163.60 $125.80

Dress Up The Wiggles Lachy - 3-
5yrs

Yellow Size 3-5yrs Infant & 
Preschool

The Wiggles $163.60 $125.80

Playgro Amazing Garden Twirly 
Whirly

No strings and no ties. Wrap this plush flower stalk around any stroller bar or crib. 
Featuring teethers,crinkle noises,rattle squeaker & textured fabric.

Infant & Preschool $183.10 $140.80

Paw Patrol Inkredibles Magic Ink 
Activity Set

Hours of fun with this great kit containing 96 page colouring book, magic ink picture 
book, write and wipe board, and magic pens. * A board with write-and-wipe activities 
on one side, and Water Wow scene on the other; plus Water Wow Pen and Write-and-
Wip

Infant & 
Preschool Paw Patrol $136.10 $104.70

Fireman Sam Mini Rescue 
Playset - Ocean Rescue

"Includes mini playset with house, ramp, turn table, 1 diecast car hydrus. Combine the 
play sets to create yuour own rescue world for 3"" vehicles …simply click them 
together! Spin Hydrus into action on the spinning turntable."

Infant & Preschool $153.80 $118.30



Fireman Sam Mini Rescue 
Playset - Fire Station

"Includes mini playset with house, ramp, turn table, 1 diecast car venus. Combine 
playsets to create you own rescue world for 3"" vehicles. Spin Venus into action on the 
spinning turntable."

Infant & Preschool $153.80 $118.30

Little Learner Wind up Boat 
assorted

These 2-in-1 Wind up boats are sure to keep your little ones excited for bath time. 
Floats and Runs in the water with no batteries required and includes a removable 
figure! AGE 18 months+

Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $154.50 $118.80

Dress Up The Wiggles - Emma 
(Yellow Size 3-5 yrs)

Yellow Size 3-5yrs Infant & 
Preschool

The Wiggles $167.90 $129.20

Finding Dory Inkredibles Magic 
Ink Activity Set

Have hours of fun with Dory, Nemo and their new friends in this awesome kit. This set 
contains a 72 page colouring and activity book, plus 6 markers. A 48 page Magic Ink 
Pictures book, plus magic pen! A board with write and wipe activities on one side,

Infant & 
Preschool Finding Dory $131.00 $100.80

VTech Bedtime Bunny 
Comforter

Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $158.70 $122.10

Secret Life of Pets - Mini Pets 
Gift Set

Secret Life of Pets - Mini Pets Gift Set/Ever wonder what your pets do while you’re not 
home? Explore The Secret Life of Pets with Mini Pets Collectible Figures. Age 4+

Infant & 
Preschool

Secret Life of 
Pets

$178.20 $137.10

VTech My Laptop
Creative laptop with a-z keyboard, mouse and carry handle for on-the-go play. 
Personalise the laptop with yoru child's name, age and avatar. Learn to spell your child's 
name, age and avatar. Learn to spell your child's name and count their age together

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $212.40 $163.40

VTech Write & Learn Touch 
Tablet

Touch screen with easy-to-hold triangular stylus. Cute notepad design for imitative play. 
5 modes of play and 26 letter buttons, each represented by an animal. Progressive 
learning takes children from shape drawing to letter formation. Age 3 - 6 years

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $188.00 $144.60

VTech Touch & Teach Elephant

Read about Elephant's adventures with the Touch & Teach Elephant by VTech. Explore 
16 interactive story book pages and learn numbers, letters, first words and more. 
Colorful pictures on double-sided durable pages introduce letters of the alphabet, 
animals

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $212.40 $163.40

Sands Alive Classic - Orange 
Sand

Made of All Natural Materials * Molds easily into any shapes.* Easy Clean Up * Use 
again & again* Unique non-toxic formula prevents bacterial growth. Net weight: 680g 
Includes 6 3D Sand Tools, roller and tray for easy use. 3+

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $192.80 $148.30

Toy Story Slinky Dog Fans of the movie Toy Story will recognise this Slinky Dog. He is a movie star! He walks, 
wiggles and ambles along behind while pulled. A classic in any toy box! Age 18mnths+

Infant & 
Preschool

Toy Story $178.20 $137.10

"The Wiggles 15"" Emma Doll" 15 inch talking plush doll, squeeze belly to hear sounds, This product requires 3 x AG 13 
batteries which are included, 18 months +

Infant & 
Preschool

The Wiggles $178.20 $137.10

VTech Peek & Play Baby Book Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $188.00 $144.60

VTech Push & Play Spinning Top Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $188.00 $144.60

Secret Life of Pets - Walking 
Talking Pets assorted

Secret Life of Pets - Walking Talking Pets assorted/Charismatic pet figures that move 
around and even talk! 2x AAA Batteries included. Age 4+

Infant & 
Preschool

Secret Life of 
Pets

$192.80 $148.30



VTech Alphabet Boat

Welcome aboard the Alphabet Boat! Catch the floating 26 letter fish and put them on 
the scale to hear letter names, letter sounds and music! Play simple question and 
answer games that encourage baby to remember what they've learnt. Sing-along songs 
and fr

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $227.00 $174.60

VTech Alphabet Apple
Learning with a crunch! With seven fantastic modes of play the Alphabet Apple has lots 
of exciting and challenging learning games that increase in difficulty giving new levels of 
game play! Discover the world of phonics and learn objects by finding them o

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $227.00 $174.60

Little Learner Turtle Shape 
Suprise

Match shape to its corresponding holes Press the Plunger, the shapes come out from 
his back Helps develope hand-eye coordination, cause and effect, colour, shape and 
texture identification Age 6 mths +

Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $161.40 $124.10

The Wiggles Wiggly Musical 
Guitar

The Wiggles Wiggly Musical Guitar Infant & 
Preschool

The Wiggles $197.70 $152.10

Smart Microwave ( was RRP 
$39.99 )

Realistic role play toy microwave. Turn the light up dial on, select a time setting and see 
the time appear on the little LCD display. The spinning microwave plate and inside light 
creates a light and sound role play experience. Microwaving has never been

Infant & 
Preschool Little Learner $103.40 $79.50

Bunnykins 3D Handprint - Gift 
Box RED

Infant & 
Preschool

Bunnykins $148.90 $114.60

Teletubbies Music Day Playset
Laa Laa is on a musical adventure! This Electronic Music Day Playset features music and 
singing. Play the piano or the drums! Press on the podium to hear sounds. Ages 
18months+

Infant & 
Preschool Teletubbies $241.60 $185.90

VTech My 1st Toolbox Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $236.70 $182.10

Disney's Zootopia Feature Plush 
with Sounds assorted

Infant & Preschool $188.80 $145.20

"Secret Life of Pets - 12"" Plush 
assorted"

"Secret Life of Pets - 12"" Plush assorted/Ever wonder what your pets do while you're 
not home? Explore The Secret Life of Pets with Plush Buddies! This soft plush character 
is ideal for play and display. And when it's time for bed, the plush is perfect f

Infant & 
Preschool

Secret Life of 
Pets $256.30 $197.10

Disney's Zootopia Danger in the 
Rainforest Playset

The Rainforest District is home to tropical animals like Mr. Manchas, a black panther. 
But trouble breaks out when he mysteriously turns savage! The 20” Danger in the 
Rainforest Playset is a large treehouse with a leafy canopy, a wraparound deck, and a br

Infant & Preschool $262.00 $201.50

VTech My Friend Alfie Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $246.50 $189.60

VTech My Friend Alice Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $246.50 $189.60

VTech Paw Patrol Pups to the 
Rescue Driver

"""Ride Ryder’s bike in 3 modes helping the Paw Patrol friends complete missions along 
the way. Play games and learn character facts, directions, road safety more. Paw Patrol 
is on a roll! Lots of exciting missions await with the Pups to the Rescue Driver

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $246.50 $189.60

VTech Starlight Sounds Hippo
Soothing friend helps baby sleep while developing cognitive skills and encouraging 
visual stimulation. Parental controls inlcude: 4 different modes, volume adjustment and 
timer switch (15 minutes/30 monutes/45 minutes. Plays 60 comforting lullabies, na

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $300.20 $230.90



Scooby Doo Trap Time Mystery 
Machine

Open up your Mystery Machine and get the monster-catching equipment ready! Fire 
the net, cage your villain to solve the Scooby-Doo mystery, then drive away! Includes: 
Trap Time Mystery Machine with Monster Cage and Net Cannon. Figures sold 
separately. 2

Infant & Preschool $295.30 $227.10

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Fossil Discovery - Tale of the 
Brave

It's a dino adventure on the Island of Sodor! Send an engine (sold separately) across the 
track in search of fossils. Turn the dial to reveal the cool dinosaur fossils inside! Inspired 
by the DVD movie, Tale of the Brave! 3Y+

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $288.40 $221.80

View Master First Look Kit

The View-Master® Virtual Reality viewer is your portal to immersive, virtual reality 
adventures that will transport you around the world and beyond. For more than 75 
years, generations of kids have been introduced to the wonder of 3-D by View-Master®. 
Now

Infant & Preschool $315.70 $242.90

Spiral Roadway Set Spiral Roadway Set 18m+ Infant & Preschool $241.40 $185.70

VTech My 1st Cash Register Infant & 
Preschool

VTech $275.80 $212.10

VTech Paw Patrol Count & Learn 
Chase

"""Help Chase rescue animals, brush up on numbers and more with the PAW Patrol 
Chase on the Case Cruiser by VTech! Insert one of the 20 badge-shaped blocks into the 
slot on the front of the police truck to learn about counting, shapes, super-cool spy 
gadg

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $275.80 $212.10

Secret Life of Pets - Deluxe 
Talking Plush assorted

Secret Life of Pets - Deluxe Talking Plush assorted/Ever wonder what your pets do while 
you're not home? Explore The Secret Life of Pets with Plush Buddies/ 3XAG13 1.5v 
Batteries included. Age 4+

Infant & 
Preschool

Secret Life of 
Pets $295.30 $227.10

VTech Paw Patrol Treat Time 
Marshall

"""Treat Time Marshall comes with 4 fun modes which teach your child. Feed Marshall 
treats to learn colours, letters, phonics and more! Ready for a Ruff-ruff Rescue! It’s 
Marshall the Firefighter Dalmatian! VTech presents Treat Time Marshall, featuring th

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $314.80 $242.20

VTech Pop & Roll Ball Tower
"""Baby will have hours of fun popping the 4 different coloured balls into the cylinder 
through the electronic hole which recognises the balls as they drop down. Discover 
animals, colours and counting with the 2 modes of play. Twist the key to activate th

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $353.80 $272.20

Peppa Pig Spaceship
Ready for take-off…3…2…1…! How would you like to go to outer space in your very own 
Peppa Pig Spaceship? Well, George Pig and Danny the Dog, who come included, are 
wearing their spacesuits already! Fly the spaceship through air using the large handles.

Infant & 
Preschool Peppa Pig $380.70 $292.80

Little Tikes Discover Sounds 
Kitchen

"""This fun play kitchen playset is an ideal baby toy and toddler toy. Lights, sounds, 
colors and shapes will captivate your little one. We’ve designed this toy kitchen to help 
develop visual perception, fine motor skills and cognitive processes. Plus, ki

Infant & 
Preschool Little Tikes $323.70 $249.00

Thomas & Friends Wooden 
Railway Acc Figure 8 Expansion 
Pack

Add straight-aways and curves to any of your Thomas & Friends™ Wooden Railway™ 
track layouts. The Wooden Railway™ Figure 8 Set Expansion Pack features 15 pieces of 
track to create a variety of layouts with straight paths and twists and turns. Includes a v

Infant & 
Preschool

Thomas & 
Friends $345.00 $265.40

Bunny Surprize - Assorted
Surprise! It's a Bunny! Every girl dreams of getting a bunny and with Bunny Surprise all 
of her dreams and wishes come true when her new Mom arrives. Will there be 3, 4, or 5 
bunnies? Find out how many bunnies Mom has when you open her pouch and reach

Infant & Preschool $350.90 $269.90



Paw Patrol Zumas Bath Playset
Zumas Bath playset and Captain Turbot playset is now available in an assortment. 
Zumas Bath playset - Squeeze Wally's bellys to squirt water! Pump water through boat 
and it shoots out.... cannon! lift bucket to create shower of water Contents: Zuma Figur

Infant & 
Preschool Paw Patrol $329.50 $253.50

Teletubbies 10inch Musical 
Lullaby Laa-Laa

"Lullaby Laa Laa loves singing you to sleep! Laa Laa is a loveable soft toy to ease your 
child to sleep. You can set how long she is on for using the built-in switch for 5, 10 or 15 
minutes and she has a night-light only feature which slowly fases away

Infant & 
Preschool Teletubbies $331.80 $255.30

VTech Play & Learn Activity 
Table

Introduces numbers, colours, animals, musical notes and daily routines. Phone with 10 
numbers buttons encourages role-play. 4 piano keys introduce muscal notes and 
colours. Removable legs allow for easy storage and sit-down play. Age 6 - 36 months. 2

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $368.50 $283.40

VTech First Steps Baby Walker 
Pink

"""Watch your little one take their first precious steps with this fantastic 2-in-1 walker 
and activity centre. With textured wheels, easy grip handle and durable design, the 
sturdy walker gives all the support they need to take their first steps. The fun

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $392.80 $302.20

Big Garage Big Garage Set 18m+ Infant & Preschool $342.70 $263.60

3 in 1 Jumbo Swing The Swing That Grows With You - Easily converts from an infant swing, swing chair or a 
swing seat with no effort required! 12m+

Infant & Preschool $324.70 $249.80

Teletubbies Superdome Playset 
& Figure

Po is relaxing in the Superdome! This Superdom Playset comes with a Po figure. Press 
the buttons on the dance floor for musical effects. Includes spinning seats, pop up toast 
and Noo Noo even moves with sounds! Ages 18months+

Infant & 
Preschool Teletubbies $427.00 $328.50

VTech Toot-Toot Animals Safari 
Park

7 SmartPoint locations for SmartPoint animals. Features include 2 modes of play, 3 
light-up buttons. Introduces animals and their characteristics, colours and music fun. 
Lots of manipulative features strengthen motor skills. Features sing-along songs,

Infant & 
Preschool VTech $431.90 $332.20

Toy Story Sherrif Woody 20th 
Anniversary

Replicated from Disney/Pixar’s digital data, this 20th Anniversary Edition Woody comes 
with a Sheriff badge, hat, boots, bandana, belt and holster. Pull the string on Woody’s 
back for to hear him talk, over 20 phrases in total. Includes cowboy hat. Hig

Infant & 
Preschool Toy Story $441.60 $339.70

Toy Story Jesse Cowgirl 20th 
Anniversary

Yodel-lay-eee-hoo! Pull the string on her back and Jessie talks. Jessie has a soft rag doll 
body with sculpted head, hands, boots, belt and hat. Original voice. Makes the perfect 
companion to the Sheriff Woody and Buzz Lightyear Talking Action Figures

Infant & 
Preschool Toy Story $441.60 $339.70

Toy Story Buzz Lightyear 20th 
Anniversary

Replicated from Disney/Pixar’s digital data, this 20th Anniversary Edition Buzz Lightyear 
comes with original voice, pop-out wings, retractable helmet, laser light and sound 
effects! Press Buzz Lightyear’s oval chest buttons for voice and sound effects.

Infant & 
Preschool Toy Story $441.60 $339.70

YGlider 3 in1 Saddle - Green Infant & 
Preschool

Finding Dory $2.60 $2.00

Ken Duncan 1000pcs Grandeur 
Of Kilimanjaro, Africa

Iconic Australian photographer, Ken Duncan, has recived numerous awards for his 
work, both in Australia and overseas. For this new series of jigsaw puzzles - The Fine Art 
Series - Ken Duncan has travelled extensively throughout Africa and India to train h

Jigsaw Puzzles $191.40 $136.70

That's Life 1000pcs Puzzle - 
Kitchen

FUN CHAOTIC 1000pc PUZZLES RIGHT OUT OF LIFE. Suitable for both novices and expert 
puzzle fans. Great to collect and puzzle it togther.

Jigsaw Puzzles $96.80 $69.10

That's Life 1000pce Puzzle - 
Brewery

FUN CHAOTIC 1000pc PUZZLES RIGHT OUT OF LIFE. Suitable for both novices and expert 
puzzle fans. Great to collect and puzzle it togther.

Jigsaw Puzzles $96.80 $69.10



That's Life 1000pce Puzzle - 
Farm

FUN CHAOTIC 1000pc PUZZLES RIGHT OUT OF LIFE. Suitable for both novices and expert 
puzzle fans. Great to collect and puzzle it togther.

Jigsaw Puzzles $96.80 $69.10

That's Life 1000pce Puzzle - Zoo FUN CHAOTIC 1000pc PUZZLES RIGHT OUT OF LIFE. Suitable for both novices and expert 
puzzle fans. Great to collect and puzzle it togther.

Jigsaw Puzzles $96.80 $69.10

That's Life 1000pce Puzzle - 
Traffic

FUN CHAOTIC 1000pc PUZZLES RIGHT OUT OF LIFE. Suitable for both novices and expert 
puzzle fans. Great to collect and puzzle it togther.

Jigsaw Puzzles $96.80 $69.10

500pce Jigsaw - A New Moon Amazing images come to life with this 500 piece puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $94.20 $72.40

500pce Jigsaw - Among the 
Peonies

Amazing images come to life with this 500 piece puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $94.20 $72.40

1000pce Jigsaw - Keukenhof 
Gardens

Stunning scenery comes to life with this 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $71.60 $55.10

1000pce Jigsaw - Aarburg Castle, 
Switzerland

Stunning scenery comes to life with this 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $71.60 $55.10

1000pce Jigsaw - Vernazza, Italy Stunning scenery comes to life with this 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $71.60 $55.10

1000pce Jigsaw - Riomaggiore, 
Cinque Terre, Italy

Stunning scenery comes to life with this 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $71.60 $55.10

1000pce Jigsaw - Roman Forum, 
Italy

Stunning scenery comes to life with this 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $71.60 $55.10

1000pce Jigsaw - Al-Khazneh, 
Jordan

Stunning scenery comes to life with this 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzles Reading Books $71.60 $55.10

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - Ocean 
Selfie

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, revealting a hilarious 3D selfie once 
completed!

Jigsaw Puzzles Toy Story $92.30 $71.00

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - Africa 
Selfie

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, revealting a hilarious 3D selfie once 
completed!

Jigsaw Puzzles Toy Story $92.30 $71.00

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - Pet 
Selfie

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, revealting a hilarious 3D selfie once 
completed!

Jigsaw Puzzles Toy Story $92.30 $71.00

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - Zoo 
Selfie

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, revealting a hilarious 3D selfie once 
completed!

Jigsaw Puzzles Toy Story $92.30 $71.00

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - 
Ancient China: The Great Wall

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, everyone will love this super 3D 
puzzle.

Jigsaw Puzzles $99.20 $76.30

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - 
Ancient Egypt: The Sphinx

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, everyone will love this super 3D 
puzzle.

Jigsaw Puzzles $99.20 $76.30



500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - 
Ancient Greece: The Parthenon

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, everyone will love this super 3D 
puzzle.

Jigsaw Puzzles $99.20 $76.30

500pce 3D Jigsaw Puzzle - 
Ancient Rome: The Colosseum

This 500 piece puzzle is easy to assemble, with a guide on the cover to help younger 
kids and cool 3D effects for the older generation, everyone will love this super 3D 
puzzle.

Jigsaw Puzzles $99.20 $76.30

Creative Leisure 1000pce Puzzle 
- The Three Sisters Blue 
Mountains NSW

"""THE THREE SISTERS BLUE MOUNTAINS WORLD HERITAGE AREA KATOOMBA NSW 
1000pc puzzle - This image features the famous rock formations “The Three Sisters” 
weathered by time and erosion and the grandeur of the Jamison Valley located near 
Echo Point,

Jigsaw Puzzles Fun Factory $89.90 $69.10

Creative Leisure 1000pce Puzzle 
- Garden of Stone Capetree 
Valley NSW

"""GARDEN OF STONE CAPERTEE VALLEY NSW 1000pc puzzle Travelling three hours 
west of Sydney you will find the Capertee Valley located within the Gardens of Stone 
National Park. The Capertee Valley is indeed awe inspiring in it’s beauty and majesty 
and i

Jigsaw Puzzles Fun Factory $89.90 $69.10

Creative Leisure 1000pce Puzzle 
- Twelve Oppostles Great Ocean 
Rd VIC

"""THE TWELVE APOSTLES GREAT OCEAN ROAD PORT CAMPBELL VICTORIA 1000pc 
puzzle The Twelve Apostles are located on Australia’s Great Ocean Road, south of the 
City of Melbourne. Stretching a length of 243 kilometres from Torquay in the north to 
Adamstow

Jigsaw Puzzles Fun Factory $89.90 $69.10

Creative Leisure 1000pce Puzzle 
- Mystical St Albans NSW

"""MYSTICAL, ST ALBANS NSW 1000pc puzzle St Albans is an historic Hawkesbury River 
hamlet which dates to 1841, it is an area that Philip Johnson wanders occasionally 
because of it’s close vicinity to Sydney. While travelling the back roads of this are

Jigsaw Puzzles Fun Factory $89.90 $69.10

Ken Duncan 1000pcs Gorillas In 
The Mist, Africa

Iconic Australian photographer, Ken Duncan, has recived numerous awards for his 
work, both in Australia and overseas. For this new series of jigsaw puzzles - The Fine Art 
Series - Ken Duncan has travelled extensively throughout Africa and India to train h

Jigsaw Puzzles $197.20 $151.70

Ken Duncan North West Bend 
Murray river, Morgan SA

Ken Duncan is well known as the pioneer of Photographic Art in BOTH in Australia and 
throughout the world. Capturing the rich ochre reds of the outback, the turquoise blues 
of the sea and shadowed greens of the rain forest, this high quality range of J

Jigsaw Puzzles $197.20 $151.70

Ken Duncan Kata Tjata Sunrise, 
NT

In this exciting range of high quality Ken Duncan Jigsaw Puzzles, we give you the 
opportunity to enjoy the splendour and the diverse character of Australia - from the 
cities to the wilderness. All Puzzles contain 748 pieces and are 830 x 310 mm. Age 12+

Jigsaw Puzzles $197.20 $151.70

Ken Duncan Golden Grove, 
Omeo VIC

Ken Duncan is well known as the pioneer of Photographic Art in BOTH in Australia and 
throughout the world. Capturing the rich ochre reds of the outback, the turquoise blues 
of the sea and shadowed greens of the rain forest, this high quality range of J

Jigsaw Puzzles $197.20 $151.70

Ken Duncan Glass House Rocks, 
Narooma NSW

In this exciting range of high quality Ken Duncan Jigsaw Puzzles, we give you the 
opportunity to enjoy the splendour and the diverse character of Australia - from the 
cities to the wilderness. All Puzzles contain 748 pieces and are 830 x 310 mm. Age 12+

Jigsaw Puzzles $197.20 $151.70

Ken Duncan 748pcs Milla Milla 
Falls - QLD

In this exciting range of high quality Ken Duncan Jigsaw Puzzles, we give you the 
opportunity to enjoy the splendour and the diverse character of Australia - from the 
cities to the wilderness. All Puzzles contain 748 pieces and are 830 x 310 mm. Age 12+

Jigsaw Puzzles $197.20 $151.70

LEGO Star Wars Darth Vader 
LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60



LEGO Star Wars Yoda LED Key 
Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Star Wars Stormtrooper 
LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Star Wars C3PO LED Key 
Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Star Wars Boba Fett LED 
Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Star Wars R2D2 LED Key 
Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Star Wars Chewbacca LED 
Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Star Wars Han Solo LED 
Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO DC Super Heroes Batman 
LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO DC Super Heroes The 
Joker LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO DC Super Heroes 
Superman LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO DC Super Heroes Wonder 
Woman LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO DC Super Heroes The 
Flash LED Key Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO DC Super Heroes Batman 
LED Lite Torch

Lego $228.70 $163.40

LEGO Ninjago Jay LED Key Lite Lego $107.30 $76.60
LEGO Ninjago Kai LED Key Lite Lego $107.30 $76.60
LEGO Ninjago Lloyd LED Key Lite Lego $107.30 $76.60
LEGO Friends Olivia LED Key Lite Lego $107.30 $76.60

LEGO Friends Stephanie LED Key 
Lite

Lego $107.30 $76.60

Bubble Club Bubble Gun Battery powered bubble blower includes dip-dish and bubble solution Continous, 
triggered bubble blowing capacity 2 x AA Batteries required (Not included) Age 3yrs+

Novelty Bubble Club $81.60 $58.30

King Marbles Bombsters Mixed 
Tombollers

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $27.50 $19.60



King Marbles Outback Collection 
Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $23.30 $16.70

"Playball Nobby 8.5"" Fluoro 
Assorted"

Easy grip nobby balls. Assorted colours - blue, red and purple Novelty $23.80 $17.00

Splat-It - Equalizer Single Shot
Get ready for the new Splat It string shooter! It shoots splat it string up to 20 feet, and 
just so you never run out of ammo it instantly transforms into a high powered water 
gun!

Novelty $147.20 $105.20

Splat-It - Enforcer Double Shot
Get ready for the new Splat It string shooter! It shoots splat it string up to 20 feet, and 
just so you never run out of ammo it instantly transforms into a high powered water 
gun!

Novelty $228.10 $162.90

Splat-It - Refill Cans ( can be sold 
in display of 12 )

Get ready for the new Splat It string shooter! It shoots splat it string up to 20 feet, and 
just so you never run out of ammo it instantly transforms into a high powered water 
gun!

Novelty $43.20 $30.90

Duncans Pro Yo Yo Assorted
Features a patented removeable/replaceable wooden axle that makes looping tricks 
easy. Plastic, rim-weighted design increases spin time. Take apart design allows for easy 
knot removal. Beginner yo-yo.

Novelty $65.20 $46.60

Duncans Reflex Auto Return Yo-
Yo

Features auto-return technology. Reflex returns automatically when it reaches the end 
of its spin. High speed trans-axle for longer spin time. Perfect for beginners.

Novelty $107.30 $76.60

Yo Yo String 5pk - White Each pack contains 5 (five) 100% cotton strings. Novelty $44.20 $31.60

Super Bumpy Ball Assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD as a display of 24)

Compressed PU Foam. Play description: Bounce and catch superball with friends. Test 
your reaction time as the superball bounces in any direction!

Novelty $23.20 $16.60

Imoji Plush 11cm Plush ( can be 
sold in display of 12 )

Collect your favourite Imojis in plush form. Faces taken from Android and WhatsApp 
messaging.3+

Novelty $102.60 $73.30

Marbles 21pce Assorted ( ONLY 
SOLD as a Display of 36)

All the assorted marbles you need for that exciting marble play-off. One 25mm marble, 
20 16mm marbles.

Novelty $17.30 $13.30

King Marbles 21pce - 
Bumbletoons

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Mighty Max set consists of 4 x 35mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Cool Whip
Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Cosmic 
Pixy

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Mighty Max set consists of 4 x 35mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Evil 
Sprocket

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Classic set which consists of 1 x 25mm marble 
and 20 x 16mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Outer 
Space

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Classic set which consists of 1 x 25mm marble 
and 20 x 16mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80



King Marbles 21pce - Stripy 
Toons

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Classic set which consists of 1 x 25mm marble 
and 20 x 16mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Winter 
Frosties

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Happy Henry set consists of 8 x 25mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Clown 
Balls

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Classic set which consists of 1 x 25mm marble 
and 20 x 16mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Art Deco 
Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - ART 
NEVEOUS MARBLES

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Bunting 
Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Dragon 
Fire Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Goldy 
Threes Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Ice 
Frosties Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Parak 
Hoots Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Pearly 
Kings Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Pearly 
Queens Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Shark 
Toons Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80

King Marbles 21pce - Shiny 
Toads Marbles

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. We have taken a game that is renowned 
throughout the world and each pack has its own game printed on the back!

Novelty King Marbles $19.30 $14.80



Imoji Plush 7cm Keychain 
assorted ( can be sold in display 
of 24 )

Collect your favourite Imojis in plush form. Faces taken from Android and WhatsApp 
messaging.3+ Novelty $22.10 $17.00

Marbles 16mm 80pc Assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD in Display of 12)

Hours of fun with classic sharp-shooter marbles. 80 piece set. Novelty $24.60 $18.90

King Marbles 45mm 2pce 
Tombollers - Cosmic Pixy

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Cosmic Pixy set consists of 2 x 45mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $21.10 $16.20

King Marbles 45mm 2pce 
Tombollers - Pearly Kings

Each marble is made from a mix of coloured glass, fused together and shaped into 
round marbles with different patterns. Awesome Ally set consists of 2 x 45mm marbles

Novelty King Marbles $21.10 $16.20

Licensed Light Up Water Glitter 
Balls Assorted (Can be sold as a 
Display of 12)

Assortment Includes: *Disney Princess, *Doc McStuffins, *Cars, *Minnie, *Little 
Mermaid, *Sophia The First, *Star Wars, *Jake & The Neverland Pirates, *Spiderman, 
*Avengers, *Monsters University & Cars

Novelty $25.60 $19.70

Yotech Yo Yo String - 8 Pack Replacement Strings for your Yoyo Novelty $27.00 $20.80
The Original Jacks Fluro All time favourite game! Ages 3+ Novelty $28.00 $21.50
Robot Claw Activate your personal robot powers with this far-reaching claw Novelty $29.80 $22.90

Bubble Club Bubble Solution 
946ml Refill

Bubble solution 946ml Age 3yrs+ Novelty Bubble Club $39.00 $30.00

Ultra Bouncing Bubble Re-fill 
Solution

59ml solution included can fill up 80% of the tray x 3 times, for the bubble blower to dip 
for 270 times.

Novelty $39.70 $30.50

Handcuffs Diecast Metal Handcuffs Diecast Metal Novelty $44.00 $33.90

Original Metal Slinky (Can be 
sold as a Display of 12)

The original Slinky! It walks, it springs, it shimmers! Yes, it's back. Or did it ever go 
away? Walk, bounce, spring, juggle, flip or jiggle. Watch your original Slinky toy walk its 
way down stairs, or just juggle it back and forth in your hands! Slinkys

Novelty $46.50 $35.80

Rainbow Ribbons Small (Wood 
Stem)

The original Rainbow Ribbon with over 2 metres of ribbon on a wooden stick. The toy 
that is fun for children of all ages! Age 3+

Novelty $51.40 $39.50

Illooms Plain Mixed 4pk (can be 
sold in display of 10)

4 balloons per pack, light up balloon with dual power cell, LED light, pull tab activation, 
lights up for up to 15hrs. Light up your celebration with mixed plain ILLOOMS.

Novelty $46.00 $35.40

Imagine Ink: Magic Ink Pictures 
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE

See your favourite characters and scenes come to life with these great Imagine Ink 
Titles! Includes: 24 Page Flip Pad and Marker

Novelty $44.00 $33.90

Yotech Yo Yo Flash Light - Level 
2

The Flash Light is an advanced Level 2 yoyo. It's Auto Return System means you will be a 
yoyo pro in no time. With blazing LED lights this yoyo will suit intermediate through to 
expert abilities. The Flash Light is the optimum weight with a metal axis and

Novelty $75.80 $58.30

Bubble Club Sword and Wand 
Assorted

Push button and wave the wand to create incredibly gigantic bubbles. includes 118ml 
Bubble solution.

Novelty Bubble Club $83.10 $64.00

Bubble Club Bubble Solution 
1892ml Refill

Bubble Solution 1892ml Refill Safety sealed Age 3yrs+ Novelty Bubble Club $66.60 $51.20

Carry Along Activity Traveler - 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
TURTLES

Travel in fun style! 72 Pages of activities with attached crayons make the carry along the 
perfect on the go activity! Novelty $57.40 $44.10



Gazillion Bubbles 2 Ltr Solution
This top secret “super solution” has been formulated to create the biggest, brightest 
most colorful bubbles on earth! Each 2-liter bottle of Gazillion Bubbles solution comes 
with a specially designed 9-in-1 bubble wand. With Gazillion Bubbles and the mult

Novelty Gazillion 
Bubbles $69.60 $53.50

Gazillion Bubbles Blaster
Get the bubble party started with the Gazillion Bubble Blaster! Simply pour Gazillion 
Bubbles solution into the included tray, dip the bubble blaster into the solution, and 
pull the trigger to create a continuous stream of colorful bubbles! Includes a dip

Novelty Gazillion 
Bubbles $73.20 $56.30

Disney's Zootopia Character 
Packs - Assortment 1

Character Packs include, Nick Wilde and Finnick, Officer Judy Hopps and Assistant 
Mayor Bellwethe , Mr. Big and Kevin, McHorn and Safety Squirrel. Ages 3 Years+. No 
batteries required

Novelty $89.00 $68.50

Bubble Club Stomp Rocket with 
Bubble Solution

Makes Bubbles as it flies. Stomp to launch. Rocket launches over 15 feet high. Includes 
Rocket, launcher with solution tray and 8oz bubble solution. Age 6+

Novelty Bubble Club $131.00 $100.80

Bubble Club Bubble-Ator

Just press the trigger in this colourful Bubble-Ator and impress your friends when 
billions of bubbles stream out from the gun. Each Bubble-Ator is packed with a 4oz 
bottle of bubble solution to ensure continuous stream of bubbles. Just screw the top of 
t

Novelty Bubble Club $112.60 $86.60

Bubble Club Air Bubbler with 
Bubble Solution

*Battery-Powered Bubble Blowing Machine *Dip in Bubble Solution, press trigger to 
blow a continuous stream of large bubbles. *Comes with 4oz Bubble solution * 2 AA 
Batteries required - NOT included

Novelty Bubble Club $112.60 $86.60

Gazillion Bubbles Incredibubble 
Wand assorted

Use the Incredibubble Wand to make bubbles as big as you! Comes with secret bubble 
solution!

Novelty Gazillion 
Bubbles

$131.50 $101.10

Megasketcher Classique
Children love to draw, and the Megasketcher from Tomy is a fun, clean, and tidy 
variation on the traditional pencils and paper. A magic 'pen' (attached by a piece of 
string to avoid losing it under the sofa) allows children to draw, scribble, and write, w

Novelty $177.80 $136.70

Gazillion Bubbles Machine - 
Monsoon

bubble machine blows bubbles straight up in the air! Simply pour the solution into the 
spout, push the button, and watch in amazement as a Monsoon of bubbles blows into 
the sky! The Gazillion Bubbles Monsoon includes an 8 oz. bottle of non-toxic Gazillion

Novelty Gazillion 
Bubbles $208.80 $160.60

Accounts Use only Novelty Bubble Club $2.60 $2.00

Pokemon 20th Anniversary 
Pikachu Plush

To all Pokemon Trainers out there! In celebration of Pokemon's 20th anniversary, go 
and catch this limited edition 10 inch Pikachu plush.

Pokemon $148.40 $114.10

Pokemon 20th Anniversary 
30cm Pikachu Plush

To all Pokemon Trainers out there! In celebration of Pokemon's 20th anniversary, go 
and catch this limited edition 10 inch Pikachu plush.

Pokemon $206.90 $159.20

Chalkie Stencils set assorted Pokemon $2.60 $2.00

Radio Control Amphibious Dino 
Basher - Assorted

Dickie Toys RC Amphibious Dino Basher Crocodile Vehicle works in water as well as on 
land The Remote Control Amphibious Dino Basher Vehicle from Dickie Toys is the first 
land and water remote control vehicle available. Speed your Dino Basher through land

Radio Control Caterpillar $401.50 $286.80

Radio Control Wheely Bus
Watch the wheels of the bus go around with the Dickie Toys T1 Wheely Bus! This sturdy 
vehicle features a 3-channel wireless remote control handset for hours of fun and 
adventure. A VW bus races to the scene on extra-large tires. Complete with a turbo butt

Radio Control Caterpillar $359.40 $256.70



Eztec 6V Rechargeable NI-CD 
Battery Pack ( For Eztec Radio 
Control Product )

Charges up 1000 times. For use with Eztec Radio Control Cars requiring 6V Battery Pack. Radio Control $140.70 $108.20

Eztec 6V Battery Charger ( for 
EZTEC radio control product )

Charges all 6V Batteries up to 1000 times. 240V Charger Radio Control $94.60 $72.80

Radio Control Buggy Car 
assorted

Radio Control Car. Great speed and easy to control. Full function. AGE 3+ Radio Control $117.70 $90.50

Radio Control Mini Comby Van 
assorted

Full function radio control Combie Van. Forward, reverse, turn right & left. Watch these 
little high speed vehicles go. Have 2 frequencies for multiple play. Batteries Not 
Included. AGE 4+

Radio Control Road Rippers $117.70 $90.50

Radio Control 1/24 Vehicles 
assorted

Radio Control 1/24 Vehicles - Functions: Forward, Backward, Left and Right Turn. 
Assortment of 3 colours

Radio Control Yvolution $131.00 $100.80

Radio Control 1:20 Off Road SUV 
Vehicles assorted

Full Function Radio Control SUV vehicles. Great front & rear suspension. Batteries not 
included. AGE 3+

Radio Control Tonka $204.60 $157.40

Radio Control 1/18 Vehicles 
assorted

Radio Control 1/18 Vehicles - Functions: Forward, Backward, Left and Right Turn 
Assortment of 3 colours

Radio Control Yvolution $177.00 $136.20

Eztec 9.6V Rechargeable NI-CD 
Battery Pack ( For Eztec Radio 
Control Product )

Charges up 1000 times. For use with Eztec Radio Control Cars requiring 9.6V Battery 
Pack. Radio Control $140.70 $108.20

Radio Control X6.0 Nano 
Quadcopter

Radio Control Paw Patrol $287.50 $221.10

Radio Control Gator Buggy with 
rechargeable Battery

Radio Control Paw Patrol $466.50 $358.80

3-D Star Theatre recommended for ages 8 + years, 4 AA Batteries required Science/Nature $318.00 $227.10

Glow in the Dark - Wonder Stars
Mini glow in the dark stars - pack of 50 Turn your room into a miniature galaxy with 
these 50 plastic glow-in-the-dark stars. Powered by Glominite, the stars are guaranteed 
to glow for a lifetime. Just expose to light to recharge them. Includes adhesive p

Science/Nature $34.40 $26.40

Glow in the Dark - Colourful 
Twinkle Stars

Starlight for a good night's sleep Lifetime Glow Guarantee 40 Colorful Glow-in-the-Dark 
Twinkly Stars

Science/Nature $34.40 $26.40

3D Planets Want to hang the solar system from your ceiling? You need to ‘plan-et’! These 9 orbs 
are just the trick. Age 5+

Science/Nature $51.40 $39.50

Creeper Keeper Science/Nature $37.10 $28.60

BUG OUT - Lil' Bug 
inspector/insect inspector 
assorted

Lil' Bug inspector comprises of tweezers or net with which to catch the Bug and a 
holding cell for the bugs. Feed your bugs and see how they live. Insect inspector 
consisits of a easy squeeze-bulb sucker to suck the insects and a holding cell with 
magnify

Science/Nature Bug Out $66.60 $51.20

BUG OUT - Bug Net & 
Magnifying Glass

Catch your bugs or even butterflies with this large net with a 26cm diameter, than study 
your insects closely with the magnifying glass and marvel at nature. Comes with 
tweezers with which to pick up your catch!

Science/Nature Bug Out $66.60 $51.20



Wild Science Bath Bomb Studio Mold your own scented and coloured bath bombs. Totally safe for bath time! All 
chemicals, tools and molds included. Ages 8+

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Perfume Studio Extract, filter and blend your own secret scent formaulae. Professional base perfumes, 
pressure filtering tools and a pocket size perfume sprayer included. Ages 8+

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Magic Nail Studio Create real custom nail polishes with solar colour change effects. Colours, shimmer, 
tools and bottles included. SAFE! No dangerous solvents. Ages 8+

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Crystal Growing 
Studio

Create a gorgeous 'Citrine Crystal Ball' cour your crystal collection. All tools and 
ingredients included…and a fabulous hanging display! Ages 8+

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Rocket Ball 
Workshop

Unique and unbelievable. Make a ballistic collision ball launcher and watch the rocket 
ball go MUCH higher than you dropped it. Ages 8+

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Anti-Gravity 
Workshop

Levitate tiny stars across space with your Power Finger. Roll spooky wheels by remote 
'Mind Power'. Control a flying air surfer and command magnetic mountains to erupt in 
invisable force fields…and more! Ages 6+

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Zombie Zoo
"""A UNIQUE, COLLECTABLE affordable start to the addictive fun of CLAYMATION movie 
making. A unique, collectable, affordable start to the addictive fun of Claymation movie 
making. Uses Smartphone or Tablet with camera and access to APP Stores"""

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Jurassic Larks
"""A UNIQUE, COLLECTABLE affordable start to the addictive fun of CLAYMATION movie 
making. A unique, collectable, affordable start to the addictive fun of Claymation movie 
making. Uses Smartphone or Tablet with camera and access to APP Stores"""

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Ocean Friends 
Studio

Sunny starfish, shimmering shells, funny fishes, suspended in glittering, transparent 
soap shapes. Design, melt, mix, decorate, embed, cool and USE them for LUXURIOUS 
creative bath time!

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Rocket Racer 
Workshop

Unique balloon powered drag racer plus flying rocket system. Vary number of jets, 
thrust angle, wheel sizes. Race on land and air at the same time!

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Wild Science Zombie Blood N 
Guts

Create your own Zombie 'Blood-in-a-Bag'. Get Down and Booger with Exploding Zombie 
Snot, grow some gruesome Zombie Guts, pickle a pair of Ghastly Levitating Eyeballs, 
wriggle out some Worms and Maggots. Then make musical Fart Putty for Zombie Sound 
FX t

Science/Nature Wild Science $80.60 $62.00

Outdoor Adventure Microscope
"""See the world in close-up with this hand held microscope - perfect for on-the-go 
exploration! The easy to use zoom has 20x to 40x magnification, with built in 
illumination and break-away lanyard. Age 6+"""

Science/Nature $100.20 $77.00

Glow in the Dark - Star Explosion Glow in the dark stars - take your bedroom into the solar system Science/Nature $178.20 $137.10

Dr Cool Dinosaur Dig Kit
Excavate 3 genuine dinosaur fossil specimens - you will uncover a real dinosaur tooth, 
dino bone and petrified dino poop specimens! This hands-on kit includes an excavation 
tool, brush, magnifying glass, full colour information guide and an activity bookl

Science/Nature $119.70 $92.10

Dr Cool Golden Nugget Dig Kit
Excavate 3 golden nugget specimens - you will uncover 3 genuine pyrite or 'fool's gold' 
specimens! Includes an excavation tool, brush, magnifying glass, full colour information 
guide and an activity booklet. Age 6+

Science/Nature $119.70 $92.10



BUG OUT - Super Ant Farm
This large ant farm has rotating wheels and moving stairs to ensure a busy ant farm. 
Fully accessorised with everything else that a super ant farm would need. Also comes 
with a booklet of instructions of how to keep a healthy ant.

Science/Nature Bug Out $126.90 $97.60

3-D Solar System
"""Eight colourful glow-in-the-dark planets, plus Pluto, over 200 adhesive stars, string, 
putty and a solar system guide are included to recreate a glowing solar system in any 
room. The perfect complement to the Star Explosion kit. Age 5+"""

Science/Nature $163.60 $125.80

Teeny Tys Stand """Teeny Tys Stand ONLY - (Displays 144 units and stores an additional 144 units in 
built-in storage)"""

Science/Nature Wild Science $2.60 $2.00

Intex Mushroom Pool with 
Canopy ( was RRP $29.99 )

"40"" x 35"" (1.02m x 89cm) inflated • 10ga (0.25mm) vinyl • Baby’s own pool with 
built-in mushroom sunshade • A soft inflatable floor allows for gentle play • Capacity 
5"" (13cm) of wall height: 12 gal (45L) • Repair patch"

Specials Guns/Swords $97.00 $69.30

Ausini City Mini Truck 49pcs 
(was RRP $4.99 )

Ausini: City (49 Pieces) - 1 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * High Performance 
The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will give you 
infinte pleasure

Specials Guns/Swords $10.20 $7.30

Ausini Construction Forklift 
101pcs ( was RRP $9.99 )

Ausini: Engineering Construction (101 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High 
Quality * High Performance The excellent design special for your children. The all 
exciting new set will give you infinte pleasuse

Specials Fun Factory $27.60 $19.70

Ausini City Double Decker Bus 
282pcs ( was RRP $24.99 )

Ausini: City (282 Pieces) - 3 out of 5 Star for Difficulty. * High Quality * High 
Performance. The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will 
give you infinte pleasure

Specials Fun Factory $71.70 $51.20

Ausini City Ambulance 155pcs ( 
was RRP $12.99 )

Ausini: City (155 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty. * High Quality * High 
Performance. The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will 
give you infinte pleasure

Specials Fun Factory $37.50 $26.80

Retro Deck Replacement Specials Fun Factory $151.50 $108.20

Ausini Millitary Ambulance 
185pcs ( was RRP $14.99 )

Ausini: Army Guard Max War (185 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * 
High Performance. The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new 
set will give you infinte pleasure

Specials Road Rippers $42.00 $30.00

Ausini Millitary Plane 105pcs ( 
was RRP $9.99 )

Ausini: Army Guard Max War (105 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * 
High Performance. The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new 
set will give you infinte pleasure

Specials Road Rippers $34.00 $24.30

Ausini City Taxi 71pcs ( was RRP 
$6.99 )

Ausini: City (71 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * High Performance 
The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will give you 
infinte pleasure

Specials Road Rippers $17.70 $12.60

Ausini City Pizza Van 56pcs ( was 
RRP $4.99 )

Ausini: City (56 Pieces) - 1 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * High Performance 
The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will give you 
infinte pleasure

Specials Road Rippers $10.20 $7.30

Ausini Construction Crane 57pcs 
( was RRP $5.99 )

Ausini: Engineering Construction (57 Pieces) - 1 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality 
* High Performance The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new 
set will give you infinte pleasuse

Specials Road Rippers $17.70 $12.60



Ausini Fairyland Kitchen 148pcs 
( was RRP $12.99 )

Ausini: Fairyland (148 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * High 
Performance The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will 
give you infinte pleasure

Specials Road Rippers $42.00 $30.00

Ausini Fairyland Beauty Shop 
146pcs ( was RRP $9.99 )

Ausini: Fairyland (146 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * High 
Performance The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will 
give you infinte pleasure

Specials Road Rippers $27.60 $19.70

Trixy & Troy Starter Pack Me 
And My Family ( was RRP $7.99 )

This kit contains flashcards describing each member of Troy's family and a sticker sheet 
to help understand family relationships. Meet Troy's entire family, find out what they 
do and how they relate to each other. Contents: 8 Stand-up Flas Cards,Sticker A

Specials Bosch $22.10 $15.80

Simpsons Deluxe Talking Figure 
#2 Assorted ( was RRP $19.99 )

Based on character from the longest running animated TV show in history The 
Simpsons. Exclusive episode related figure and packaging featuring collectable ‘Moment 
in time’ Simpsons screen capture. Press the sound button to hear a classic phrase. 
Recreate

Specials
Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

$77.10 $55.10

"Thunderbirds 3.75"" Action 
Figure ( was RRP $16.99 )"

Thunderbirds Are Go! The hit TV show is back, and kids are going to love to take on 
their own missions with these articulated Action figures

Specials $67.20 $48.00

Thunderbirds International 
Rescue Roleplay Uniform ( was 
RRP $39.99 )

Scott Tracy International Rescue Role Play Uniform Specials Little Tikes $151.50 $108.20

Disney's Miles From 
Tomorrowland - Star Jetter 
Spaceship with Miles ( was RRP 
$49.99 )

Miles From Tomorrowland opens the door to imagination! Kids enjoy hours of play with 
our selection of Miles From Tomorrowland toys including the Starjetter, the Callisto 
Family’s space craft. The Starjetter sees the family through outer space missions and

Specials $191.10 $136.50

Top Trumps Horrible Histories ( 
was $9.99 )

Ages 5+ Specials Guns/Swords $37.50 $26.80

Zombies Plaque 35cm ( was RRP 
$2.99 )

Zombies Plaque 35cm Specials $10.00 $7.70

Intex Arm Bands L'il Star ( was 
RRP $4.99 )

* 23cm x 15cm * Ages 3- 6 * 2 air chambers Specials Guns/Swords $11.80 $9.10

Chalkie Chalk Bomb assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD in Display of 48 ) ( 
was RRP $3.99 )

Throw with Colours! Run with Colours! Colour your Attack! These unique and 
innovative rainbow coloured chalk powder bombs are just great for outdoor fun. Chalk 
powder is washable and safe. 200+ throws! Create art with every toss. Age 6+

Specials $11.80 $9.10

Makeup Compact Kit ( was RRP 
$4.99 )

Makeup Compact kit, star shaped - real makeup - 3+ Specials $16.40 $12.60

"Sparkle Girlz 10.5"" Outfits 
assorted ( was RRP $6.99 )"

"10.5"" outfits that fit all 10.5"" Sparkle Girlz Dolls and other same size other dolls. Age 
3+"

Specials Sparkle Girlz $20.50 $15.80

Watering Can 23cm ( was RRP 
$5.99 )

Keep your gardens refreshed with these cute and colourful 23cm Watering Cans Specials $20.50 $15.80

XSHOT Foam Sword assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD in display of 12 ) ( 
was RRP $7.99 )

Become the ulitimate swordsman with the XSHOT Sword series. Featuring three hero 
styles select your favourite and battel against your freinds. Be a Pirate Renegade, Ninja 
Warrior or Medieval Knight and discover hours of swashbuckling adverntures! Light we

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters $20.50 $15.80



"Intex Beach Ball 24"" Aquarium 
Assorted ( was RRP $6.99 )"

"* 61cm (24"") * Ages 3+ * Assorted Bright Colours * Repair Patch" Specials Guns/Swords $16.40 $12.60

Ausini City Airbus 78pcs ( was 
RRP $9.99 )

Ausini City Airbus 78pcs Specials $25.60 $19.70

Ausini Fairyland Coffee Shop 
Playset 123pcs ( was RRP $9.99 )

Ausini: Fairyland (123 Pieces) - 2 out of 5 Star for Difficulty * High Quality * High 
Performance The excellent design special for your children. The all exciting new set will 
give you infinte pleasure

Specials Guns/Swords $25.60 $19.70

Intex Swim Gear Fun Masks ( 
was RRP $9.99 )

* Mask contains enhanced glass which is stronger and more transparent than standard 
models * Playful character masks are fun for the kids * Age 3-8

Specials Guns/Swords $29.80 $22.90

Tonka My First Mini Wobble 
Wheels Assorted ( was RRP 
$9.99 )

The My First Tonka Wobble Wheels Truck is the perfect free-wheeling vehicle for your 
little Tonka fan! Featuring realistic flashing lights and sounds, little hands can easily 
push around these mini Tonka Tough vehicles and watch as their wheels wobble!Age

Specials Tonka $29.80 $22.90

Ausini City Sports Car 108pcs ( 
was RRP $9.99 )

Give your child what they'll need to create their own dream world with the 108pc 
Ausini City Sports Car

Specials $25.60 $19.70

Disney's Miles From 
Tomorrowland - Miles Figure in 
Space Suit w/Mini Accessory ( 
was RRP $12.99 )

Each figure glows when placed into the stellosphere charging chamber, also each figure 
comes with a unique accessory. Figures are compatible with all of the vehicles within 
the range. No batteries required. Ages 3 years +

Specials $48.20 $37.00

Disney's Miles From 
Tomorrowland - Merc Figure ( 
was RRP $12.99 )

Each figure glows when placed into the stellosphere charging chamber, also each figure 
comes with a unique accessory. Figures are compatible with all of the vehicles within 
the range. No batteries required. Ages 3 years +

Specials $48.20 $37.00

Makeup Tiara Kit ( was RRP 
$9.99 )

Makeup Tiara Kit 0 real makeup in star shaped compact case - includes earring, ring & 
tiara - Age 3+

Specials $29.80 $22.90

Shuffle Kidz Line Up 4 Game ( 
was RRP $12.99 )

A great game of strategy! Go head to head with friends and Family and try and be the 
first player to get four in a row

Specials Guns/Swords $34.80 $26.80

Shuffle Kidz 3D Snakes & 
Ladders Game (was RRP $12.99 
)

Ever played Snakes and Ladders? Well it now comes in 3D! The climbing, sliding, 
spinning action game can now be enjoyed by the whole family. With its twists and turns 
you make your way from start to finish all the while avoiding dangerous obstacles such 
a

Specials Guns/Swords $34.80 $26.80

Ausini City Motorbike 149pcs ( 
was RRP $12.99 )

Build your dreams with Ausini City Motorbike Specials $34.80 $26.80

Sparkle Girlz Glamour 
Accessories & Gloves ( was RRP 
$12.99 )

Set Includes: A pair of gloves, 1 necklace and 1 tiara. AGE 3+ Specials Sparkle Girlz $29.80 $22.90

Bing Bunny Wobbly Friends 
Assorted ( was RRP $16.99 )

• Recreate the adventures of Bing Bunny with fun figure packs! • Each pack includes 
characters from the television show • Figures feature wonderful details such as soft, 
fabric ears or a wobbly body • Can be used with the Fisher-Price® Bing Bunny playset

Specials Guns/Swords $57.80 $44.50

"Intex Crystal Blue Pool (45"" x 
10"")"

"45"" x 10"" (1.14m x 25cm) inflated • 8ga (0.20mm) rings; 7ga (0.18mm) floor • 
Capacity 6½"" (17cm) of wall height: 35 gal (132L) • Repair patch"

Specials $62.40 $48.00



Deluxe Fish n Fun Magnetic 
Fishing Game ( was RRP $14.99 )

"'* SET INCLUDES: 5 FISHES, FISH NET, BAITAND FISING ROD * FISHING ROD CAN BE 
EXTENDED FROM 9"" TO15"" * 5 COLORFUL, FLOATING FISH POND FRIENDSTO HOOK 
ON TO * EXTENDABLE MAGNETIC FISHING POLE WITHRATCHET-SOUND REEL * FUN 
AND SAFE IN OR OUT OF WATER Age: 3

Specials The Corps $48.20 $37.00

TeamPower 26cm Light Up 
Dream Racer ( was RRP $14.99 )

26cm Light Up Racer. Friction Powered. Batteries Included. AGE 3+ Specials Country Life $39.00 $30.00

Finding Dory Sew your own 
Nemo ( was RRP $16.99 )

Pack of felt to sew a Nemo with all the tools required. Including needle, string and 
instructions. AGE 5+

Specials Qixels $30.20 $23.20

Finding Dory Decorate your own 
Nemo Lantern ( was RRP $16.99 
)

Lantern with paint and pack of decoration cards. AGE 5+ Specials Qixels $30.20 $23.20

Finding Dory Make your own 
paper Aquarium ( was RRP 
$16.99 )

Includes everything to make a 3D paper Aquarium with Dory & Nemo AGE 5+ Specials Qixels $30.20 $23.20

Finding Dory Pixel Art Bead Set ( 
was RRP $16.99 )

More then 1000 beads with 1 peg board, tool and wax paper to create a pixel art 
masterpiece. AGE 5+

Specials Qixels $30.20 $23.20

Country Life Farm Tractor with 
Trailer assorted ( was RRP 
$19.99 )

Have some fun on the farm with Country Life Farm Tractor with Trailer assorted Specials Sparkle Girlz $57.40 $44.10

TeamPower 40cm Container 
Truck ( was RRP $14.99 )

40cm Friction Powered Container Truck. assorted colours. AGE 3+ All Assortments and 
Displays: All items each sold seperately and subject to availability.

Specials Country Life $44.00 $33.90

Monster High Vinyls Collectible 
Assorted ( was RRP $19.99 )

Since their debut, the ghouls and Mansters™ of Monster High™ have been showcasing 
their freaky fabulous flaws with scary cool style and hair-raising adventures. From the 
howlways of school to the catacombs below, from Scaris™ to Hauntlywood™, from 
picture

Specials Mega Bloks $48.60 $37.40

Dirt Bike 1:12 Yamaha YZ450F ( 
was RRP $19.99 )

Dirt Bike 1:12 scale Yamaha YZ450F- diecast with plastic parts. Ages 5+ Specials $75.80 $58.30

Country Life Diecast Farm 
Tractor with Trailer assorted ( 
was RRP $19.99 )

Country Life Diecast Farm Tractor with Trailer assorted Specials Sparkle Girlz $66.60 $51.20

Monopoly Junior Card Game ( 
was RRP $19.99 )

Your FAVOURITE brands of Hasbro card games NOW with FREE downloadable APPS. 
They're portable and tough and ready to play when and where your family and friends 
want to Download the APPS for enhanced game play.

Specials $71.60 $55.10

Bing Bunny Basic Plush Assorted 
( was RRP $24.99 )

• Your little Bingster will love collecting all of their favorite characters from the Bing 
Bunny television show! • These soft friends are perfect for a day of play with Bing! • 
Each sold separately & subject to availability.

Specials Guns/Swords $94.60 $72.80

Finding Dory Deluxe Plaster 
Figure ( was RRP $19.99 )

Dory Plaster Figure with paint and brush. Specials Qixels $39.40 $30.30



Country Life Small Farm Set 
assorted ( was RRP $24.99 )

Start your farm collection with this Country Life Farm Set. A great set to get you started 
with all you need to play farm. Includes a large shed, stable, tractor, 2 trailers, 4 horses, 
4 cows, 2 bales of hay, fencing and 2 farmers. Hoist the bales of hay

Specials Sparkle Girlz $75.80 $58.30

Shuffle Kidz Marble Swallowing 
Hippo Game ( was RRP $19.99 )

Race against the other players to have your hippo eat marbles from the middle of the 
board. If your hippo has eaten the most marbles out of everyone you are the winner!

Specials Guns/Swords $53.20 $40.90

Ausini Millitary Tank 213pcs ( 
was RRP $29.99 )

High Quality at an Affordable Price Military Battle Tank 213pcs box set Item 
specifications: All items are included as shown in the photo images. The set totals 213 
pieces including military tank, 2 solder minifigures, easy-to-follow instruction diagrams

Specials $71.60 $55.10

Country Life Dairy Cow Station ( 
was RRP $24.99 )

Country Life Dairy Cow Station Comes with fenced cattle stall, 3 cows and accessories. 
Ages 3+

Specials Country Life $85.00 $65.40

Dirt Bike 1:12 Suzuki RM-Z450 ( 
was RRP $19.99 )

Dirt Bike 1:12 scale Suzuki RM-Z450 - diecast with plastic parts. Ages 5+ Specials Country Life $75.80 $58.30

Bing Bunny Paddling Bing ( was 
RRP $34.99 )

• Bathtime…it’s a Bing thing! • Pull the beach ball away from Bing to see him kick his 
feet and swim to catch it!

Specials Guns/Swords $94.60 $72.80

Bing Bunny Vroom Vroom 
Assorted ( was RRP $34.99 )

• Recreate the adventures of the Bing Bunny television show with fun vehicles! • Each 
vehicle is based on a recognizable vehicle from the television show & comes with a 
figure! • Each vehicle sold separately & subject to availability.

Specials Guns/Swords $94.60 $72.80

Water Gun - Splatter Shot ( was 
RRP $29.99 )

X-Stream designed water gun is decorated with awesome decals. Large 25oz water tank 
provides ammunition for multiple shots. Pump action creats explosive blasts of water. 
Xstream wet fun!

Specials Country Life $75.80 $58.30

Disney's Miles From 
Tomorrowland - Maximum 
Miles Figure with Lights and 
Sounds ( was RRP $39.99 )

"This 10"" tall Maximum Miles figure comes with helmet, Laserang and Blastboard. 
Miles speaks 8 phrases from the show. Laserang lights up when it is placed in Miles 
hand. Blastboard lights up when Miles is placed on it. Maximum miles can also ride on 
the

Specials $126.90 $97.60

Slasher Metal cricket Stump Set 
( was RRP $29.99 )

*Collapsible* Yellow Powder Coated Specials $112.60 $86.60

The Corps Warfare Playset with 
Lights & Sounds assorted ( was 
RRP $29.99 )

"2 highly decorated articulated 3-3/4"" Soldiers are all poised for the fiercest battle. Set 
includes accessories for for a battle zone scenario,complete with protective walls of 
sand bags with a mounted gun and barbed wires."

Specials Country Life $85.00 $65.40

Bing Bunny Around Town 
Playset ( was $39.99 )

• Explore all the wonderful places in Bing Bunny’s world! • These colorful playsets are 
each based on the television show and really bring to life the magical world of Bing 
Bunny! • Each playset includes fun figures and accessories! • Each sold separatel

Specials Guns/Swords $140.70 $108.20

XSHOT Excel Clip Series - 
Hurricane ( was RRP $29.99 )

The XSHOT Excel arsenal just got more extreme with the introduction of a dart clip 
system for fast and easy reload. The Hurricane features pump action technology so you 
can blast up to 10 darts in 1 round. Plus when you're out of ammo getting back into ac

Specials Thomas & 
Friends $121.80 $93.70

M.A.R.S. Super Starrior assorted 
( was RRP $39.99 )

MOTORIZED WALKING ROBOT. LIGHT UP EYES. REMOVABLE WEAPON. FEATURES 
DIGITAL ELECTRONIC VOICE WITH DIFFERENT SOUND EFFECTS.

Specials Meccano $94.60 $72.80

Finding Dory 2pk Glitter Dome ( 
was RRP $29.99 )

Plaster figures shape in Dory & Nemo. Also includes 2 Plastic glitter domes, paint, paint 
brush and Glitter.

Specials Qixels $71.60 $55.10



Country Life Dairy Cow Feeding 
with mixer set ( was RRP $34.99 
)

Country Life Dairy Cow Feeding with mixer set comes with Tractor, Trailer + Mixer, Cow, 
Farmer and Accessories. Ages 3+ Specials Country Life $94.20 $72.40

Intex Lounge Folding ( was RRP 
$39.99 )

* 198cm x 94cm * 0.30.. vinyl * unique wave design * Repair patch Specials Guns/Swords $108.40 $83.40

The Ugglys Pet Shop Series 1 
Dirty Dog Wash Van ( was RRP 
$39.99 )

Waht do you get when you smoosh together a whole bunch of ugly with a toy concept 
that can't be beat? The ugliest, grossest, most hilarious, electronic toy to hit the boys 
aisle this century. Take your Uggly everywhere and gross out your friends with his

Specials Caterpillar $103.80 $79.90

Thunderbirds TB2 Vehicle with 
Sound ( was RRP $39.99 )

Take Virgil Tracy on his missions with the TB-2 with mini TB4 Specials $122.30 $94.00

Total Tennis (was RRP $44.99 ) Test your eye-hand co-ordination either playing on your own or against an opponent Specials $131.50 $101.10

Peppa Pig Miss Rebecca Rabbits 
Helicopter ( was RRP $49.99 )

Join the adventure in the sky with Miss Rabbit's Helicopter! This fun play set includes 
Peppa Pig and Miss Rabbit figurines. Miss Rabbit's red helicopter which has spinning 
rotor blades, and a retractable rope! Includest he Peppa Pig theme tune and many

Specials $168.30 $129.40

Rollmatz Alphabet & Numbers 
Assorted ( was RRP $39.99 )

Rollmatz: Alphabet & Numbers * Mat size is 2m x 1.2m * Prevents Cold Air from Floors 
* Vibrant Colours * Anti-Smudge Surface * Safe for Use * Stimulates Childrens 
Imagination * Easy to Clean and Durable * Display consists of 8 x Alphabet and 8 x 
Numbers

Specials Reading Books $94.60 $72.80

Smart Washing Machine ( was 
RRP $39.99 )

Press & turn the buttons for fun light ands sound effects. Light up drum and opening 
detergent drawer just like the real thing. Batteries included. AGE 3+

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters

$103.40 $79.50

Star Wars X-Fighter Ride On ( 
was RRP $39.99 )

150cm x 100xm. 0.25mm vinyl. Includes repair patch. Specials $94.60 $72.80

Star Wars Single Slider Pro 
Waterslide ( was RRP $39.99 )

5.49m in length. Speed ramp provides soft landing for a smooth & fast ride. Connect a 
garden hose and GO! Single slider with a wet drench pool at the end. Rampin, ridin, 
slidin, FASTER fun. Includes one set of spray adapters, 2 stakes and one repair patc

Specials $94.60 $72.80

XSHOT Excel Clip Series - Max 
Attack Rifle ( was RRP $39.99 )

The XSHOT Excel arsenal just got more extreme with the introduction of a dart clip 
system for fast and easy reload. The Max Attack features pump action technology so 
you can blast up to 10 darts in 1 round. Plus when you're out of ammo getting back into 
a

Specials Thomas & 
Friends $140.70 $108.20

Disney Princess 26pce Tea Party 
Set ( was RRP$39.99 )

Specials Fun Factory $94.20 $72.40

Disney's Miles From 
Tomorrowland - Ultimate Super 
FX Blastboard ( was RRP $59.99 
)

This role play gadget provides three fun balancing games with lights and sounds to keep 
kids engaged. Blastboard Surfing - Can you keep up with Miles directions? Light Speed - 
Lean in towards the lights as fast as you can. Free Play - Every Space Ranger n

Specials $205.10 $157.80

"12"" Talking Spiderman ( was 
RRP $49.99 )"

Specials $121.80 $93.70

Ausini City Car Carrier 454pcs ( 
was RRP $49.99 )

This one is sure to keep the kiddies busy with 454 peices to construct the ultimate 
Ausini City Car Carrier

Specials $117.70 $90.50



Ausini Millitary Helicopter 
452pcs ( was RRP $49.99 )

Fly into the action with Ausini Millitary Helicopter 452pcs Specials $121.80 $93.70

Saddle Pals Grooming Station ( 
was RRP $44.99 )

When a horse needs cleaning at the Saddle Pals stables, they can go to the Grooming 
Station. It is fully equipped with everything you would need to keep your horses and 
foals clean and happy. With a water pumping feature that really pumps water onto your

Specials Bosch $117.70 $90.50

Leapfrog Leapband Pink
LeapBand is a children's activity band that encourages physical activity through fun 
challenges. Kids run, jump and play to earn rewards and power a customisable pet pal 
that lives on the band. Active learning solution that you can wear!

Specials Caterpillar $232.70 $179.00

Bing Bunny Home Playset ( was 
RRP $69.99 )

• Playing...it’s a Bing thing! • This colorful playset opens to reveal all the wonderful 
features of Bing’s home! • Pretend to give Bing a sudsy, bubbly bath or mix up a 
mooshy, carrot smoothie in Brenda the Blender! • Recreate a typical “Bing moment” wi

Specials Guns/Swords $232.70 $179.00

Shell Car Park 3 Levels ( was RRP 
$79.99 )

Shell Car Park with 3 levels and 2 cars. AGE 3+ Specials Bosch $278.30 $214.00

Dino Valley Deluxe Playset ( was 
RRP $69.99 )

Specials VTech $172.90 $133.00

Disney's Miles From 
Tomorrowland - Transforming 
Stellosphere Spaceship with 
Miles ( was $89.99 )

The Stelloshere is a 3 in 1 playset and is the Callisto's family home base. The 
stellosphere transforms into a play set that includes a mini Starjetter, a Zip Ship and a 
Cross Vehicle Rocket System (XVR) that attaches to all 3 ships. The Cross Rocket Sys

Specials $324.70 $249.80

Thunderbirds TB2 Playset ( was 
RRP $89.99 )

Kids will be begging to add the large TB2 Playset to their mission set. Specials $297.10 $228.60

Trike Star My First Trike - Girls ( 
was RRP $89.99 )

Adjustable and removeable Parental Handle. Full metal frame and rubber wheels. In 
push-in position , the lock fastens the pedals to the wheel, allowing the child to pedal 
independently forward and backward. Easy to assemble. Adjustable Seat and seat belt.

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters $278.30 $214.00

Little Live Pets Clever Keet Bird 
assorted ( was RRP $99.99 )

Who’s a clever bird? CleverKeet is! He’s the smartest bird who has ever flown into the 
Little Live Pet Shop! Your new clever feathered friend is an interactive, singing and 
talking bird! Give him a name and he will talk and play in all kinds of ways! Pet

Specials $361.60 $278.10

Intex Pool Family Centre Deluxe 
( was RRP $99.99 )

* 305cm x 183cm x 56cm * Ages 6+ * 3 Air Chambers Each With Double Valve Intake 
and Free-Flow Exhaust Valve

Specials Guns/Swords $278.30 $214.00

Trike Star My First Trike - 
Neutral ( was RRP $89.99 )

Adjustable and removeable Parental Handle. Full metal frame and rubber wheels. In 
push-in position , the lock fastens the pedals to the wheel, allowing the child to pedal 
independently forward and backward. Easy to assemble. Adjustable Seat and seat belt.

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters $278.30 $214.00

Fisher Price Basketball Set ( was 
RRP $99.99 )

2 ways to play. hoop Chute and basketball net. No more chasing the ball over the 
backyard. 5 heights from 4-6ft. The base must be weighed with sand for stability ( not 
included). For indoor or outdoor use. Junior size basketball included.

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters $297.10 $228.60

Intex Swim Centre Family 
Lounge Pool ( was RRP $99.99 )

Intex Swim Centre Family Lounge Pool - the perfect spring/summer Lounge Pool for the 
whole family

Specials $278.30 $214.00

Intex Swim Centre Family 
Lounge Pool ( was RRP $99.99 )

"Take a splash in the Intex Swim Center Family Lounge Pool Remarkably easy to setup, 
the swim Center Family Lounge Pool requires simple quick inflation and is ready to fill 
with water and your little ones will be splashing and playing in minutes. For age

Specials Bosch $324.70 $249.80



Y Scoot Coaster - Red ( was RRP 
$129.99 )

The Y Scoot Coaster combines the best of both skateboard and scooter into one 
awesome ride! With a scooter front wheel and skateboard trucks in the back, kids can 
perform both scooter stunts and skateboard tricks. The Y Scoot Coaster also features a 
durab

Specials Yvolution $416.80 $320.60

Zoomer Dino ( was RRP $169.99 
)

"""Features: REFRESH OF ZOOMER DINO. Dino Jester - He is a Joke-asaurus! Positioning: 
Zoomer Dino has been incredibly popular – how can we refresh it for year two? 
Updated head, tail, arms, and legs, a refreshed, futuristic deco! New play pattern, 
includ

Specials Thomas & 
Friends $738.90 $568.40

Y Velo Twister - Red ( was RRP 
$179.99 )

"The Y Velo Twista is the latest advancement in balance bikes. This 2-in-1 training bike 
to balance bike grows with a child as they build confidence and develop their steering 
and balance skills. It features innovative wheel adjustment technology that giv

Specials Yvolution $600.90 $462.20

"Y Velo 12"" Balance Bike - 
Green ( was RRP $129.99 )"

Get ready for balance bikes!! Already a massive success in Europe balance bikes are set 
to become a worldwide trend. Tests in Germany and other countries clearly show the 
benefits of not using balancing aids such as training wheels and stabilisers on chil

Specials Yvolution $462.30 $355.60

"Y Velo 12"" Balance Bike - Pink 
( was RRP $129.99 )"

Get ready for balance bikes!! Already a massive success in Europe balance bikes are set 
to become a worldwide trend. Tests in Germany and other countries clearly show the 
benefits of not using balancing aids such as training wheels and stabilisers on chil

Specials Yvolution $462.30 $355.60

Trike Star Galaxy 3 in 1 Trike - 
Neutral ( was RRP $179.99 )

Removable and steering parental Handle. Full metal frame and rubber wheels In 
pushing position , the lock fastens the pedals to the wheel allowing the child to pedal 
independently forward and backwards. Easy to assemble Adjustable Seat, seat belt and 
foo

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters $600.90 $462.20

Trike Star Galaxy 3 in 1 Trike - 
Girls ( was RRP $179.99 )

Removable and steering parental Handle. Full metal frame and rubber wheels In 
pushing position , the lock fastens the pedals to the wheel allowing the child to pedal 
independently forward and backwards. East to assemble Adjustable Seat, seat belt and 
foo

Specials XSHOT Dart 
Blasters $600.90 $462.20

Y Velo Flippa - Blue/White ( was 
RRP $199.99 )

Amazing two ways to balance! The remarkable Y Velo Flippa is a 2 in 1 Trike to Balance 
Bike that grows with your child and teaches balance at an early age, a fundamental skill 
young children need in learning how to ride a bicycle. In Trike mode, we intro

Specials Yvolution $600.90 $462.20

Specials $2.60 $2.00

Ride On Spare Part - Motor 
w/Gear Box (12v)

Specials Fun Factory $416.80 $320.60

Ride On Spare Part - Motor 
w/Gear Box (6v)

Specials Fun Factory $416.80 $320.60

Ride On Spare Part - Fuse Insert 
40A

Specials Fun Factory $11.80 $9.10

Ride On Spare Part - Start Switch 
( foot pedal switch)

Specials Fun Factory $62.40 $48.00

Ride On Spare Part - Main 
Switch (Fwd, Reverse/High,Low)

Specials Fun Factory $76.20 $58.60



Ride On Spare Part - Breaker 
20A

Specials Fun Factory $48.60 $37.40

Ride On Spare Part - Fuse Insert 
30A

Specials Fun Factory $11.80 $9.10

Ride On Spare Part - Battery 
Charger AC Adapater (12v)

Specials Fun Factory $361.60 $278.10

Ride On Spare Part - Battery 
Charges - 2pin (12v)

Specials Fun Factory $232.70 $179.00

Radio Control Drone 
Quadcopter - Screws

Specials Caterpillar $2.60 $2.00

Radio Control Drone 
Quadcopter - Blade

Specials Caterpillar $2.60 $2.00

Radio Control Drone 
Quadcopter - Blade

Specials Caterpillar $2.60 $2.00

Radio Control Drone 
Quadcopter - Battery

Specials Caterpillar $2.60 $2.00

Electricity - Office/Warehouse 
Usage

Specials Bosch $2.60 $2.00

Nerf Pocket Aero Flyer
This awesome pocket-sized football is just the ticket for you to boost your passing 
game! When you lob it with all your might, its tail helps it to go the ultimate distance. 
When the game is over, stick it back in your pocket!

Sports & Outdoor $50.10 $35.80

Fun Flyer 70g Frisbee ( ONLY 
SOLD as a Display of 24)

"Size: 9"" diameter. Weight 70g. Assortment of colours and designs." Sports & Outdoor $17.00 $12.10

Hula Hoop Original 3 sizes & 3 colors with HDPE material. Swing the waist to hula hoop spinning around 
with bearing balls inside for the Shoop-shoop sound effect. Packed in PDQ + carton

Sports & Outdoor $81.60 $58.30

Hula Hoop Skipper Assortment of 3 colours. Holographic foil spiral design. Turbo head. Sports & Outdoor $77.10 $55.10

Air Raider - Air Tricks

"""AGES 5+. NO BATTERIES REQUIRED. """"LAUNCH THE NEW AIR TRICKS AND 
HALLUCINATE WITH ITS TURNS, LOOPING AND STUNTS ON AIR. WITH 3 MODELS 
ASSORTED. PLAY THE TRICKS PROPOSED AND MASTER AUTHENTIC FEAS ON AIR. THEY 
ARE SUPER LIGHT AND RESISTANT! MASTER 12 AM

Sports & Outdoor $55.30 $39.50

AFL Football Size 5 Sports & Outdoor $86.30 $61.60
Netball Size 5 Sports & Outdoor $86.30 $61.60
Rugby Football Sports & Outdoor $86.30 $61.60
Basketball Size 6 Sports & Outdoor $107.90 $77.00
Soccerball Size 5 Sports & Outdoor $81.60 $58.30

"Aerobie 13"" Pro"
For exhilarating games of catch, nothing compares with the Aerobie Pro flying ring, 
holder of the Guinness World Record for the farthest throw - an amazing 406 metres. 
Age 12+

Sports & Outdoor $170.30 $121.70



Nightzone Jump Rope Assorted The Nightzone jump rope comes in an assortment of colours. It lights up the night with 
its super bright LED lights. 7ft in length. Has swivel handles. Batteries included.

Sports & Outdoor $102.60 $73.30

Nightzone Skipsation Assorted
"The Nightzone skipsation comes in an assortment of colours. Put your ankle through 
the hoop and start the ball rolling. The flashing ball is 3.5"". Contains non-replaceable 
batteries."

Sports & Outdoor $134.10 $95.80

Pogo Boing
Fully enclosed spring for safety. Y-shaped handle with soft foam grips, and grip tape on 
the foot peg. Large diameter foot for stabilty. Supports users from 27-45KG. Easy to 
use.

Sports & Outdoor $470.30 $336.00

Frisbee Boomerang Assorted Assortment of colours. Easy to throw and catch. Accurate return. Sports & Outdoor $86.30 $61.60

Hula Hoop Flexi Skipper 
Assorted

Put the skipper ring around one foot and skip across with the other. Assortment of 
colours. Flexible elastic twist rope. Turbo head makes a whooping Shoop Shoop sound.

Sports & Outdoor $71.10 $50.80

8 Shot Caps (72 Shots per card) 8 shot ring caps.72 shot per card. 9 x rings of 8 shots Sports & Outdoor $8.60 $6.60

Hi Bounce Hand Ball assorted ( 
ONLY SOLD as a display of 24)

Hi Bounc Handball Sports & Outdoor $18.20 $14.00

Table Tennis Balls 12pk Sports & Outdoor $27.00 $20.80

Playball 230mm - Barbie Learn to bounce, catch and throw with this classic kids toy, featuring Barbie the fashion 
doll.

Sports & Outdoor $27.00 $20.80

Playball 230mm - Thomas The 
Tank

Learn to bounce, catch and throw with this classic kids toy, featuring Thomas the Tank 
Engine

Sports & Outdoor $27.00 $20.80

Playball 230mm - Spiderman Ball-throwing and catching are great developmental skills for a superhero, so play ball 
with Spiderman!

Sports & Outdoor $27.00 $20.80

Playball 230mm - Minnie 
Bowtique

Sports & Outdoor $27.00 $20.80

Bloon Ball Assorted Silver/Blue 
or Silver/Purple 15cm (can be 
sold as a Display of 18)

"""Great for both indoor and outdoor use, Bloon™ Ball can be used for an endless 
amount of activities; like throwing, kicking, bouncing, juggling, rolling, hitting, tossing 
and even hugging just to name a few. Visually stimulating and engaging, the Blo

Sports & Outdoor $25.00 $19.20

Skipping Rope 7FT 7FT Super Jump RopeAGE 3+ Sports & Outdoor $29.80 $22.90

Matrix Mini Ball • Waterproof/ Floats • Designed with performance in-mind- easy to throw, easy to 
catch • Durable thermoplastic rubber material used • Patented ball designs •

Sports & Outdoor $33.80 $26.00

Archery Set Archery for kids includes 3 bows - stimulating outdoor play Sports & Outdoor $32.50 $25.00

Tennis Racquet for Total Tennis Tennis racquet for twist tennis. Simple outdoor fun,playing on your own or against an 
opponent.

Sports & Outdoor $29.80 $22.90

Tennis Ball with String & Hook Replacement ball for twist tennis or any other totum tennis game. Sports & Outdoor $34.80 $26.80
Tennis Balls 3pcs Kang Hui: Tennis Balls (3 Included) Sports & Outdoor $37.10 $28.60

XSHOT Stealth Soaker AGE 4+ Sports & 
Outdoor

XSHOT Water 
Blasters

$44.00 $33.90

Licensed Assorted Tail Balls ( 
ONLY SOLD in display of 12 )

Sports & Outdoor $39.10 $30.10



Aussie Rules Football Mini Red Sports & Outdoor $38.70 $29.80
Minions Playball 23cm Fun High Gloss playball with your favourite characters Sports & Outdoor $27.50 $21.10

Golf Set in Caddy Bag Transform your back lawn into a golf course with your very own golf set and handy 
storage caddy bag. AGE 3+

Sports & Outdoor $50.90 $39.20

Shuttle Cocks Plastic 6pcs per pk Sports & Outdoor $59.70 $45.90
Bocce Set Sports & Outdoor $55.20 $42.50

Grip Ball The original Grip Ball for over 20 years with 10 million sold world wide. Includes 2 x 
catchers, 1 x ball and carry bag.

Sports & Outdoor $75.80 $58.30

Golf Set Metal Deluxe Metal Golf Set. Includes iron, putter and hole & flag. Start early to become a 
pro. AGE 4+

Sports & Outdoor $62.40 $48.00

Velcro Catch Ball in Net Bag
Quality Velcro Catch Balls. Includes 2 velcro mits and 2 balls. 3 ply velcro for stronger 
grip. Also includes mesh carry bag so you can put everything back in after use. Great for 
the backyard, parke or beach. AGE 5+

Sports & Outdoor $62.40 $48.00

Tech Ring Pro (can be sold in 
display of 12)

Flexible Flying Disc with ultimate flying distance and performance. Easy to throw and 
catch. Weighs 110g. Age 6+

Sports & Outdoor $66.60 $51.20

Table Tennis Balls 1 Star Card of 
6

6 table tennis balls Sports & Outdoor $70.40 $54.20

Wicked UKick
"""Wicked Ukick A new, fun, social, healthy and totally addictive outdoor play product. 
Fusing elements of badmington, street football and freestyle, the aim of Ukick is to 
keep it in the air with your feet and other parts of your body. Ukick can be pl

Sports & Outdoor $71.60 $55.10

XSHOT Stealth Soaker Twin pack AGE 4+ Sports & 
Outdoor

XSHOT Water 
Blasters

$80.80 $62.20

EVA Rocket with Whistle 3+ Sports & Outdoor $66.60 $51.20
Helix Spinner Sports & Outdoor $70.90 $54.50

Nightball Mini Football
The NightBall Mini Football is awesome! Just a bit smaller than our larger NightBall 
Football, this NightBall is awesome for on-the-go fun. Take it everywhere - the park, the 
beach, or in the pool!

Sports & Outdoor $88.60 $68.10

Tennis Trainer Sports & Outdoor $85.00 $65.40
Pro Brass Darts 3pk Sports & Outdoor $85.00 $65.40

XSHOT Typhoon Thunder AGE 4+ Sports & 
Outdoor

XSHOT Water 
Blasters

$94.20 $72.40

XSHOT Tornado Bottle Blaster AGE 4+ Sports & 
Outdoor

XSHOT Water 
Blasters

$94.20 $72.40

Bowling Set in Netbag Ten-pin bowling fun with balls and pins. age 3+ Sports & Outdoor $94.20 $72.40

Slasher Cricket Sets - Tiny Tots 
Set

Set Includes * Cricket Bat, Stumps/Bail & Ball * Carry Bag Sports & Outdoor $90.90 $69.90

Basketball X-Rim Match Size 7 Sports & Outdoor $90.00 $69.30



Basketball Swish 
Red/White/Blue Size 7

Sports & Outdoor $90.00 $69.30

Archery Set Deluxe Quality Archery Set - Practice makes perfect. Includes a target. Do not aim at anyone's 
face. AGE 6+

Sports & Outdoor $103.40 $79.50

Baseball Set Your little baseball star will enjoy hitting baseballs with the Baseball Set Sports & Outdoor $94.20 $72.40

Steedon Rugby League Ball 
Classic Trainer - Mod

Steedon Rugby League Ball Classic Trainer - Mod Sports & Outdoor $100.20 $77.00

Steedon Rugby League Ball 
Classic Trainer - Mini

Steedon Rugby League Ball Classic Trainer - Mini Sports & Outdoor $100.20 $77.00

Steedon Soccer Ball Brasilia 
Match Size 5

Sports & Outdoor $100.20 $77.00

"Superman Supporter Ball - 
11"""

Officially licensed Superman and Batman supporter ball Sports & Outdoor $100.20 $77.00

Steeden Elite Flash Netball Pink Steeden Flash Netball Pink Sports & Outdoor $100.20 $77.00

Steedon Flash Netball Lime size 
5

Sports & Outdoor $100.20 $77.00

Gilbert Rugby Ball VX300 - size 3
Hydratec technology to enhance performance and provide durability. 2 Ply poly-cotton 
and cotton laminate ensures good performance. Standard grip for good handling in all 
conditions. Durable rubber surface. GRIP: 2/5 DURABILITY: 3/5 PERFORMANCE:_2/5

Sports & Outdoor $105.00 $80.80

Slasher Cricket Set Size 2 This Size 2 Slasher cricket set comes with 6 stumps and a lacquered timber bat, ball, 
wickets and carry bag. An awesome toy for backyard cricket

Sports & Outdoor $106.90 $82.20

Doll 34cm with Sound (Can be 
sold as a display of 12)

34cm Doll with Sounds Sports & Outdoor $121.80 $93.70

The Amazing Wubble Bubble 
Ball assorted

What looks like a bubble but plays like a ball? It's the amazing Wubble Bubble Ball! It 
looks like a bubble, moves like a bubble, but won't pop like a bubble! Even if you sit on 
it, it's no trouble. Your Wubble Bubble Ball starts out small, two minutes la

Sports & Outdoor $148.50 $114.20

Golf Set with Trolley Bag
Become the Golf Master with this junipr golf set. Includes clubs, balls and other 
accessories. All come in a sturdy trolley bag which has wheels and handle to move 
around easy. AGE 3+

Sports & Outdoor $121.80 $93.70

Diabolo Sports & Outdoor $129.40 $99.60

Little Blokes Metal 
Wheelbarrow

This sturdy workman-like wheelbarrow is just like Dad's! Sports & Outdoor $218.90 $168.40

Rugby League Canterbury 
Bulldogs Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Canberra Raiders 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80



Rugby League Gold Coast Titans 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Manly Warringah 
Sea Eagles Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Melbourne Storm 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Newcastle 
Knights Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Parramatta Eels 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Penrith Panthers 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League South Sydney 
Rabbitohs Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League St.George 
Dragons Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League Sydney City 
Roosters Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League NZ Warriors 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Rugby League West Tigers 
Supporter Ball size 5

Show support for your team with the Steeden Supporter Balls in Size 5. The Steeden 
ball is the official supporter ball and has a 2 ply construction, is hand stitched and offers 
a quality bounce. Supporter Ball Show your true colours with the Steeden Sup

Sports & Outdoor $151.80 $116.80

Beast Brass Darts 3pk Sports & Outdoor $131.00 $100.80
Hookey Board Sports & Outdoor $140.20 $107.80
Table Tennis Net Sports & Outdoor $133.80 $102.90
Bigga Bounce Ball - 75cm Sports & Outdoor $148.90 $114.60

Slasher Cricket Set Size 5 """This Size 5 Slasher cricket set comes with 4 stumps and a lacquered timber bat, ball, 
wickets and carry bag. An awesome toy for backyard cricket."""

Sports & Outdoor $150.10 $115.50

"Dartboard 1"" Paper" Sports & Outdoor $181.60 $139.70



Table Tennis Velocity 4 Player 
Set

Sports & Outdoor $177.50 $136.50

Bloon Ball - Green/Purple 80cm
"""Great for both indoor and outdoor use, Bloon™ Ball can be used for an endless 
amount of activities; like throwing, kicking, bouncing, juggling, rolling, hitting, tossing 
and even hugging just to name a few. Visually stimulating and engaging, the Bloo

Sports & Outdoor $159.30 $122.50

Little Blokes Metal Sand Digger * Fully Metal Construction * Swing and Grip Function * 360 Revolving Sports & Outdoor $264.90 $203.80
Quoits Set Sports & Outdoor $209.70 $161.30

Slasher Cricket Sets Tiny Tots 
Complete Cricket

*Tiny Tots Set * Includes: Cricket Bat, Stumps, Ball, Gloves and Pads and carry bag for it 
all to go into. Everything you want to be that budding Cricket star.

Sports & Outdoor $219.40 $168.80

My Gardening Set Take control of your garden with this great garden set. Includes wheelbarrow and 10 
accessories. AGE 3+

Sports & Outdoor $186.20 $143.20

Little Blokes Metal Wagon Small Classic heavy duty little red wagon. Ideal for pulling toys, tools or little siblings. AGE 3+ Sports & Outdoor $264.90 $203.80

Little Blokes Metal Wagon Large
Bring your belongings wherever you go with the Little Blokes Metal Large Wagon.Key 
Features:The wagon features a heavy duty construction with metal and durable wheels, 
as well as a generous tray size of 68 x 38 x 9cm.The Little Blokes Wagon is suitable fo

Sports & Outdoor $370.30 $284.80

Slasher Cricket Aussie Complete 
Cricket Set Size 4

*Size 4 Cricket Set * Includes: Size 4 Cricket Bat, Stumps, Ball, Gloves and Pads and carry 
bag for it all to go into. Everything you want to be that budding Cricket star.

Sports & Outdoor $280.00 $215.40

Dartboard Londo Pride Harrows 
Bristle

Sports & Outdoor $278.30 $214.00

Teeny Tys - Diggs the Brown Dog

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Finley the Brown Fox

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Slippery the White 
Seal

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Miles the Grey/Pink 
Leopard

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Mabs the Brown 
Giraffe

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00



Teeny Tys - Pocket the Black 
Penguin

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Cruiser the Turtle

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Mimi the Blue Owl

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Shuffler the Pink 
Turtle

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Pennie the pink 
zebra

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Gus the blue 
penguin

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Spangle the 
dalmation

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Candy the tan pug

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Gypsy the brown 
dog

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Jelly the 
multicoloured leopard

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00



Teeny Tys - Jack the grey 
schnauser

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Windsor the brown 
bear

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Monkey Boo the 
brown monkey

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Kenny the brown 
lynx

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Olivia the pink 
leopard

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Teeny Tys - Trunks grey/pink 
elephant

Teeny Tys are the cutest new plush taking the world by storm. These teeny plush are 
stackable, collectable, and best of all, small enough to go with you anywhere! 
Approximately 8cm in length, these adorable plush are the perfect addition to your Ty 
colle

Ty Beanies $42.00 $30.00

Ty Beanie Boos Regular - Tauri 
the Tan Cat

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $48.20 $37.00

Ty Beanie Boos Regular - Pippie 
the White Dog

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $48.20 $37.00

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - Darla 
the Pink Dragon

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - 
Sammy the Brown Owl

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - Pippie 
the White Dog

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30



Ty Beanie Boos Medium - Pablo 
the Tan Chihuahua

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - 
Patches the Tan Leopard

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - 
Whiskers the Grey Schnauser

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - Tasha 
the Pink and Grey Leopard

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Shuffle $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - 
Buckwheat the Brown Lynx

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Disney Tsum 
Tsum $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - Boom 
Boom purple panda

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - 
Maddie the Brown Dog

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Paw Patrol $99.20 $76.30

Ty Beanie Boos Medium - Slick 
the Fox

Ty Beanie Boos are the cutest collectible plush friends in the world. From Unicorns to 
puppies and cheeky raccoons, there is a Beanie Boo friend for everyone. Look for the 
familiar heart-shaped tag that means you've purchased an authentic Ty product. H

Ty Beanies Paw Patrol $99.20 $76.30

Pokemon Evolution 3 pack 
assortment B2

Pokémon trainers are always ready for a battle with this Mega Evolution three item 
pack! Each pack contains three detailed figures and Attack Tags to bring that battle play 
to life!

Ty Beanies $148.40 $114.10

Intex Sit n Lounge *1.19m Diameter *Clear Top with Blue or Green Bottom *2 Air Chambers *2 Heavy 
Duty Handles *One Cup Holder *Repair Patch Ages 8+

Water Play Guns/Swords $156.40 $111.70

Skylight Rocket Display Unit Water Play Bubble Club $2.80 $2.00
Wham-O Dunk Tank Aim for the target and soak a friend! Water Play $497.90 $355.60

Aqua Slingshot Sling water balloons incredibly far! Includes 50 water balloons, 1 vinyl target and 1 
balloon tie maker.

Water Play $101.40 $72.40

Zuru Hamsters in a House 
FLOOR DISPLAY ( 67pcs )

Water Play GOB Smax $2.80 $2.00

Beach Spade & Rake 23cm Set Colourful spade and rake for beach play. AGE 3+ Water Play $16.40 $12.60
Beach Spade Small assorted Sand Castles: Spade 33cm Red & Yellow Asst Water Play $14.10 $10.90
Scoop Rounded Deep scoop sandplay accessory. Water Play $16.40 $12.60

"Intex Beach Balls 16"" Glossy 
Panel"

*Bright Glossy Coloured Panels * 41cm Diameter * Ages 3+ Water Play Guns/Swords $15.00 $11.60



Beach Bucket 15cm Round bucket ideal for sand castles, water transport and shell collection. Water Play Guns/Swords $16.40 $12.60
Beach Spade Large assorted Colourful sturdy beach spades Water Play $20.50 $15.80
Intex Play Goggles assorted Intex Play Goggles come in an assortment of 3 colours BLUE, YELLOW + PURPLE. Ages 8+ Water Play Guns/Swords $20.50 $15.80

"Intex Beach Ball 20"" Lively 
Print Assorted"

"""*Bright Glossy Coloured Panels *51cm Diameter "" * Ages 3+" Water Play Guns/Swords $18.70 $14.40

Intex Arm Bands - Tropical 
Buddies

*23cm x 15cm * Ages 3-6 * 2 air chambers each *Pegable Box Smooth material for arm 
holes to keep cool and avoid heating and sticking to skin.

Water Play Guns/Swords $23.30 $17.90

Intex Lil' Octopus Arm Bands
These Octopus print arm bands provide added confidence and buoyancy for Children. 
Simply blow them up, slide them on and start swimming! For Ages: 3-6 Years 9 x 6W 
(23cm x 17cm) 8ga (0.20mm) vinyl 2 air chambers each

Water Play Bosch $23.30 $17.90

"Intex Swim Rings 24"" Animal 
Split Rings Assorted"

*Frog, Giraffe and Zebra Assortment *0.20mm Vinyl Ages 3-6 Water Play Guns/Swords $25.60 $19.70

Water Gun 4pk 4 x 12cm Water Guns. AGE 3+ Water Play Country Life $27.90 $21.50

Beach Boat with accessories 
(Can be sold as a display of 12)

Plastic Boat with sand accessories. Great for the beach or pool. AGE 3+ Water Play $34.80 $26.80

Dive Octopus 6pcs Catch the Octopus before they hit the bottom. Soft rubber. Great fun for the kids in the 
Pool. AGE 6+

Water Play Bosch $29.80 $22.90

Bug Catcher assorted
Discover the fascinating small world of insects. Use this Bug Catcher to catch insects like 
grasshoppers, bees, beetles, butterflies, silverfish, spiders, moths and more. This 
scientifically ventilated Bug Catcher will allow the creepy crawlies to live fo

Water Play $39.00 $30.00

Beach Round Bucket Set 6pcs Sand Castles: Beach Round Bucket Set (6pcs) Water Play Fun Factory $39.00 $30.00
Dive Rings Soft Flexible Rings. Great Fun for the kids in the pool. 4 rings included. AGE 6+ Water Play Bosch $34.80 $26.80

"Intex Pool Filter Cartridge 
""A"""

* Easy To Clean Dacron Filter Material Water Play Guns/Swords $39.00 $30.00

Wahu Cricket Ball Lost your Wahu Cricket Ball? Don't just use any ball... use the cricket ball designed 
specifically for the Wahu Beach Set and play the game the way it is mean't to be played.

Water Play $48.90 $37.60

Intex Free Style Sport Goggles

Superior in design, comfort and durability. Colors made for teenagers and adults. 
Lenses incorporate advanced UV protection to reduce the sun's damaging UVA & UVB 
rays. Lenses are treated with a special coating that keeps them clear underwater, 
ensuring 1

Water Play Bosch $46.30 $35.60

Beach Bucket Set 6pce Clear 
Small

6pcs Beach set with clear bucket. AGE 3+ Water Play Paw Patrol $48.20 $37.00

Wahu Mini Footy assorted The Wahu Mini Footy has a waterproof neoprene skin for all weather handling and 
durability, real laces for authentic feel.

Water Play $77.70 $59.80

Wahu Skirmish Mini Soccer Ball The Wahu mini Soccer has a waterproof neoprene skin for great handling and durability 
and a butyl air filled bladder for lightweight performance. Game On!

Water Play $77.70 $59.80

Beach Bucket with accessories 
assorted (Can be sold in a 
display of 6)

Great little set for the beach. AGE 3+ Water Play Bubble Club $57.40 $44.10



Dive Sea Monster Light Up Light Up Dive Fish. Turns on when it hits the water. Great fun in the pool Day & Night. 
Batteries Included. AGE 6+

Water Play Bosch $57.40 $44.10

Wahu Pool Party Dive Streamers
Made from safe'n'soft neoprene, Wahu Dive Streamers are ideal for developing those 
dive and retrieve seills. Excellent for building underwater swimming skills and 
confidence for young swimmers.

Water Play $70.90 $54.50

Wahu Pool Party Dive Stix
Made from safe'n'soft neoprene, Wahu dive sticks are ideal for developing those dive 
and retrieve skills. Excellent for building underwater swimming skills and confidence for 
young swimmers.

Water Play $70.90 $54.50

Intex Giant Beach Ball 107cm
"Add even more fun to your day at the beach with this Intex Giant Beach Ball! This 42"" 
beach ball features a colorful pink, blue and green design. Don't forget to bring the 
beach ball for all your fun in the sun at the lake, pool, or beach this summer! 4

Water Play Bosch $57.40 $44.10

Dive Balls Light Up Try to catch the dive balls. Turns on when they hit the water. Great fun for the pool Day 
& Night. Batteries Included. AGE 6+

Water Play Bosch $75.80 $58.30

Wahu Swim Dive Balls 4Pk
Toss the dive balls into the water and watch em sink, twist and wiggle their way to the 
bottom. Then dive in and see how fast you can grab them! The fabric tails are easy to 
grab underwater. Great for building underwater confidence.

Water Play $96.30 $74.10

Dive Sticks Light Up Try to cacth the Dive Sticks. They light up when they hit the water. Great fun day & 
night. 4 light up dive sticks included. Batteries included. AGE 6+

Water Play Bosch $80.80 $62.20

Ultimate Water Cannon 58cm ( 
can be sold in display of 24)

The ulitimate in water shooters. Shoots extra long distances. Hold the tip in the water 
and pull back on the handle until its full. Then fire away. You wont believe the distance 
you can hit your targets. AGE 3+

Water Play Bosch $85.00 $65.40

Beach Bucket Set 6pce Clear 
Large

6pcs Beach set with Large clear bucket. AGE 3+ Water Play Paw Patrol $85.00 $65.40

Intex Giant Bellows Foot Pump * Hi-Volume Air Flow * 30cm * Inflates and Deflates * Accordion Hose With 3 Nozzles Water Play Guns/Swords $108.40 $83.40

Wahu Jet Streamers Squeeze and blast water up to 7.5m using these pump action, water blasting Jet 
Streamers by Wahu. One squeeze fills it, another jets water sky high!

Water Play $93.80 $72.20

Intex Ride On - Gecko * 1.38m x 91cm * Ages 3+ * Heavy Duty Handles Water Play Bubble Club $103.40 $79.50

Intex Pool Snapset 4ft - Happy 
Animals

"Ideal for use in the garden, these paddling pools are a great way to introduce your 
child to swimming. On a hot summer's day, your children will love splashing around and 
cooling down in this pool. Ages For: 3+ Years Approximate set-up size: 4' x 10"" (1

Water Play $94.20 $72.40

Intex Tote-n-Float Wave Mats 
Assorted

"Soak up the rays without sacrificing comfort on the Intex Tote 'n Float Wave Mat. No 
need to inflate at the pool when you can inflate ahead of time- roll up and head for the 
pool. This colorful mat has two air chambers, double sealed edges, and a built-i

Water Play Bosch $94.20 $72.40

Zuru Bunch O Balloons Launcher 
with Balloons

Adding extra excitement to your water bomb fights you can now launch your water 
bombs further into your enemies target. Includes 1 x Launcher and 100 bunch o 
balloons. Age 6+

Water Play Thomas & 
Friends $131.00 $100.80

Nippas Kick Board assorted
Learn to swim with confidence using the Nippas Kick Board. Constructed from a soft 
touch EVA foam, easy grip handles and a contoured shape for better stability. AGE 2-6 
YRS

Water Play $98.70 $75.90



Water Shooter 50cm - Clown 
Fish ( Can be sold in display of 6)

Put the Clown Fish mouth in the water, pull back on the tail and the fish will be inahled 
with water until it's full. Aim at target and push the tail and watch the water shoot like a 
cannon. Strong moulded plastic. Great fun for the kids in the pool. AGE

Water Play Bosch $99.20 $76.30

Water Shooter 50cm - Shark ( 
can be sold in display of 6)

Put the Shark mouth in the water, pull back on the tail and the Shark will be inahled 
with water until it's full. Aim at target and push the tail and watch the water shoot like a 
cannon. Strong moulded plastic. Great fun for the kids in the pool. AGE 6+

Water Play Bosch $99.20 $76.30

REEF Giant Inflatable Chocolate 
Donut 120cm

120cm Inflatable Donut - chocolate. Water Play GOB Smax $94.20 $72.40

REEF Giant Inflatable Strawberry 
Donut 120cm

120cm Inflatable Donut - Strawberry. Water Play GOB Smax $94.20 $72.40

Intex Lounge - King Kool
* Transparent top panels with multi coloured I-beams * Pearlescent Silver and Blue 
Assortment * Drink Holder * Armrests and Backrests * 160cm x 85cm * 2 air chambers * 
Repair patch

Water Play Guns/Swords $112.60 $86.60

Wahu Beach Football assorted
The Wahu Footy has a waterproof neoprene skin for all weather handling and 
durability, real laces for authentic feel, air-filled bladder for lightweight high 
performance and raised graphics for maximum grip.

Water Play $134.30 $103.30

Wahu Soccerball assorted The Wahu Mini Footy has a waterproof neoprene skin for all weather handling and 
durability, real laces for authentic feel.

Water Play $134.30 $103.30

Wahu Beach Bash
Wahu Bash Bats feature a high quality waterproof neoprene skin plus two genuine 
Wahu Balls designed for optimum playing performance. Perfect for at the beach or in 
the pool.

Water Play $134.30 $103.30

Wahu Rugby assorted
The Wahu Rugby has a waterproof neoprene skin for all weather handling and 
durability, real laces for authentic feel, air-filled bladder for lightweight high 
performance and raised graphics for maximum grip.

Water Play $134.30 $103.30

Intex Vortex Tube "Colourful design, sturdy and durable, Two Heavy Duty handles. For ages : 9+ Years 48"" 
(1.22m) diameter 12ga (0.30mm) vinyl 2 air chambers Heavy duty handles Repair patch"

Water Play Bosch $117.70 $90.50

Intex Mega Chill 79cm Diameter * 79cm Diameter * Keep Up to 24 Soda Cans Plus Ice * 5 Cup Holder * 2 Heavy Duty 
Handles * 3 Air Chambers * Repair Patch

Water Play Guns/Swords $154.50 $118.80

Intex Pool Cover For 12' Easy Set 
Pools

Convenient and durable pool cover. 366cm. Water Play Guns/Swords $140.20 $107.80

Wahu Mini Soccer Goal Set Take your soccer game wherever you want to go... Features a collapsible goal for fast 
set-up, neoprene soccer ball and durable lightweight carry bag.

Water Play $163.60 $125.80

Wahu Pool Party Pool Hoops 
4Pk

Create your own course or race against friends. Wahu Pool Hoops are designed to sink 
and stand upright at the bottom of the pool, try swimming through them before they 
hit the bottom.

Water Play Crayola $145.40 $111.90

Zuru Bunch O Balloons Dual 
Ambush Water Gun with 
Balloons

Bunch o Balloons Dual Ambush Water gun includes 3 bunches of Bunch o Balloons. 
Draw water into the gun , screw the bunches of balloons to the end and then squirt - 
the balloons are filled and ready to throw. Great for when you havent got that hose 
handy.

Water Play Nerf Guns $149.40 $114.90

Wahu Super Slide 7.5m Water Play $146.50 $112.70



Wahu Funky Lounge Water Play $163.60 $125.80
Intex Pool 6ft Snapset - Ocean * 183cm x 38cm * Capacity 977L * Ages 3+ * Repair Patch Water Play Guns/Swords $177.00 $136.20

Intex Boat Inflat Explorer 2 
Person

* 185cm x 94cm x 41cm * Ages 6+ * Grab Rope on Bow * Repair Patch Water Play Guns/Swords $158.60 $122.00

Intex Sea Turtle Shade Baby 
Pool

Sea Turtle Baby Pool is a colourful, exciting baby pool to keep them cool and amused on 
hot summer days. The built-in sun shade provides protection for your baby from the hot 
and glaring sun. For Ages: 1-3 Years 40 x 42 (1.02m x 1.07m) inflated 10ga (0.25

Water Play Bosch $158.60 $122.00

Wahu Swim Vest Medium 
assorted 15-25kg

Durable nylon, soft closed foam cell construction. Lightweight and fully adjustable this 
ergonomic contoured design ensures unrestricted body movement. Certified to and 
complies fully with Australian standards AS1900. Size Medium 15-25kg.

Water Play $207.50 $159.60

Wahu Pool Party The Big 8 
Assorted Colours

Designed for you and a mate... you gotta get your hands on the Wahu Big 8! At a 
massive 145cm and available in assorted colours... you'll double your fun this summer!

Water Play John Deere $212.40 $163.40

Intex 240V AC Electric Pump * 3 interconnecting nozzles to fit any valve size * inflates and deflates * thermo 
protector incorporated for safety * 240v

Water Play $204.60 $157.40

Intex Boat Inflate Explorer with 
Oars & Pump

* 185cm x 94cm x 41cm * Ages 6+ * Grab Rope on Bow * Repair Patch * Includes Two 
Oars and Pump

Water Play Guns/Swords $232.20 $178.60

Wahu Wave Tube - 105cm
The Wahu Wavetube is the ultimate inflatable bodyboard. Made from tough laminated 
PVC, its contoured design allows it to perform like the real deal. Features comfortable 
handles and folds away for easy storage.

Water Play $250.40 $192.60

Wahu Stencil Body Board 
assorted : 90cm

Wahu Stencil Body Board : 90cm features dual channels for better control, a quality 
EPS, core dual rails and UV treated. Each board includes wrist leash.

Water Play John Deere $263.60 $202.80

Wahu Pool Party : Loopy Tube Resembling a giant corkscrew, the Wahu Loopy-Tube will add plenty of colour to any 
pool and provide hours of unpredictable twisting fun!

Water Play Fun Factory $241.60 $185.90

Wahu Cricket Set
Set of Stump's (67cm in height) with pair of bails & base with water reservoir,PVC ball & 
No. 5 size bat (77cms). Zip up kit carry bag with PVC window, carry handle and shoulder 
strap. AGE 3+

Water Play $241.60 $185.90

REEF Giant Inflatable Pretzel - 
160cm

Giant Inflatable Pretzel. 160cm Water Play Playdoh $232.20 $178.60

Wahu Stencil Body Board : 
105cm Assorted

Wahu 105cm Body Boards feature dual channels for better control, a quality EPS core, 
dual rails and UV treated. Each board includes wrist leash.

Water Play John Deere $292.90 $225.30

Intex Mega Chill II * Removable Ice Chest * Keep Up To 72 Drink Cans Plus Ice * 6 Cup Holders * Heavy 
Duty Handles * 3 Air Chambers

Water Play Bubble Club $292.50 $225.00

Wahu Jumbo Basketball Water Play $305.00 $234.60
Wahu Triple Slide 6.3m Water Play $305.00 $234.60

Intex Pool Deluxe with sunshade *Fun underwater animal design * 157cm x 157cm x 122cm Inflated * Drain Plug * 
Repair Patch Ages 2+

Water Play Guns/Swords $324.30 $249.40

REEF Giant Inflatable Swan - 
180cm x 165cm

Giant inflatable swan. 0.25mm thick PVC. 180CM X 165CM X 110CM Water Play Yvolution $301.70 $232.10



REEF Giant Inflatable Flamingo - 
180cm x 160cm

Giant inflatable Flamingo. 0.25mm thick PVC. 180CM X 165CM X 110CM Water Play Yvolution $301.70 $232.10

REEF Giant Inflatable Pizza Slice 
- 185cm x 150cm

Giant Inflatable Pizza Slice. 185cm x 150cm Water Play GOB Smax $301.70 $232.10

REEF Giant Inflatable Pineapple - 
200cm x 100cm

Giant Inflatable Pineapple. 197cm x 90cm Water Play GOB Smax $301.70 $232.10

REEF Giant Inflatable Unicorn - 
270cm x 130cm

Giant Inflatable Unicorn. 270cm x 130cm x 110cm Water Play Playdoh $370.30 $284.80

Intex Roarin' Shark Shade Pool

"Enjoy your summer days splashing and playing in an adorable Intex Roarin' Shark 
Shade Pool Perfect for toddlers two years old or older, the wide mouthed shark pool is 
entertaining and fun For Ages: 2+ Years 79"" L x 78"" W x 43"" H (2.01m x 1.98m x 1.09
m

Water Play Bosch $370.30 $284.80

Wahu Pool Party: Pool Slide
Slide into summer with the Wahu Pool Party Slide! Featuring a water spray attachment 
to make sliding that much more fun and easy. No pool should be without a Wahu Pool 
Slide this summer!

Water Play Fun Factory $578.20 $444.80

Intex Pool Easy Set Pool 10ft 
incl. Filter/Pump

* 220-240V Filter Pump * 305cm x 76cm * Capacity 3853L Water Play Guns/Swords $877.00 $674.60

Intex Giant Water Slide for Pool * 302cm x 206cm x 135cm * Ages 6+ * Attach Garden Hose For Sprayers To Wet The 
Slide Surface * 7 Air Chambers * 8 Heavy Duty Handles * Repair Patch

Water Play ####### $922.00

Intex Pool Easy Set Pool 12ft Set 
incl. Filter/Pump

* 220-240V Filter Pump * 366cm x 76cm * Capacity 5621L Water Play Guns/Swords ####### $957.80

Mattel Special Direct Delivery Water Play $2.60 $2.00
Water Play $2.60 $2.00

Office Cleaning Water Play $2.60 $2.00

Y Fliker Junior - Pink
There is no more need for little ones to kick the ground like 2 wheeled scooters; they 
simply sway from left to right to move forward. The J2 will provides your child with 
hours of fun both in-doors and outside. What does the Y Fliker Junior J2 offer yo

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $439.80 $338.30

Y Glider Deluxe - Blue Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons

Yvolution $646.40 $497.20

Y Glider Deluxe - Pink Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons

Yvolution $646.40 $497.20

"Y Velo Junior 9"" Balance Bike - 
Blue"

Enjoy the freedom of the outdoors and the joys of cycling from as early as 2 years old. 
The Y Velo will help your child develop an early sense of balance and control, along with 
independence, self-confidence and happiness! Apart from a really cool and app

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $600.90 $462.20

"Y Velo Junior 9"" Balance Bike - 
Red"

Enjoy the freedom of the outdoors and the joys of cycling from as early as 2 years old. 
The Y Velo will help your child develop an early sense of balance and control, along with 
independence, self-confidence and happiness! Apart from a really cool and app

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $600.90 $462.20



Y Glider 3 in 1 - Pink
Y Glider 3 in 1 is the ideal ride-on toy for children aged 1+ years, when they are at their 
early stage of development. Remove the seat and the Y Glider 3 in 1 is an early stage 
scooter that helps develop balance and co-ordination skills in young children

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $692.90 $533.00

Y Glider 3 in 1 - Blue
Y Glider 3 in 1 is the ideal ride-on toy for children aged 1+ years, when they are at their 
early stage of development. Remove the seat and the Y Glider 3 in 1 is an early stage 
scooter that helps develop balance and co-ordination skills in young children

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $692.90 $533.00

Y Glider 3 in 1 - Red
Y Glider 3 in 1 is the ideal ride-on toy for children aged 1+ years, when they are at their 
early stage of development. Remove the seat and the Y Glider 3 in 1 is an early stage 
scooter that helps develop balance and co-ordination skills in young children

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $692.90 $533.00

Y Glider 3 in 1 - Green
Y Glider 3 in 1 is the ideal ride-on toy for children aged 1+ years, when they are at their 
early stage of development. Remove the seat and the Y Glider 3 in 1 is an early stage 
scooter that helps develop balance and co-ordination skills in young children

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $692.90 $533.00

Y Velo Loopa - Red
Bike to Scooter! The Y Velo Loopa is an innovative 2 in 1 Balance Bike to Scooter that 
grows with your child. In Balance Bike mode children as young as 3 years old start by 
simply walking to riding then progressing to running and cruising. This will enh

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $922.50 $709.60

Y Fliker Air A1 - Green
An innovative three-wheeled scooter that’s built for fun. There’s no more kicking the 
pavement like simple two wheel scooters. Riders simply move their hips from side to 
side to get going, while continuing to use their own body power for self-propelling f

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution $922.50 $709.60

Y Fliker Air A3 - Red
An innovative three-wheeled scooter that’s built for fun. There’s no more kicking the 
pavement like simple two wheel scooters. Riders simply move their hips from side to 
side to get going, while continuing to use their own body power for self-propelling f

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution ####### $816.20

Y Fliker Lift
Polyurethane wheels on the Y Fliker Lift allows for smooth ride and can perform wild 
stunts. The exciting Lift technology allows the rider to pop a whelie at any time when 
they gain speed. Its just a matter of leaning back. Free spinning trick handlebar a

Wheel 
Toys/Ride Ons Yvolution ####### #######


